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IRRADIATION PROCESSING DEPARTMENT
MONTHLY _CORD REPORT

MARCH, 1959

SUMMARY

I

RESEARC_ AND ENGINEERING C_ERATION
,, i

Examination of the self-supported fuel elements discharged from B Reactor in Feb-
rusty showed no evidence of corrosion. Ten columns of fuel elements with "bumper"
type projections for use in ribbed tubes were charges into the KM Reactor.

Tests in KER Loops Nos. 2 and 3 were discharged because of increased activity
which indicated fuel failures. Howevec, initial examination of the Zircaloy-2
Jacketed cluster type elements from Loop No. _ and aluminum Jacketed elements
fr_n Loop No. 3 showed no such evidence.

A study of the adequacy of the K Reactor cooling system was completed and a safety
criteria for Hanford reactors was also established. A contract was also negotia-
ted with the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation for a study of the susceptibility of
Hanford reactors to earthquakes, to locate points of obvious weakness and suggest
means of improvement.

A detailed s_ud_ of the effect of thr., wearing away of process tube ribs on the

) in-pile corrosion rate was completed.

At the end of the report period all reactor power levels were based on fuel ele-
ment failure control.

Addition of alum with the diatomaceous earth to the KM pressure filters resulted
in a decrease in turbidity of the filtered water and longer filter runs.

The first of a series of tests of a nuclear mock-u_pof the fuel element for the
I_ Gas Loop in the Hanford Test Pile was completed.

PROIXETION AND REACTOR GPERATIONS
, m i _m,

Reactor input promotion was 10.9 percent above forecast; 13.1 percent above at
the six old reactors and 7.8 percent above at the K Reactors. This was the sec-
ond best mouth ever experienced with prodnction 1.5 percent below last month's
record.

A new maximum power level (combined total for all reactors) was achieved exceed-
ing the previous maximum by 80 me,watts. New maximum levels were established
at all reactors, except F, with increases ranging from 10 to 60 megawatts.

0ver_ll time operated efficiency was 81.7 percent (81 percent forecast); 81.3
percent at the six old reactors and 83.0 at the K Reactors. The N Reactor
achieved a 100 percent efficiency and established a new production record for one
of the six old reactors.
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The six ruptures removed from the reactors were ali I & E regular metal. Four
were "0" size which are the first of this type to rupture at the old reactors.
Two of the ruptures were at _R and the others were at B, D, KE and EW.

Significant items of equipment experience were:

i. Ei@hty-five process tubes were installed; 49 in i00-_, 31 in 100-D, three in
lO0-C _and.two in IO0-KE.

2. Eleven water leaks were corrected; seven tube leaks and four van Stone leaks.

3. Approximately 12 feet of flexible VBR number 27 at F Reactor remained in the
channel when rods were withdrawn for start-up March 7.

4. The first zircaloy tube was removed without incident at C Reactor.

5. Loss of raw water back-up, due to loss of leaks iu the line, caused an outageat C Reactor.

6. At IIS-D Building, the CO2 flowmeCer was ruptured due to overpressure. Fly-
ing metal pieces damaged the helium meter which was located near by.

A.disabling injury occurred when an electrician Journeyman fell from a work bench
in_uring his back. Three technical overexposures to radiation were experienced.
There were no security violations.

Processing and Pc_er statistics for individual reactor areas are tabulated on
Pages Ch-I through Ch-5 of this report.

FACILITIES ENGINEerING OPERATION

Pre-scope design stu_7 was initiated on the emergency back-up facility modifica-
tions recommended for consideration by the K water plant study group.

Selection of a testing agency was made and contract negotiations initiated for

the proposed halogen collector equipment evaluation program under the existing
reactor confinement project.

Necessary design and development program redirection was made following the de-
cision that the N Reactor primary loop piping would be carbon steel except for
heat exchangers, pumps, and associated piping.

Final decision was made on N Reactor primary pump drive power requirements. A
draft of the primary heat exchanger specifications was issued for comment by the
Architect-Engineer.

Althou6h over-all N Reactor design progress is approximately on schedule, it has
been noted that the current rate of accomplishment will have to be increased sig-
nificantly to maintain this position_ Steps have been initiated in this direc-
tion.

The NPR Design Council and Project Representatives groups met regularly during
the month. Ten scope items were approved by the Council.



Ew_luation of vendors' proposals for furnishing zirmonium alloy process tubes in
pilot order quantities continued.

Studies of the effect of _PR on HAPO _npower assignments and ne_ hires were
completed.

Plannin@ for organization and staffing the General Electric field components was
completed.

Flushing and pressure testing .ofthe Prototype Concept Evaluation Lcop in 189-D
Buildin6 is under way.

A rolled zirconium tubing Joint supplied by the Canadian General Electric Com-
pany, Limited, has been thermal-cycled successfully more than 1,800 times from
275 to 525° F at 1,32_ psi.

Samples of a solid-sintered-boron-carbide-aluminamaterial of potential value
in the poison spline program have been received at Hanford.

Meetings were attended in Washington D. C., on March 17 and 18 by W. J o Do_is
with E. J. Bloch, W. E. Johnson, and some members of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy and staff to discuss the New Prodmction Reactor Program.

Removal of baffles from the first stage of the DeLaval 190 pumps has been dis-
continued until the cause and cure of the resultant flow fluctuations have been
determined.

Byron-Jackson has promised shipment of four replacement impellers for Project
CG-600 by mid-F_y.

General agreement has been reached with other HAPO departments for the basis
of _ "Tool Steel Identification Standard."

A scope stud7 for procurement and installation of a scale model of the Columbia
River was completed.

One MSO0 HP stator was sent to the General Electric Service Shop for modifica-
tions and consultations were held with Schenectady representatives in order to
develop m_inteuauce information.

Two hundred SWP garments with zippered closures have been received and are
being tested in I05-F.

_LOYEE RELATIONS

Experienced BS_4S and PhD recruitment continued at a high level during March.
Eleven experienced BS_S candidates were interviewed with five offers extended.
Eight PhD candidates were also interviewed with three offers extended.

The manpover requirement study initiated in February will be discontinued with
the issuance of the Part X report. This report presented a tabulation of addi-

, tions required in selected non-exempt personnel classification.
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The first round of the 1959 "Understanding Human Behavior" Course was completed
in March.

Pre-employment selection criteria for coal handlers, miscellaneous operators,
etc,, in Power Operation was prepared for consideration and possible adaptation
in other HAPO departments.

Mass communication activities included the publication of eight '_4anagemeut
News Bulletins," one Memo from the General Manager, one Round Table Guide, two
IPD Employee Headliners, and one letter to supervisors and managers from the
General Manager. GE News coverage included ii items about IPD activities total-

" ing 165 column inches. Six GPG's and nine Advices were issued during March.

The Van Reeuan arbitration case was withdrawn by the HAMTC, but notice was re-
ceived of a desire to arbitrate am Instrument grievance involvinLxovertime dis-
tribution.

The HOO-AEC Labor Standards Board approved five Jobs for assignment to plant
forces bringing the total to 132 Jobs approved since the procedure was initi-
ated in IPD.

Am analysis of salary statistics and their comparison to similar statistics for
the Company was made. Data were prepared as a basis for salary review action
and the schednle and control criteria for an over-all exempt salary review were
established.

Appraisal ratings and their distribution with relation to salary zones has been
analyzed. Satisfactory progress has been made on the over-all salary review
with completion dme about the middle of April.

There was one disabling injury sustained March 16, 1959, by an electrician
Journeyman who fell three feet injuring two vertebrae and a kidney. This in-
Jury occurred in IO0-H Area.

A serious accident in D Area also happened March 16 when a helium meter exploded
causing property damage of $1,500. No serious personal injuries resulted from
this accident.

Approval of test fabrication In 21S-P (North Area) was granted on March 29, 1959.
Building pressure tests are to be conducted for criteria determinatiou.

Approval to use compressed gas adaptors on a helium-water-pumped nitrogen system
was granted for exclusive use in the recirculating gas cooled test loop in
lOS-m_.

A comprehensive safety inspection of B Area was conducted in March--F Area will
be inspected in April.

IPD's Fire Department responded to two alarms during March: (I) March 17 - Han-
ford Area - High winds extended controlled burning to grass and dead trees, mak-
ing extinguishment necessary. Approximately one acre was burned - loss was $10.
(2) March 18 - 100-B Area - Improper disposal of smoking material ignited trash
iu a Load Lugger - loss was $160.



IPD's Fire Protection Operation will transfer to Construction Engineering and
Utilities Operation, Plant Auxiliaries, April i, 1959

FX_.NCIAL GPERATION
l •

The Plant Acquisition and Construction, Equipment, and Operating Expenses budgets
for FY 1961 and Revision of I_ 1960 were completed.

Physical inventory of fixed plant and equipment commenced in IO0-B Area and IO0-D
Area on MArch 23.

Tuition refund checks totalling $810 were prepared and mailed to 36 IPD employees
_ho completed fall semester courses at the University of Washington Center for
Grad_ate Stu_7 •

Cancellations of periodical subscriptions have resulted from the list circulated
to Level 3 Managers in February.

Negotiations for the transfer of the IBM Transceiver equipment from Personnel
Accounting to Pro_Action Operation have been completed.
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IRRADIATION PROCESSING _EP_

MONTHLY REPORT OF INVENTIONS OR DISCOVERIES
, , ,, , , ,

MARCH, 1959

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in inven-
tions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, no
inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work during the period
covered by this report except as listed below. Such persons further advise that,
for the period therein covered by this report, notebooks, records, if any, kept
in the course of their work h_ve been examined for possible inventions or discov-
eries.

Name Title

E. C. Arbuckle A pneumatic tool to assist in the _anual lif_-

B. C. Benedlctson in6, transfer and positioning of uranium fUel
elements

.

H. A. Kramer Control of vapor "steaming" from the surface

of a bod_ of water at elevated temperatures in
a temperature zone from ambient to near boilin6
point



RESEARCHAND E_DINEERDDOPERATION
ali i ii m

•MARCH1959
%

VlSVIDRS AND BUSINESS _IqIPS
_ __ IIIIl I! I i III Ilili

J. W. Burton and J. White of Roberts Manufacturi_ Co., Darby, Pa., visited

HAPO to observe operational methods of water treatment, 3/4/59.

W. F. Dietrich of Burns & Roe Co., New York, N.Y., visited HAPO to discuss
water treatment and decontamination, 3/9/59.

J

Dr. D. J. Pflaum of the AEC, Div. of Classification, Washington, D.C., and
Dr. R. D. Bennett of Vallecitos Laboratory, San Jose, Calif., visited the
KER Facility at HAPO on 3/23/59 and 3/24/59, respectively.

R. C. Howard of the General Atomics Division of General Dynamics, San Diego,

Calif., visited HAPO to deliver nuclear mock-up assembly, 3/24/59.

Ob/o, and also visited the Shippingport Reactor at Shippingport, /4/59.

R. W. Benoliel visited General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, N.Y.,
and National Carbon Co., Cleveland, 0., for technical discussions on graphite
research and development and production, 2/27-3/8/59.

F. E. Dearing and J. E. Hanson vioited the Bettis Plant, Westin@house Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. to observe loading of the KAPL-120-8 fuel elements and
to exchange informBtion as to the final details of the KAPL-120-8 testing
progra.,2128-315159.

W. H. Clark visited General Electric Co., Vallecitos Laboratory, Pleasanton,

Calif., for an e,-plo_,_entinterview, 3/I-3/59.

R. E. Hall visited the Savannah River Laboratory, Au6usta, Ga., Mallinck:odt

Chemical Works, St. Louis, Mo. and Feed Materials Processing Center at F._rnald,

0h_o, to discuss uranium fabrication problems, 3/7-13/59.

W. K. Alexander attended a Sheath Meeting at Savannah River Plant, Au6usta, Ga.

and discussed the fUel development program at Nuclear Metals, Inc., Concord,
Mass., 3/14-21/59.

A. G. Blasewltz visited General Electric Co., APED, San Jose, California for

an employment intervlew, 3/15-18/59.

R. Nilson visited the University of Washingtc _, Seattle, Wn. for PhD recruiting,

W. C. McGee presented a paper at the Symposium of Central Ohio Assn. for

Computing Machinery, Columbus, Ohio and discussed co_uting matters with GE

Even@ale Computation Group, Cincinnati, Ohio, 3/20/59.

DECLASSIFIED
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DEC$SIFIED
ORGANIZATIONAND FERSONREL,i i i

Pers_uent Rotational
Feb. Mar. Feb. Mar.

Management & Administration 5 5 - -
Process & Reactor Development 43 43 3
Process Technology 35 33 2 3
Operational Physics 19 19 3 4
Irradiation Testing 21 23 1 1
Component Testing 18 17 0 0
Coolant Testing 26 25 0 0

Process Technolo_: Genevieve L. Anderson, Secretary, transferred to F

Reactor Operation. IPD, 3/2/59. D. L. Moore, Engineer II, terminated 3/13/59.

Irradiation Testing: R. S. Hagan, Engineering Assistant, transferred from
Component Testing, 3/16/59. R.M. Cadd, Engineering Assistant, transferred
fz_m H Reactor Operation, IPD, 3/30/P9.

Component Testis: R. S. Hagan, Engineerlng Assistant, transferred to Irradi-
ation Testing, 3/16/59.

Coolant Testing: W. D. Bainard, Engineer II, returned to Facilities Engineering,
i_D, 3/1/59. Martha U. Sodorff, Secretary, terminated 3/6/59. Louise H. Dreher,
Secretary, transferred from B & C Reactor Operation, IPD, 3/9/59.



PROCESS AND REACTOR DE_ELOPMENT OPERATION

Reactor Fuels

Present Reactor Fuels Technolog_

Projection Fuel Element Testing

PT IP-183-A-98-FP, "Evaluation of Projection Fuel Elements for Use in K
Process Tubes", R. E. HaiL, HW-56525-C.

Ten columns of fuel elements with 'bumper-type" projections, accompanied by
ten columns of KIIIN type controls (1.460" x 0.385" natural uranium I & E
Fuel elements) were charged into EW Reactor during the outage of 3-25-59.
This test is designed to determine the feasibility of using projection ele-
ments in ribbed process tubes as a means of eliminating hot-spot ruptures.
It presumes that hot-spot ruptures may be eliminated if an annular flow
passage greater than approximately 15 mils can be provided. These test ele-
mentm guarantee an annulus of 30 mils.

Success of this test will be evidenced in the absence of hot-spot flow
patterns on the test material and no evidence of other problems associated
with the presence of the projections, e.g., sticking, if this success is
obtained a de_n_tratlon loading and preliminary preparations for large scale
usage may be in order.

PT IP-84-A, "Evaluation of Slugs Having Projections for Use in Ribless Process
Tubes", R. E. Hall, HW-50991-A.

Two columns of self supported I & E elements were discharged at 200, and 425
MWD/T from B Reactor during the outage of 2-27-59. Visual examination re-
vealed on..• piece from the lower exposure column which had a minor flow
pattern between two ribs on the downstream end of the piece.

Since the column was so low in exposure, it was difficult to evaluate the
pattern; however, it was decided that it was not a hot-spot, but probably
was a point at which the film had not as yet been deposited. This is some-
what born out in that after cleaning it was no longer discernible nor was
amy evidence of corrosion.

Uranium Heat Treatment

Dela_ _uenched Uranium Rod Stock

PT IP-179-A-97-FP, "Evaluation of the Effect of a Modified Beta Heat Treat-
ment Cycle on Dimensional Stability of Uranium Fuel Elements", R. E. Hall,
Rw-56_29-c.

The first eight columns of rod heat treated, delay quenched, I & E fuel ele-
ments was discharged from I05-C and is currently being examined. These
coltmmm had occurred at approximately 600 M_D/T. The remainder of the test
will probably reach goal exposure prior to the next C Reactor outage.

DECLASSIFIED
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C%l.oride Ecat _-e&ted Blank Cores

| i lal| ii i ii | i . I

Heat Treated t:Zr_", R. E. Hall, ZL%T-5922_.

Six c__ of fuel ale=onte heat treated in chloride salt in core blank form
at Fernald alternated vlth control material were charged into lOS-DR for
IrradAatlon to normal variable goal.

Nickel Plated Fuel

PT IP-207-A-3-FP, "Evaluation of E_V4uent Conts_M_tlon Problem Associated

with Nickel-Coated Fuel Elements", R. E. Hall, R. B. _all, EW-58179-A.

Preliminary re_Lts of the sampling of the effluent water from the six columns
_.hargedin I05-C indleate very little if any, all,Terence in activity after
_pproxlmatel_ 30% of goal irradAatlon. Panellit pressures for tvo of the
col_mns were variable after the last C star%up, which alightbe indicative of
plate f_. Ho_rl_ readAn_ w_e established and the offending columns
be disch_r_ed if l_rther ln_cations are obtained in an effort to prevent a
Panelllt s_z'am.

DeletedU aaA.aDesou ratloa

PT IP-231-A, "ZrradAatlon of Depleted _ranAu_ to High Exposure", R. E. _all,
-59230.

Production te_ coverage was obtained to transfer eight columns of depleted
uranium fTom PT IP-132-AC to PT IP-231-A in order that PT IP-132-AC could be
terainated. These eight columns are achedule_ to be irradiated for one year
to attempt to evaluate the el_ecttveness of _Als preparation process changes
on the faAlure rate observed in that material previously.

Advanced Reactor Fuels__

 uel  evelma

_e first full size I_R prototypic _ube-tube co-ex_ru_ion_ were made on March 13.
These _ions were made at American Br_s Cc_an_ on their 2400 ton press.
Two outer tubes were _ and althoush complete evaluations of dlmenslons and
quality have not been received, it _ppears frc_ visual inspection that the
material is of _ood quality. The inner tube was pro_aced without difficulty
although the 0D/ID ratio is large in comparison to normal commercial tube ex-
trusions.

Fabrication of the KER size enriched material is being delayed somewhat. NHI
is several wm_ks behind schedule getting out their feasibility stu_ which
they are required to complete before they can start work on an_ enriched metal.
_hey are now p.laun.in_ to start m_lting and alloying the U-_w/o Z_ material
about April 1.

Fernald is also experiencing considerable delay in fabrication of the enriched
unalloyed billets which they are preparing for extrusion by NMI.



Cladding.of I & E Gecmetr_/NMI Contract
I

During the month zircaloy clad I & E extrusions were made by the three follow-
ing techniques: a) conventional floating mandrels, b) oversized conventional

., floatln_ mandrel with subsequent hot work to I & E dimensions, and c) filled
' billet with subsequent removal of core. A scheduled _sion with a

stationary, tipped n_0_e_ was not accomplished because of sn unsatisfactory
ram mandrel combination. _he three types e_ruslons _nich were done _ be
evalul_ed and some addAtion_ extrtwtons made by the Mst satisfactory method.

I% now appears that Z & E size zircaloy clad extrusions can be made vithout
undue di_icult_v. Such _lons vould be end closed by methods being de-
veloped on the NPR program.

Fuel Design St_dles

_he Reactor Planning ZHM Ph_ics program is nov co, fete and is in debug
phase.

The tubular element - heat split, temperature profile, etc., program h_s been
reduced to FOR_qN l_ an_ _ be translated and debugged as soon as
the mean P_vslcs program has been cleaned up.

A tentative flov cha_ for a i"_,taldesi_ program emb_ a combination of
the Reactor Planning Plqrsics Px_:'amt the heat split progrmn, a pressure drop-
flow ra_e - _ T program, and a heat transfer coe_lcient calculation progrmn
has been dre_n up and _ be expended as r_tdl_v as time _11 permit.

 r uation   rience in

T_o hAgh temperature recirculating _R loops were discharged March 24 be-
cause of suspected failures. _R Loop 2, cont_lning four enriched Zircalo_v-2
Jacketed seven-rod cluster elements, tvo natural UO_ Zircalo_v-2 Jacketed
seven-rod cluster elements, and one enriched three-foot three-rod Zircaloy-2
Jacketed cluster elements under PT ZP-_I4-A _as discharged at about 1600 M_D/T
a_ter above-normal activlt_V _as indicated by the delayed neutron monitor and
b_ surveys of coolant samples. Zucc_plete examination of the fuel elements
has not shorn a point of faAlure. A_ter the reactor ras shut down, a failure
_s indicated in _R Loop _, containing t_ent_v-five alumimm Jacketed de-
ple_ed uraniu_ _a_ elements and one doe alAoy thermocouple element under
PT ZP-_-A at about 200 M_/T, by a _arked flov reduction and excessive ac-
tivlty _ the loop components. _aln, a cursory examination of the fuel
elements has not shown the location of failure.

_rani_n Volume Zucrease

RadAc_etallur_ _tion of 1_ rods of 1.6% enriched uraniu_ _ith co-extruded
Z_2 clad_ng ha_ sho_ that all have experienced macro and micro cracking cover-
ing about t_ thirds of the diameter in the center. The cracking was accompanied
by a 1._ dis_eter increase. Exudation of 14 rods of similar, unenriched
material sho_ onl_v one _nstance of diameter increase. The latter has not yet
been cross-sectioned to identif_v cracking.

The status of Production Tests active and/or authorized are s_ized in
Table Z.
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_esent Reactor Ph_ics Technolo_

Gral_tt e Contra_tion

Zu orde_ to proper_y interpret contraction da_a in Hanford irradiated graphite
samples, a better idea of _he detailed nsutr_a fAux spee_ mwt be ob_d
than is presently am_14Lble. To sa_O_ this need t theoretical calculations
have been started. The first s_p of these cal_ations has been completed.
_he carbon-moderated slmrAnK down spec_rtm has been obtaAned by mmerically
inteKrat_,ug _he fo3-1_w_K expression an the _N-709.

20N_

"'-T./., "" =.,

_s(E) tS the scatte_:Ll_ cross section for Kraphite

E ts the ener_ in Mev

PAA(E/Es) is the de__ _tton of the Placzek i%tnction from its
asmptotic _Aue.

is the logartthaic decrement for graphite

N(Es) ts the _Assion spectr_

The spectxwm is closel7 1/E up to _ .1 Mev, but then lies above the 1/E
curve. Furthermore, the spec_rtm shows va.--iattons from the dAscontinulttes
in the Placzek function and derivatives. At very high energies, the spectrum
lies below the 1/E curve, as _d be expected.

To this spectrum must be added the prope_y norm_lzed virgin neutron spectrum.

Advanced Reactor Ph_lcs

__ Neutron Absorption Cross-Section of 7._r,c_o_-P

_he microscopic cross section of a typical sample of Zlrcaloy-2 process tube
ras. mesmu_ in the 305 pile. The value obtained was .206 barns, which ccd-
pares to .l_O barns for pure zirco_Ltm. _he ratio of _Zr-2 to Z is
•r_79__ _ _._ = 6._ _-_-__ _al = z._ _n-_-3. _s al
NPR Heat _eneratlon Data

PrelAiAna_ calculations indAcate that the _ heat cplit for the NPR
_ring shutdo_ will be 83._%, 13% and 3._% for ihael, _r_phite and process
tube, respectively. Be time va_iation of the split has been obtained for
three representative NPR fuel exeunt8 for times of 100 - 100,000 seconds a_ter
sh_down.
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Work is cont_m_Lug on perfecting a general purpose control rod program. The
present edition has been expanded to allow absorption of fast neutrons by the
rod, the only requirement being that one know the extrapolation length for
fast neutrons in an infinite medium of the same composition as the rod.

Difficulties have been encountered with the forsa,3ation as written in the
document AERE-R-R-818. It seems that the solution is almost impossible to
obtain by ordinary convergenc7 methods due to the very erratic behavior of
an infinite series of Bessel functions contained in the formula. At the
present time centered control rods can be calculated with good results, the
only problem being eccentric rods.

q

Rupt'twe Detection

The E_ project CA-681 revision proposal was accepted by the AEC and HLO. De-
sign and equipment specifications for the E_ rupture test facilities addition
are nearly 90% complete. A development proposal was received from Battelle
Memorial lustitute BMI, regardlng the development of a proposed Silver F_iide
collector. This proposal proposes the develo_t and evaluation of prototype
silver halide collectors for reactor rupture detection systems.

Desi6n Criteria Rev'Am,

_he followlng design bases or system design criteria were reviewed and com-
aented on during this report period.

RW-570_ RD 2, "105 N Design Criteria Functional Requirements of the Primary
Loop Control and Xnstrun_ntation System," March 5, 1959.

HW-57029 RD, "105 N Design Criteria, Pile Motion, Selamoscope and Optical
System," March 17, 1959.

N_-57020 RD, "I05-N Desert Criteria, Power Calculator, Boiling Point, and
Bulk Coolant - Bulk Temperature Measurement System,"
March 11, 1959.

EW'57013 RD, "I05-N Design Criteria, Horizontal Rod System," March 16, 1959.

_-570_i RD, "IO0-N Design Bases - Part V Functional Require=ents of the

Plant Auxiliary Control and Xnslnnlentation Systems," March 23,1959.

Loop StAbilit_, S_dies

The equations for the kinetics and heat transfer within the reactor have been
progre_ed and are rea_v to be checked out on the analog ccmputer next week.
First runs will be directed toward evaluating relative stability. Later
more runs may be made to dstermin_ the transient response to particular inputfunctions.

B-10



The previous estimates of the flux profiles are being used to give est_ates
of the flux currents into the thermal and biological shields. The previous
data have been modified sligh_l_ to obtain values consistent with the desi6n
flattening efftciencT.

Reactor ,_er:Lug
ilili

Present Reac_r Ena-lnee_tug Technology_ ll|l

Zircaloy-2 I_ocess Tubes

Two orders forC Reactor rlbless Zircaloy-2 tubes have been submitted to SO0
for final approval. Each order is for 50 tubes at s price of $1,029 each, and
the orders are being placed with _ Alumim_ Compan7 and with BridgepOrt
Brass Cclpany. In addition, a contract has been prepared and submitted for
approvals for 75 BDF Zircaloy-2 ribbed tubes.

In-Pile Process Tube Corrosion
ii i el ItRi

A detailed stu@ has been made of the effect of the wearing aw&7 of the
reactor process tube ribs upon the process tube corrosion rate. be effect
of this re_ced rib height upon the frac_on of the total flow in the annulus
between the ribs _nd the ennnlul above the ribs around the rest of .the fUel
rod was de_rmine_. _ais was ccnbine_ with the assumption that 25 percen_ of
the aum_us heat ts dlsstpaT_l between the ribs to give a value for the ratio
of the bet_een-the-rtb bulk owtlet te=perature over the averse ammlus bulk
outlet water t_peratltre (RBTR).

To date, values of RBTR equal to 1.RS - 1.30 have been calculated for C
Reactor anmall. _mS, assuming an 80oc avere_e temperature increase across
the charge the temperature leaving the bottom annulus would exceed the average
anmalus temperature by 20 to 25°C. This would amount to a corrosion rate in
the between-the-ribs anmalus near the downstreem end of the fuel charge of
neerl_ four times that predicted with uniform annulus temperatures. This
means that at _ tube outlet tesperatures, tube corrosion rates will be in the
order of 2 mils per oper&ting month.

s  ues

A contract has been established with Lockheed, Holmes, Narver Companies for
$50,000 to make a stu@ of the ee_thquake susceptibility of the reactor plants
an_ to locate points of obvious weakness and august means of improvement.

K-Reactor Co.?llngAdequacy Stud_

A stud_ w_s co=pletea of the adequacy of the K Reactor cooling syste_ with re-
spect to the conditions of:

i) Loss of BPA power.
2) Loss of 4.16 KV pover
3) Loss of both BPA and 4.16 K_ _.
4) The sudden mechanical loss of a p_ocess pump.
_) Rupture in a process pipe line
6) Rupture in or failure of the high-pressure cross-tie between the _._ reactors.



A safety criteria was established for the Hanford reactors. These criteria
were then used in conjunction with the six general types of system incidents to
explore the region of increases in the K Reactor power level with still further
increases in the safety of the system. In addition to the planned CG-775
K water plant modification the following capital installations have been
recon_ended for budget stu_7:

i) Addition of a steam turbine driven pump in each area.
2) 4.16 KV electric cross-tie between KE and KW 165 Buildings.
3) Increases in Eydraulic cross-tie capacity.

Advanced Reactor Techa.lo_

ce ,s , bes -

An interim evaluation of the tube proposals submitted by the interested vendors
was prepared by General Electric and submitted to HO0 on March 24. Negotiations
were held with representatives of Harvey AI_4u_, Alleghe_ Ludl_n Steel
Corporation, Tube Reducing Corporation, and Budd Manufacturing Compe_. After
much discussion all vendors a_reed to the terms and conditions of GE and AEC
concerning the proposed contracts.

NPR Graphite.

Irradiation of TSG]_Fand CSF in GEH-9-8 in the L-_2 position in the M_R which
was chs_ged February 2, will be continued to May 18. _his is one more cycle
than ori@inally scheduled. _he additional cycle is available because the KAPL-37
device to be charged into that position will not be ready on the previously
scheduled April 27 date.

The L-_ modified shim rod assembly to be charged into the MTR as GEH-19-1 is
nearly complete. The irr_liation thimble contains three samples of a new
graphite made of a Continental coke similar to the old Kendall coke used for
the graphite for the B, D, F reactors and one sample of CSF graphite as a
reference material. The device is scheduled to be charged April 27. The
Minneapolis-Honeywell plant from which the instruments to control the tempera-
t_re of the samples in the modified shim rod are being purchased is on strike.
The instruments _re at the plant ree_ to be shipped. A govermnent priority
is being obtained in an effort to move the instruments from the struck plant.

The ETR operating schedule dated March 19 indicates that there will be only a
two week period of low power operation between now and June 19. This is due
to the scheduled installation of several test loops in the reactor. Steps are
presently being taken to improve the "C" priority on the graphite test
irradiations. Currently no other user has higher than a "C" priority. Also
to cc_pensate in part for the reduced irradiation time, a request is being
made for increasing the mnnber of test installations from two (E-5 and N-14)
to four (including the other two corner filler positions2 E-14 and N-5).
Plans are also being made to conduct high temperature irradiations of candidate
NPR graphites in small capsules in test holes in the ETR reflector. The
temperature of these irradiations will not be accurately known but direct
comparisons will be made between the extent of contraction of candidate
materials and reference graphites such as KC or CSF.

J



DECLASSIFIED
__ the week of MArch 2, visits vt_ _ personnel were made to some of the
plants and laboratories of the three ma_or carbon companies. Discussions in-
dicated that study of graphite mamafacturing process variables (over and above
the variation of starting cokes included in the present cooperative test pro-
gram between the manufacturers and Hanford) might aid Hanford in specifying the
graphite for the _ on Janua_ l, 1960. Samples of several different graphites
made by processes includl_ steps which it is belleved may impart desirable
characteristics have been shipped to _ford by Speer Carbon. Presumably
National and Great Lakes will also subn_t samples. Variables include graphiti-
zation of ray coke, exceedingly fine particle size in the mix, non-s_metrica !
extrusion and molding.

Reactor Planning
I_ I Hl

Document Eg-59_14, Prod=ction _ Optimization Study, R. 0. Gumprecht, et.al.,
March 13, 1959 has been issued. This document indicates incentives associated
with new reactor design.

A ccmputatlonal progrem for the calculation of reactor phTsics parameters has
been readied for the 709. _e program will find the feed enrichment required
to operate a reac_ at stated equilibrium conditions. _e lattice may have
as many as 16 different materials in 16 different regions. As of this time, the
adequacy of the program has not been determined.

A computational program for the calculation of reactor physics transients has
been readied for _he 709. From an i=put of equilibrium conditions, the pro_'e_
will develop changes in K w_th up to 3 independent _LsnK,es in operating conditions
for as many as five points per independent parameter. At tbis time, the adequacy
of the program has not been determined.

NPR Project Representatives

_e following material was approved by the P_ Heat Conversion Representative
during the month:

i) 5K-I-31300 - A_mlulstratlon Bu_Idlng floor plan.
2) SK-I-31302 - A¢_slu_stratlonBuildlng elevation and section.
3) Desl_ =Iteria- 17o_ Building.
4) Deslgn Bases Part III Functional Requirements of the Containment System.

_e following scope documents were approved for Research and Engineering du_ing
the month:

E_-5701_, Plle Gas System Design Criteria

_W-5_0AS, Design Bases, P_rt IIZ, Functional Requirements of the Confinement
System.
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Radiological Engineering

Radiation. Control Experience

The following table summarizes the first 12 weeks 1959 radiation exposure ex-
perience for the critical IPD classifications:

No. of men
Extrapolated Over 3r

No. of Average Year End Extrapolated
Classification Total. Dose Men Dose/_ .Average ,, Exposure ,,,

Radiation Monitors 4158 mr 85 _9 mr 2120 mr 11
Processing Operators 97212 mr 259 375 mr 1625 mr 13
Pipefltters 51740 mr 9_ 550 mr 2384 mr 28
Millwrights 33041 mr 80 413 mr 1790 mr 11

_hree technical overexposures were recorded during the month. One involved a
Supplemental Crews Sub-Section employee receiving an exposure of 375 mr in a
five day period as shown by his film badge. _he estimated exposure was 255 mr.
Another involved a K MainTA_mnce Sub-Section employee who lost his badge in a
storage basin. A review of his estimated exposure for the period covered by
the bad_ revealed 320 mr received in a six day period. The third was a
localized overexposure to a Component Testing Sub-Section employee. He re-
ceived a dose which could have been as ranch as 5.8 rads to the skin of his
foot as the resul_ of picking up a radioactive panicle on the sole of his
shoe.

Eighteen Reports of Lapse of Radiation Control were issued during the month.
In addition to the technical overexposures reported above there were three cases
of spread of contamination to the skin or personal clothing of employees and
five cases in which euployees received uncontrolled exposure to radiation.
The latter cases occurred as a result of: 1) a ball valve breaking off at the
charge face of a reactor, permitting irradiated dummies and poison pieces to
spill out onto the charge elevator; 2) sampling for a rupture without estab-
lishing the dose rate; 3) overlooking a high dose rate due to a beam in setting
the dose rate in a ball 3X room; 4) removing the barricade around a highly
radioactive spline cutter; and 5) opening a ball valve while personnel were on
the discharge elevator, permitting a charge of perfs to spill onto the elevator
floor.

Other lapses involved: i) gross contamination in the bed of a pickup truck; 2)
a piece of highly radioactive thermocouple wire on an experimental level; 3)
contamination of the ground due to improper handling of a burlal cart; 4) a
loaded dummy cart left outside a radiation zone; 5) a high dose rate at the
edge of a radiation zone due to highly radioactive material stored too close
to the edge; 6) no timekeeping provided for a Job involving dose rates up to
10 r/hr. One technical overexposure which occurred last month is included
in this month's lapse of control experience.
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Lapse of Radiation Control

Dis_ribution'b_rReac%or _m_dO_eratlo-

B C D DR F H KE KW IPD Totals

Processing 1 _ 1 1 I 0 I 3
Maintenauce O 0 0 1 0 i i i
Supplmen_l Crews 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
Research & Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Facilities E_ineerlng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Central Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reactor Areas 0 1 0 0 0 O i 0

Assigned Totals 1 5 1 3 1 1 3 3 I_
IPD General 0

Vertical columns do not necessarily add up to the ina+icated totals, because
in same cases, a Lapse of Control may be chargeable to more than one component.

Effluent ,WaterStatlstlca

These data are repoz_ed throush the coope_tion of the Radiation Pro_ection
Operation. HLO.

Columbla River _._ Sa-ltra_ Waters

IO0-F Areai

_ _v _ s_=?
Dee. Jan. F_'b. 12.'mort'rh Dec. Jan. 'Feb. 12. month

average average

__ 8.8 7.7 6.2 5.7 2.0 2.7 1.3 1.3L_At 20 27 13 13

Pasco

Raw Sanltar_
Dec.,Tau.Feb.12month _. Jaa.Feb.12mo-_

• Average Average

_A_IL_m i 1.9 3._ 1.3 1.6 0._ 0._ 0._ 0._t 38 6_ 26 3_ 8 8 8 8

Kennew_k
L ii|

s_tar?
Dec. Jan. Feb. 12 month average

_MPEGI 0.2 0._ 0.2 0._

_i_ _ 8 _ 8
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Avera6e Reactor Effluent Activlt7 Output

vmr_ 19_9 Feb_ 1959 _rch 1958

I07-B 31,000 _c/sec 27,000 _c/sec 20,000 _c/sec
107-C 47,000 " ' 29,000 " 39,000 "
107-EW 66,000 " 58,000 " 28,000 "
I07-KE 58,000 " 50,000 " 28,000 "
I07-D 36,000 " 26,000 " 29,000 "
107-_ 21,000 " 18,000 " 22,000 "
I07-H 27,000 " 26,000 " 22,000 "
107-F 26,000 " 30,000 " 22,000 "

Radiological Tr_

Training of radiation monitors in presenting radiation protection information
to appropriate IPD personnel confirmed. _he total reported attendance at
meetings conducted by the radiation monitors during March was 411. Attendance
by area was as follows:

IO0-B IO0-D IO0-F IO0-K IO0-K

A meeting on the subject '_rotective Clothing and Contamination Control" was
presented to 35 Facilities Engineering personnel. A radiation training
bulletin was issued concerning the new "Routine and Repetitive Survey Record"
forms.

Protective Clothln_

The Engineering Standards Council is preparing a procurement guide for radio-
logical protective equipment which should assist in improving the quality and
urti_ormltyof equipment purchased. Radiological Engineering will represent IPD
_n providing assistance in the preparation of +_hlsguide.

Remote Area Monitorin6

The Victoreen remote monitoring equilzaentarrived on site March 18, 1959. The
following observation concerning the acceptance tests of the equipment are
listed:

i) Calibration appears to be within specifications in most cases. There will

be more than 40 satisfactory sensing elements and station units out of 55
in the shipment.

2) Temperature tests to date indicate the equipment will meet this specifica-
tion.

3) Humidit_ tests are not complete, however, with highest humidity condition
obtainable in the test facility, i.e., 90% at 170°F, the sensing element
and connector function satisfactorily.



4) Drift of the sensing elements appears to be negligible, however, the longest
drift t_:stmade to date is _ hours.

5) Power supplies are stable and the calibration shift with variation of the
supply voltage fall within the specification limits.

6) Station units and power su_lles do not meet the original specification
for ht_mldAtyresistance. However, this specification was waived. It may
be possible to enclose the entire unit in a polyvi_l plastic case which
ma_ allow the use of the equlpment in conditions of high humidity.

_T_ugh Pile DecontemAnation

" Under the authorization of PT-203-A_, two tests were conducted at I05-C to
gain some information on the persistence of benefits from process tube decontmnin-
ation with T_rco 4306-B. A series of water samples were obtained from one tube
which had been dscon_ted. At the en_ of a month and a half, the con-
centratlons of arsenic-76 and phosphorous-32 were about half and neptunium-239

about _ of nor_. effluent concentrations. On the other hand sodium-24,copper-o_ and zinc 65 concentrations were about normal, be arsenic-?6 and
copper-_ contribute most of the gamin dose rate early in an outage and zinc-65
contributes most of the Iong-llved actlvlt_. The other test involved exposure
of three rings in the rear of the process tube to determine the build-up of
radioisotopes. _ese rings vere made of al_, stainless steel and carbon
steel so that the e_Tecte on di_erent _aterials could be observed. When the

sets of rings ve_e removed after exposure for about one month the gMma dose rate
was 6 _r/hr from those in the decontminated tube and l_ _r/br from those in the
control tube. Determination of the relative activities of the various radio-

isotopes is incomplete, but the table below sho_ the relative activities of
those listed per cent of the activity on the control samples.

AI SS CS

Cu_ _oO 150 lO0
AS76 _ 3_. 5o
_p239 15 22 53

Columbia River Water Au_Is

(O_Oc_ Turbidit7 As P zn

2/11 12:O0 noon Grand Coulee Dam 2.9 1.3 < O.5 9 22
2/1.1. 2:oo p.m. C_ef Joseph De,, 2.8 1.8 3 450
211.1. 3:15 p.m. Near Azwll 3.0 0.9 _0.5 3 8
2/_a _:_ p.,..Roc_ Reach 3.3 1.9 2 27
2/12 8:30 aere. Rock Island Dam 2.6 1.9 _ O.5 5
2/12 I0:_5 a.m. Priest Rapids De,- 2.7 1.8 0.6 32 16



O PROCESS _C_NCLOGY OPERA__!C_

REACTOR POWER LEVEL LIMITAT__C_S_

The limits to all reactor power levels a_ the end of the report period were
based on fuel elemen_ failure control.

wA_ __SST
,m.

Plant Tests

Redeslgn of the bauxite feeders in 183-B Is needed because in use to dal;e,
apprcxlmRtely one-seventh of the time has been required for clean-out.

The experlmen_l sa_, filter-coal filter at 183-D is operatlng well.

Reeord.l_ M_c_ho_

_zls instrument, foe&ted a_ IS3-B, Is _eatl_ alum and Separan demand trends.

Alum to Diatomaceous Eaz_h_Filter

Since alum has been added along with _a_eoua _ to the pressure filters
of 183-KW, turbl_i_ in __ wm_er hms m_te_iail_odecres4ed and filter runs
havebeena_prscin_l_lemlthem_.

O Plant Assistance Work

Recc_endatlons were _ conce_ miscellaneous problems Involvlng waterplants.

_0CESS STAmmm_

_-_6000 D F & _ Process Standards- _enctor

One reused Standard was issued for the D, F, and H Reactor manuals durin_ themonth. _Ls was:

Process Standaz_ F-OIl - "Process Mater_*_-"

_e revlslon llsta the I & E slu_s and water mi_/_ spools that are acceptable
for use at reactors usl_ B-D-F size process tubes. In contrast to solid slu_s,
I & E elu_s are not freely in_chan_eable between the older reactors an_ the
C or K Reactors; therefore, end cap ds_a were provided to assist In I & E slu_
identification. Inadvertent use of I & E slugs intended for either C or K
Reactors could result in production loss throu_ llmlttn_ tube temperatures.

_N-46000 Ke, Process S*_-_*_.. Re_-_tor

Five revised S_andards were issued durln_ the month. _hese were:

Process Standard A-Oe_ - "T-_e Outlet _T_-_.eratn_reT_m_ts - Toa-of-Annul-.
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Specifications on I & E charges no longer used in the K Reactors were removed,
and limits for enriched I & E charges using mlxing slugs were added. Also,
tube temperature limits are no longer restricted to temperatures 5eC or more
below rear header crossheader satur_tion te_pera_uze. Removal of this restric-
tion was possible because laboratory data demonstrated that the K temperature
monitor will accurately monitor temperatures above the rear header crossheader
saturation tmperature.

Process Standard D-O40 - "Ear_quake-Selew.Scope O_erat%on"

A critical review of the hazards involved indicated that the seismoscope-flux
monitor Ball 3X coincidence trip could be safely by-passed during initial
steps of a cold star_-up. This eliminates the possibility that an unnecessary
ball drop cou_ occur on false trip of the seismoscope. By-passing is
feasible because residual heat generation at low levels wlll allow time for
manual action if a real need for a ball drop arises.

Process Standard C-090- "Number of Inoperable Rods and Ball 3X Hoppers
During Reactor.Operati0n," and

• H

Process Standard C-lO0 - Number of Inoperable Rods and Ball 3X Hoppers1111 i i i ii i 11 is i

Dur ,Shu Mn

Recently, K Reactors' Ball 3X sTstems were split into "inner" and "outer"
groups of hoppers. Appropriate changes, reflecting the Ball 3X system

e modification, were :Bd.e in the SSau_ards.Process Standard Y-Oll - "Process Material"
11 •

The revision is identical %o that issued for _-k6000 D, above.

PROCESS CSAh_E AUf_CRIZATIC_S
11 i 111 .

Eleven Process Change Authorizations were issued durlng the month to permit

temporary relsx_tion of Process Standards _ Reactor, HW-A6000; two were
issued to permit temporary dewlatlon from Process Standards - Water Plant,

HW-27155 Rev I, and three were issued to permit temporary relaxation of
Process Equipment S_n_._Is, _-AIO00. These were:

PCA #9-10 - "Ball _ and _i Safet_ Circuit Process Water Pressure Tri_s -
B Reactor"

i| 1ii i

Because re-ortficing and chan61ng from solid to I & E slu_s has reduced the
h_drsulic resls_ance of the reactor, it has been increasingly difficult to

raise the cold water pressure high enou6h to ensure autc_atic re-settln_ of the
LP trip, for start-up. The PCA permitted reduction of the LP trip-settin_
frc_ IOO to 130 psi below cold operating pressure. This is believed to be the

last of several changes necessary to keep pace with char_ing hydraulic resist-
aIlce.

PcA 9-n P il Fures - B, m, ana...  eac.tors"

The PCA extended the pro !sions of PCA _-i19. The expiring PCA specified

conditions under which operation could be continued if the rear pigtail
failed on a tube containing fissionable slugs.
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p.CA#9-12 - "01_.edPsnellit Gauge Sensl_ Lines - B Reactor",,

_e PCAextended PCA#8-106. _e exTtrt_ PCAt:posed restrictive TAI liatte
on tubes having Psnelll_ gauges over-daaped _ use of 340 S_Tboldt Universal
Seconds oll in the senllng _tDel.

.PCA_)-1_ - "Process Wste: Sea_i_izln_ Vslve - F l_eac_o:"I I II

It ras necessary f_ Pov_ Ope_tt_a to change ,_ s 4-3 to 3-4 ptwp c_-
urstlc_ &_ the 190-F Amex to penmlt p_p repot. Because ot an existing
riser pressure _:_JM_o, it vmi daltred to Iko tJ:tl pt_p change vlth the
flov balance va.va open (a acmdlt_Aonnormlll_r pez:tt-ted onl_ vtth 2-4
aonflgu:_tio=) to avoid sggz_vsttz_ the unbalmn_eand risking a sara: durt_
the ptwp change. _e PCApezml_ted the t_.ov balance valvel to be open for
two hour_ for the _ change.

PCA_-14 - "Allovsblel Forces -li _l_be _ll I 5_L_k 81_1_1_ R_ II_ C Re_t_ I|

_he PCAvan inued to perat_ C Reactor _o uee Pre.ees Guide #5, _-5_30, in
lieu c_ consultstion vtth Research and En_tneertn_ personnel coneerntn_

1_o_ _f aC_l_lt_l_ vtt_ _eeel=:h 1_1 _nltaoe:-_nl ]_:eoame_ ccncez'n_n_
per_seible pushl_ £c:_el on I_.k eha_el.

_:e ra_e c_f e_Llt_-t_s _A_e pave= iac=eue is ltatted _ 5_a_sz_ to s
s_eei_lc tae:'em=_ pet. vee_ _ _e pzevto_ bAg_. A_e= s recent t_e
pove_ incresle &_ l_g l_eset_w, e_nt,rol dt,'Tleulttee relUlted in local _ube
pcvez_ above t_a_ expee_ed _ t_e seheduled inereue. Since & pover
re_Icm to nmAu_alnsll _el v1_=An _ube_ove: 11al_s vould have pro_a_l_
aauled s lhu_ _Luet_ he&_ cTeL1._; _e PCA]_ermtt"tedmslntenance of the
exls_latl _ube p_ve_ level.

=he PCAea_endedl_e ]:mviet_l el' PCA#8-97 _n_il t_e extended outage sched-
uled _ A]:_I 1_. =he expL_l PCAperat_ed delay _f Bali. 3X s_e_em
tea_lnl un_ll t_e ex_eat _f tJae tpm_htte eeps=st:tc= problem had been ev_o
uate4, l_ le aov kaov_ _d_s__a_l z_mov_ is s l_roblemIs=the frtn_s some
ca_. _ PCA slac QeeLfle_ la seee_a_le s1_ezms_eae_ho_ o_ teetlz_
t_In_e I=e ho]_et'l t_l_ did M_ Z_IAdJ_ dZ_9_tDI be_tS i_'_O t_e chanDell.

_ca _.t8. "_ee,.. rater aee_oaaZl#_,_ va%_. a aeac_o="

I_ vaa aeoeane=__e ehaaserrc==_-3 _o 3-_ _ ooa_Iguratlona_ 1_-_ to
pez=It_ :e_a_. _eeaueeo_ an exil_In_z-Aee:g=eleureua_alan_e,it vu
desired to _ _L1 _ eha_e vi_M _he _Aovbslaueevalve open (a co_l,-
tloa aozmsl_ _emi_e4 on_ vi_h 2-_ ptaa_eoz_f_ws_lon) _o avold
ag_v_InS _ke un_alamae,=llkln_a ecz_m 4_wln__he lanu_chan_e. _e PCA
permltte_the _Iov _a_e va_ven _o be o_en for tvo houz_ for _e pumg change.



,2_9-19- "_ M__, -,,D Re_tor"

Two flux monitor a=plifier readings were slightly lover than the five major
divisions required, by Standards. _e readlsgs could not be increased wlthout
moving the chambers; a procedure which risks an outage from spurious flux
monitor trips. Hence, the I_A permlt-tedamplifier readings as lov as four
major divisions. _here ras no significant decrease in reactor safety because
the amplifiers are linear and reliable In _ range.

PCA._20 - "Panelllt S_otem - K Reaatoz_": i!

A revlev of K Reactors' Panel.lltcirottltryrevealed that the coordlnate lighting
circuit contained a seal-in rela_ thst w_tld inadvertently by-pass a ccmplete
horizontal roy of gauges if an Intentlonslly by-passed gsnge tripped. _:e PCA
required removal o£ the o_Tendlng circuit on the first minimum outage.

PCA #<_21 - "Panelllt,,, Pressure S_stem - D-I_,Reactors"

Recent revie_ of the Panellit contin_tty-_rip-check circuit at D and DR
Reactors revealed that _hts clrmait would inadvertently by-pass the Panellit
gex_e adjacent and beteeen the by-passed gauge and the roy relay, if the
intentionally by-passed gm_e tripped. _]_ePCA requlred removal of the
otTending circuit on the £irmt _ outage.

PCA _22 - "Au1_mstlc Scram Feature rof _he _e_m_e_e Monitor - KW Reac_tor''

_e S1_mda=dB re_ that K temperst_re monitors be in the #l Safety Circuit
during a cold s_rt-up. During the opersting period since nev R_'s and rear
face _-Aring_ers installed in the KM temperature monitor system, several
spurious trips have occurred due to mlno_ electrical faults in the nev instal-
lation. To provide time to correct the problems without sust_ining unnecessary
scrams, the PCA permitted by-passIDg the temperatu_ monitor at _g Reactor
during cold stsr_-ups.

P.CA#9-23 - "Graphite Te_eratu_ Limit - DR .Reactor"

As a result of violent hest _ycling, local graphite temperatures at DR Reactor
rose above the limit requiring reactor shutdc_. To preclude an i_ediate
unscheduled outage, the PCA permitted operation above limits for tvo hours.
operatlou beyond thAs yam contingent upon msintaAni_ _raphite temperatures
within limits.

PCA #_024 - "C Elevator Photocell Zuterlock - D-DR Reactors"
IIII • I I iR ni I _ I III

A photocell is requlred on the chaz_lng elevators to prevent elevator movement
that could damage tube fittings and eau_e coolant loss if objects _ere
protruding over the railing into the tube pattern. Because of elevator
flexing and other factors, current electric eye wJ'mtem design does not provide
complete protection. _e PCA specified interim elevator interlock measures
while improved methods of sbr&ising protection are being developed.
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PCA #9-25 - "Charging of K-III M-_88 Jacketed Fuel El_nts - EN Re_tor"

_e PCA permitted charging K-III slugs Jacketed in M-388 alloy at the KW
Reactor. Except for the Jaaketi_ material, theme slugs are identical to
slugs currently penmltted by Process SIMu_. Charging conditions were
specified.

PROCESS ASSIS_&NCE

One engineer audited conformonme to Proems St_laz_j on all Process
Operations' shlfts.

Graphics

Graphics services prepared _ graphs, abatis, and visual aids for varlou_
IPD and _LO ccmpcuentm.

FaAlure Date Tt_e No. Lot No. Ty_e Metal Exposure T_pe Failure

3/7/59 167_DR cl_c_7-C 8"
3/13/59 3391D CL-035-0 8" .t_ Nat_nA _8 Hole
3/.17/.59 097C_a C_L_8_.ID.. 8" _ Nat_LZ 793 Hole
3/2_/59 l:::,6"a_ SK-O3_-D(_] 8" _ WataraA 7z3 Unknown. _ J_._ 711 Unknown

3/24/.59 _ I(K-063-C,2. 8'l_ 1 Na_ 713 Side-Other
3/31/59 27653 SL-06_,DI ; 8" _ N&tu.rel Hole

(I) Re_roceseed naterJ.al. 5_e parent lot could not be detemln_.
(2) Regrecesse_ mterlal; gs:eat lot CL-831-D.

Legend:

Side-Other - failure probabl_ caueed by corrosion on water penetration of the
can wall or other unknc_ mechan_am

Hole - failure on the internal I_u_ace of an I & E piece probabl_ cauoed by
water penetration through a weld or other unknc_ mechanism

Unknown - failure loot among other metal

DECLASSIFIED
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o_A_o_ _ics o_._._

ECT values at each reactor were above average during the month. Be operating
periods were generally longer than normally experienced; however, because of
r_ptures, PCCF malfunctions, and _ter leaks, start-up efficiency losses would

be sligh_ greater than February's record lcr.

_he flux cycling problez, which ns unusually acute in February at nearly all
reactors, lessened in March as s result of lower resid=al exposures and improved
control techniques. However, it was too early to predict the full effectiveness
of improved control procedures at high residnal exposure. Increased experience
with the poison spline system indicated that these may aid cycle control during
extended opera_LuK periods at the K reactors.

A stu_ of the operational physics feasibility and Justification for discharging
the entire flattened zone of a reactor at one time, thus holding the central
zone exposure uniform, _ initiated. Availability of spike enrichment and
splines might make such a proce_ operationally feasible provided operation is
relativel_ acram-i_ee and rup_free. Be principal efficiency Justification
would be to elisa-ate the tube power difference between adjacent hlgh-exposure
and low-exposure columns (of the order of five per cent).

m_wa_

Pile B C D DR F H KE
aCT in _ar_h (l) 1_70...... l_60 l_70 l_50 " l_70 1610 Z_35 Z_90
12. Mo. Avg. ECT lld_O 1610 i_50 1_.9_ lt_.5 159o 2klO 2_30
_A.sc_a T_e(2) _0-23 2_-30 ZS-_O 2_7 Z_-30 2_-30 17-Z5 Z_-_O

Recoveries (3) 3/0 3/1 2/0 0/0
No. of Non-Scrs_

o=.=,_,,,,,,_) ._/o _D. _/o _/o _,/o oZo _/_ z/o
_e_r_ P=.Iod--m_=2/2_ 2/2_ 2/_ 2/2_ 2/2_ 2/.23 2L2_ z/_6

(i) Effective Cen_l Tubes; this value is defined as the pile power divided by
the average of the ten most productive non-enrlchment tubes in the pile.

(2) _is is defined as the maximum time availkble in minutes between scram and
the first indication of start-up.

(3) _e first pair of numbers shows the number of brief outages frc_ which
secondary cold start-ups would be made and the number of successful start-
ups. _he second p_ir sho_s the number of brief outages frc= which hot
start-ups would be made and the number of successful recoveries.

(_) _e first number shows the number of ordinary outages (including those in-
itiated by scr_ followed by unsuccessful recovery attempts), and the second
shows the number of additional outages to discharge temporary poison.

:B-23



B Reactor - W. R. Smit
• t

Ear_ in the report period a _ vs_ve was broken duri_K operation bY elevator
movement. _he back flov _ the rear face washed nearly a fu_ column of poison
onto the front elevator. _e bulk pover raise result_ from the sudden reactivity
Eatn ras s_LKh_7 less than ten per cent. The reactor ras manualAy scremaed when
the contwol ro_ van notified of the incident. A number of hiKh exposure tubes
in the i_edAste ares veto dlsehsr_d to re,ce the possibility of a rupture due
to high tube pover8 frond the empty tube. Teenty _ys of continuous operation,
at ever tzlcreaat_ pov_ levels, folAmmd "_:is ou_. _.s operating period was
the first in over st== :onths vith no appreciable flux shifting and graphite
temperature cya.1.1ng. Apparent_r a lower rest_al exposure and closer control
prevented the problem from developing. _xrough this operating period the long
term _ yore absorbed first" by the addAtion of helium and then by an increased
mount of control rods. _e operating period ras interrupted by s sora: frc: in-
advertent reduction of i_4ov on a vrong ball valve the first time equilibrium
PCCF york va8 att_pted; recovery ras unsuccessf_A.

• he reactor recovered _ o=e scram shor't:,tys_'ter start-up but failed to recover
from a subsequent shutdovn t_ non-equilibrium to 4isconnect the PCCF charge
=achine _xm a _ vsiye; a 26-hour _ outage resulted.

A prel_n_:r stud:r of m tube power factor ups for the 1ast two years
indicated that there vu no apparent chsnse in the size of the "__at" zone
beteeen :ld-19_r and ear:Lr 19_9 despite sn innresse in the _easured ECT, and
that the enrtclment did not make an_ sppezent change in the flattened zone size
or the bucklinK in the _mAn_e. Zn other words, increased BCT have resulted fr_
=ore uniform colunn OUtlmt8 vtthtn the l__at zone. 5_e results of tiLtS s_ud_r are
being used to opt/alze and standardize the enrichment pattern.

C Reactor-R. D. Ca_ter

_e reactor va4 sh_t dovn on 3-_ to investigate a water leak. Although the voter
collection rate va_ only reduced by hs_, no apparent reactivity ei_ect ras noted
• Aring the report period, indicating that the leaks yore probably outside the
high power portion of the core. On March 21, a broken ray voter suppler line
caused a shutdovn. Non-equl_ibritm losses yore _rester thsn nors_A when the
reactor ras alAoved to ste.--t up end operate at a rednced tube pover _nile the
breaks yore being fixed.

Because of lialted operating experience since the 1_-2_0 proem ras terzLtnated
and the absence of suitable start-up conditions to measure the _raphite reactivity
coe_lclent, recent start-up prediction errors hm averaged approxi=atel_r 75
inhours high. Firs plans have been rode to perform reactivity tests soon to
obtain the necessery data.

.D Reactor .- A. D. Vsughn

A hey _ level f_r D pile ras attained _u_inK the mouth vith a 25 per cent
_eli_ a_osphere and vith 29 splines for flattening. During the rupture outage
of 3-13 the "zone temperature =onitor" ras rel_ired and tvo Operational Physics
tests, 1_-]_-105-0, "Greq_Ltte Coe_Tlctent Test," and 1_-]_-188-0, "Test of
Star_-up Procedures vith Sub-Critical Monitoring," yore perfor_d.
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For_-one sp:Lines vere used for the subsequent start-up, vhtch ras the largest
number used to that time for a single start-up. _e reactor successfully
recovered from tvo scrms, one shortly after a start-up and the other from near
equt!ibrium conditions.

•roubls has been encountere_ dne to spline chopper Jamming d_rlng start-ups.
The Jam usually lesves extremely radioactive pieces of spline in the chopper so
that repair is impossible until the radAoactlvlty has decayed about 20 minutes.
Since this la most spr to occ_ shcrtl_ after turnaround vhen continuous
reactivity removal is necessa_ to ccmpena&te for xenon build-up, the temporary
failure of the spline removal system _Ast be compensated by a combination of
flushing PCCF, ratsi_ pover, and increuing the CO2 concentration.

Results of the gr&phite coei_Iclent test ahc_ed that the minimum down time vith
no dischLrge ras 40 hours ccmpare_ to 36 hours predicted. A hey value for the
graphite eoe_Tlclent la nov being used vhlch has been developed frc: data taken
during the last slx start-ups. _he forme_ coefTlclent value yielded accurate
predActions for long outages, but yam inaccurate for minimum outages. Further
correlations a_e planned to include the results of the graphlte coefficient
test.

Although D pile ts better equippe_ with start-up ins_tatton normally
because of its prototypes, ace of the ster_-up instrumentation requires
attention as fol._ova: Beck=sn sensitivities became inadequate for meeting
start-up ins_mentatton requirements, the triple PC falls to an unaatlsfactortly
lov counting rate 4nring svltchtn_ f_m the cold to the hot chamber, and the
Flexo_tter continued to l_uction improperly 4esptte daily rep_iz efforts.
_ese ins_tation problems have been discussed with Operations.

m  actor- n. z.

T_be pover limits restricted levels for the report period. On 3-2 a severe
front-to-rear and top-to-bottcm heat cycle cc_nenced vhich resulted in excessive
tube power and _raphlte temperatures. A r_pt_re occurred in tube 167_:on 3-7.
_hls tube ras over goal exposure and had exceeded the individual tube pover

• _t _r_n_ the prec_ __.

_ere were no sl_£_Icant heat cycllng tendencies a_ter 3-2. A relatively iov
residual exposure ras at least partlall_ res_cnalble. Au increasing tendency
to cycle va_ antlclp_ted as exposure increased.

_he zone temperature monitor has been in service subsequent to the out_e of 3-7.
Four graphite stringer replacements appear to be operating satisfactorily; these
may ease previous control problems since so_e of the replaced thermocouples
vhtch vere being used for control vere inconsistent and resulted in improper
attesnptsat heat control with the rods and PCCF.

A graphite coet_lctent test on 3-8 indicated a miniznm drum time of about 35 ._
hours vith no ch&rge-discharge. A ne_ graphite coefficient equ_tlon was
developed from the results of the test, and the xenon calculations vere revised
to correct for the increased amount of xenon poisoning in the I & E load.



F Reactor- R. A. Chltwood

Althou@h s new high level was achieved du_ing the month, the operating continuity
was inf_xTupted by two extended outages for water leeks which didn't significant-
1_ affect equilibrium operation.

_e low resi_ exposure 4nring the report period required a minimum of flatten-
ing in the PCCF and per_tted one7 about 250 inhours in horizontal rods, a
minimum for _ect:l.ve control.

A PC sensitivity check indicated a allghtly poorer sensitivity (_-150 watts)
than former tests; _, the data were clouded some by simultaneous PCCF
work.

A recent flux traverse Indic&ted & nm_ cosine distribution displaced slightly
upstream. Experience with & low resi_ml exposure indicated that below sn
exposure of 30 MMD/_Abe it may be desirable to recharge PCCF tubes with natural
uranium to maintain sufficient ree_tlvity in horizontal rods for effective control.

Because of the recent large number of outsges considerable inforzBtion regarding
the reactivity status was obtained, incree_InE the reliability of critical
predictions.

H React°r " G. R. _Ala_er

Maxlw_ pile level was res_icted to a specific total power. _here were no
scr_s or outages thio ,month - operation w4 cc_t_ since 2-26. Graphite
cycling was alight; however, lon_ term gains were causing increased temperature
movement.

e

A test involvi_ aha_ gas composition to correlate reactivity versus per
cent helium was in progress at the end of the report period. Recent reactivity
coefficient refinements increased prediction accuracy.

,.. Reactor. - F. .C. Yr=-_1_-.

GreekiSe temperature cycling _ not a serious problem this month because the
average metal exposure was lower than norz_A. _ovever, the exposure is rising,
and a corresponding increase in the cycling proble_ is anticipated.

_hree I & • na_tral uranium slug ruptures occtu-_ _ing the report period.

Eleven poiSon spline caps we_e _s_/led on 3-i-59_ however, no spllues were
Used because the spline remo_l system was not completed, and no circ_stance
arose Justif_ their use prior to installation of an efficient means for
removal.

EN Reactor- C. E. Bowers

For the second consecutive month EN enjoyed a long and fairly smooth operating
run, continuous frum 2-26 to 3-2_. Be highest ECT in March was 2490 - -60

tubes higher than the 12-month average. Also for the second straight month a_raphlte temperature cycle brought on by long term galns plagued operation
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near the end of the operating period. As in February, the cycle was brought
under control, this time with little cut in level.

Pile residual exposure increased frc_ approximately 300 MWD/T on 2-26 to 500
_/T by shutdown on 3-24. Accc_yi_ this increase was a large gain in
reactivity which na compensated by inserting splines and increasing helium
concentration to decrease the grsphite temperature.

TWenty splinas were inserted for start-up control on 2-26; these were removed
_ring operation. As long term reactivity gains beceme significant, 20 splines
were inserted (one or two per dSy) as equilibrium control. It is estimated that
a minimum of 1300 RRD's of prod_tction can be directly credited to the spline
system _xring the run (i000 on s_rt-up, and at least 300 during equilibrium).

The full reactor conversion to the K-TJ:l: fuel elmaent which was initiated
_tring the 3-24 outage is expected to result in a reactivity loss of I00 inhours.

 Zcs  mnz

s t,u .  mnt ste-

_e first series of start-up tests to evaluate sub-critical monitor performance
and to determine appropriate cold star_-up proce@ares with this ins_tation
was carried out at D pile on 3-18-59. Five "runs" were made in which the
approach-to-critial rod wi_h_ rstes were varied between 15 and 60 ih/
minute.

_e "apparent" period due to bac_ound increase _uring rod withdrawal in the
sub-critical reactor closely folluwed predicted vLlues. However, procedures
developed for use with sub-critical monitorin@ _Ast take into account the
inherent lags in signsA response. Further testing and considerable analytical
work will be required in establishlng operating standards for use with this
equil_nentwhich is scheduled for project installation st all reactors during the
latter half of CY-1959.

Observations were also made during the same s_art-up of the prototTl_ rate-of-
rise inset perf_ce. Bases for operational use can probably be evsluated
in large part best by _L_tre_ent of response to applied signals in the shop,
with normalization of this Information to one or two start-up experiments under
production test conditions.

czmrr

_his test under which minimum outage time is determined by sub-critical monitoring
was carried out at both the D and DR reactors _Aring the month. Both reactors
shut d_wn with pile reactivity resi_als corresponding to about 550 MWD/T, and
both cases were favorable in that discharge was not c_mnenced prior to minimum
downtime. _ese tests will be run at other reactors as counting equilment and
schedules can be arranged in order to obtain sufficient data for evaluating
the graphite te_rature coefficient of reactivity over & reasonable exposure
spread.

B-27
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The ABC has requested that the depleted uranlmn slugs _r_d£ated under this
prosren be sesreKate_ into three batches:

(1) 5_ose con_in_ pluton_un of 0-13%Pu-240 content.
(2) 5hose con_L_ plutoniun of 13-1_ Pu-2_Ocontent.
(3) 51_oseeon_ plutonim of >15_ Pu-2_Ocontent.

_is dts'ln"tbu_ton has been calculated for each tube, and york sheets have
been prepared giving the mmber8 of slugs from each column to go into each
batch; the appropriate slugs vithin a column for a given batch _ be
determined by relative "_easel" _a&ioacttvity readings of that column.

Long term reacttvit_ trauntent8 in the hot pile vere calculated _rith a 709
pro_ set up by De81gn Analyot8. A range of hot and cold cases rill be
calculated in order to obtain a good "feel" for the trends of hot and cold
reac't, tvt'by' ,a"/.'thexpo_tre and 81uK type. Inttte, l indications vere that hot gains
in Z & E slu_ are nearl_ .equivalent to those in solid slugs over nor_A exposure
ra_e8.

_e fiae_ _t c_ an unclaui_ted paper for the AEC contractors' $8 Materials
Hana_e_ent me_tln_ w_ prepea-ed a_tar the neceasary approvals had bee_ obtained.
• his paper ou_t_ee _he al_wn(l_tio_ and cc_Imter _etho_ used at H_n_ord for
taking into account neutron energy,' _ec'ta-tm and second order buil_-up effects.

A pre_imina_ report on the _ti-region _ton theor_ calculations _nich
are expected to lead to _evised reactivity _ei_htin_ methods is in initial
rough draft form.

Nineteen splinee inserte_ in the _ pile d_ring the last operating period aided
both flatten_ efTiclenc_ and control of lon_ term gains. Except for sc_e
trouble _ith spline chopper J_ing, spline start-up experience at D and
rasencourag__nringMarch.

A contract for the design and fabrication of seven vlnch-and-c&ble assemblies
of the poison column dAspl_ce_ent syste_ developed b_ Mechanical Develol_nent
has been s_arded. _e c_rently estimated delive_ _te of Jul_ l, 19_9, is
e_tel_ three mc_ths behind preli_ estimates.

PO_ _ I_ OP_T_ _CI_CY

_e _onth_ rel_ on this subject for February, _-595_, shows unusually good
performance for all piles except C, but points out a number of circumstances
reKardAng exposure and outage status _nich _xmld not be expected to combine to

DECLASSIFtO
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Investigation was made into the applicability of Process Standard A-070,
"Thermal and Biological Shield Cooling Water," under present conditions. Con-
clusions reached and transmitted were that (I) current temperature rise limits
for Indivi_AtalK pile shield cooling tubes are satisfactory, (2) temperature vs
flow tests should be carried out in K reactor shield tubes to verify that it is
permissible to operate without flow on individual tubes (under specified fringe
power conditions) as is JuA:lgedto be acceptable at the older reactors, and (3)
that in some cases a more efficient system should be developed for making flow
checks on individual shield cooling tubes. Preliminary arrangements have been
made with the K Processing Ena_eers on lte= (2).

Increased helium usage associated with higher operating levels has tended to
re&Ace m--1--_ biological shield temperatures except at H pile. Steps are being
taken there to back off slightly on top-fringe enrichment and to increase the
number of far-side fringe poison columns. No additional fringe poison loading
is contemplated at the other reactors in the near future.

Initial runs have been made of a 709 program for determining heat generation and
radiation attenuation through the NPR reflector and side shields. A number of
cases will be calculated in support of Reactor Physics and Design Analysis studies
which must be resolved soon for setting shield dimensions.

The weekly classes for the 32 operating specialists, 16 in each class on
alternate Tuesday evenings, continued d_ring the month with an average attendance
of 12 out of 16. Two eight-hour fundamentals classes for non-operating engineer-
ing personnel were completed d_ring the month.

Over fifty sets of training material dealing with Chapters I and II of the IPD
Physics Primer were forwe_ded in answer to requests of operating personnel during
the month, an encouragin_ sign of increasing shift training activities.

_he final draft of Chapter V on control of reactivity and flux distribution will
be complete following final graphics work.

ACTXVITXES

The numbers of horizontal rods and ball 3X channels were increased during the
month as a result of Operational Physics bases studies.

Operational Physics has suggested that the cross coolant system have the flow
reversed in alternate tubes in order to preclude side-to-side reactivity distortions
frc_ a one-direction system.

Other ccaments forwarded for NPR consideration included the request for control
ro_n readout and adequate instrumentation for shield coolant flow determination,
comments on operating temperature and flux monitoring indications, and the proposal
and encouragement of the concept of automatic control provisions. The latter is
conceived as a "natural" evolvement of operating experience with a set-back control
system combined with properly located in-core flux monitors, very possibly without
the necessity for simultaneous reactivity transient calculation and feedback.

DECI 4,  IFt D
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_b.PL- L_O LOOPiiii

The empty In-pile tube was on process water cooling during this period. The
following is the status of the Loop modifications:

I. The heat exchanger piping and Instrt_nentationis approximatel_ 95 per cent
complete. ..

2. The legg_ is approx_aatel_ 70 per cent complete.

3. The dual ion exchange column installation is complete.

4. The delayed neutron monitor piping is approxlmatel_ 90 per cent complete.

_. The instrument panel installation is estimated to be 70 per cent complete.

The f,
a ._._o_L activities are in preparation for charging three Westln_house fuel
see_AAes (_APL-120-8} and otar_Ing recirculation in April:

I. Production Test number _P-2_-D _-_68) which authorizes the operation of
the FAPL-120 Loop, as modified, is being circulated for approval. Supplement
A of this Production Ten _-_69) vhlch authorlzes the irradiation of the

',..F_PL-120_8 _umX _¢ua hu been written.

2. The power suppl7 to ptm_o is being modified to improve the reliability of acontinuous ¢8_le_t flow.

3. The Maintenance Operation is in the process of making a systematic check of
the ins_Annnentatlon.

_. A mock-up charge and dAscha_e of the du_ fuel elements was completed.
Yurther ou_ of pile cha_ge-discharge tests _re made at 185-¥. These tests
were made to s_m_ate the in-pile condltlone which may be expected at
discharge -- two years hence.

_. A plan for per_c_-mancetesting the Loop coaq_ents during recirculation
vlthou_ fuel ha_ been _Itten.

6. The operating plan for s_n-_ up on recirculation with the experimental
ftwl _rain_ has been focmulated. Set points for alarm and scram signalshave been ee_ab4ished.

A _r_ual_7 a_reeable te_c plan for the F_LPL-I_-8 run was established during
meetings held at Bettis on February 23 and 2_.

DECLASSIHED
WITHDELETIOHS
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The construction activity on the DR Gas Cooled Loop continues on schedule, with
construction about 92 per cent complete. Three compressors were received in
March and the fourth compressor is ready for shApment.

A representative of the Marltime Reactors Branch-AEC visited Hanford to discuss
the prot|zess of const-_uctlonactivity on the Loop facility.

Tvo Engineering Assistants were added to Irradiation Testi_ 0perstionos roll to
complete the operstlng staff of the DR Loop.

A representative from General Atomic visited Hanford to deliver a nuclear mock=up
of the fuel ele_nt proposed for the first test. The first in a series of tests
utilizi_ the mock-up in the Kanford Test Pile has been completed. These tests
will serve to esteblAsh the enrichment density for the fuel element to be tested
in the Gas Loop.

qOZC_ YAC_m"Z CAU__OW _ _ST xO_ ' _. REACTOR)

The conventional thermal nautron flux in pocket number one o_ this facilIW was
determined from gold fell irradiations to be 3.0 x i013 n/cmH/sec at an adjacent
tube power of 660 KM with sn estimated accuracy of 20 per cent. Work is continuirK
to improve the accuracy and to define the intermediate and fast flux spectrum in
the facility.

EAPO FUEL EL_ IRRADIATIOJS

The IxTadlation of one three-foot-lonK swaKed _2 fuel element in test hole 3865
(HAP0-215) continues. As of March 18' _I fuel element had reached 31 per cent of
the goal exposure. A l_uel.l:l.t gage with a 10-90 psi range has been installed to
reduce the possibility of a reactor scram due to pressure fluctuations during start
up.

0T_ER IRRADIATION ._STS AHD SERVlC_S

I. A total of t_lve sets of activation ana_yslo samples were irradiated in the
Poison Column Conbrol Yacllitiee at D and DR piles. These samples are
identified as fbllows:

a. Eight sets of EAPO-I_ samples in supp_ of a Washington Designated Progrs_
assigned to HLO.

b. Four sets of natural uranium samples (HAPO-218) in support of an investiga-
/

tlon of the release of fission products from uranium at high tewperatures
in oxidizing atmospheres.

2. One set of thorium tensile specimens (_£P0-213) was discharged from a fringe
zone process tube at DR pile. This irradiation was performed in support of an
BIO study of mechanical and ph_elcal properties of thorium which may provide
a better understanding of irradiation damage in uranium.

3. "A total of four samples were irradiated or are undergoing irradiation in the
Quickie Facility _ test hole) in Y pile. These samples ase identified as
fellers:
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A summary of the results of vertical bowing measurements follows. All distances
ere measured from the front van atone.

Area Tube Date To A Depth Of Results

I05-F 4090 3-6-59 9'4" No previous data

lOS-DR _67_ 3-8-59 28' up .05" at 9'4" since 10-31-58
down ,09 at 19' since 10-31-58

lOS-DR 4456 3-8-59 28' up .04" at i0' since 9-ii-56
down .A_A"at 17' since 5-11-56

I05-_ _92 3-8-59 28' up .08" at 10' since 5-11-56
down .28" at 17' since 5-11-56

 onm Asslsmmz

The following exae_natlons were made vlth the borescope in an effort to assist the
Maintenance Operations wi_h problem tubes and channels:

a. F_R #37, I05-F - Large pieces of liner block were lodged across the channel
at 40 feet down from the top. The graphite was broken and the rod could
then be inserted propor_7.

b. VSR #27, I05-F - The rQd tip _m8 broken off at a knuckle Joint, The bore-
scope was uJed to assist Maintenance iu attachin6 a removal rod to the rod
tip. The rod tip was succeesfull_ removed.

c. _R #32, 105-D - Gaps iu the liner blocks w_re noted at 25 feet and 32 feet
down. Small droplets of what appeared to he mlted aluminum were noted fran
16 to 33 feet. The channel was unobstructed.

d. _ #13, I05-D - A gap in a liner block was noted at 16 feet down. The charnel
was obstructed at 38 feet down with a piece of liner block.

e. Tubes 4168 and 1085 KM - The tubes were checked for chatte_ marks. No
evidence of chattering was observed.

f. Channel 3772, I05-_ - The rear entry block was broken and block separatio-,
were noted at i0 and 14 feet in from the rear. Except for an accumulation
of graphite powder in the bottom, the channel appeared to be in good condition.

g. Charms! 3666_ I05-C - A drill was stuck in _he channel. The blocks are br_en
all along the channel. Extensiv_ efforts to remove the drill were
unsuccessful.

OECLASSIFIEO



DECLASSIFIED ---
COOLART TESTING OPERATION

,i ,, i ,,, ,

Durln6 March, 1959, activities of the Coolant Testing Operation included opera-
tion of the 1706-KE In-pile and out-of-pile equipment, operation of the 1706-KER
in-pile loops, and preparation for KER loop work during the KE extended outage
sched=ls@'..,for April..

A sumEary record of operation of each piece of equipment follows, including
significant items of perfoTmance, changes, and improvements.

The six centra_ zone single pass tubes that were charged on January 14, 1959
with I & E f_el elements canned in X-80Ol aluminum alloy, including a mixing
slug, continued operation under the ssme operating conditions reported last
month, namely:

4355 7.0 pH filtered water and 2 ppm dichromate
_J+56 7.0 pH filtered water and I ppm dichrcBate
_557 7.0 pH process water
_863 7.0 pH process water
4963 & 5063 6.5 pH process water

During the March 1 outage, the _,,--_es were discharged f'rcm tube 2943 and the
tube recharged with numbered production metal. The regular metal was dis-
charge_ fx_xatube 30_3 and the tube recharged with ausmAes.

During the March 14 outage, cooling water flow was inadvertently valved off
tube 29A3 far several hours. The tube was then _Ischarged and recharged with
d_es. The _les were dischsr_.-d from 30_3 end the tube recharged with
regular pro_ction metal.

The 1706-KE mock-up tubes were operated during the month for the following
tests:

Tube No. _ - Corrosion evaluation of two types of nickle plated slugs, electro-
plate and chemical plate end cc_'roslonevaluation of four types of X-8OOl
alumimun cans, includ/ng tests on cast blanks. The test conditions are pro-
cess water, 50 gpm at I_0C.

Tube No. 7 - Galvanic ccaTosion evaluation of two types of nickle plated slugs,
electroplate and chemical plate. The test conditions are process water, 40
at 60C.

Tube No. ii - This test is to evaluate four different types of coupon holders
for In-pile use. The test conditions are process water, 35 _m at 130C.

ELMO LOOPS

ELMO 1 - The loop was shut down during the month.

ELMO 2 - The loop was disassembled and disposed of during the month in
order to make roan for other test equipment.
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ELNO_ - The loopwas operatedduringthe monthat _JOCandpH I0.0for
corrosion tests on scruples of carbon steel, zircaloy-2, stainless steel,
and Hasteloy-C. Samples of 30_ Stainless Steel and Stellite, which had
previously been exposed to the Tufts process, were discharged and showed
no appreciable change in corrosion rate on being tested in EI_O-5,
following the Turco process.

Zircaloy-2 coupons_ exposed to the same sets of con_tions, are showing
slightl_ accelerated corrosion rates.

A csustic embrittlement test of s_ressed A-212 carbon steel continued
during the month with no indication of censtlc embrittlement appearing.

ELMO-6 - was started up on March 2, followlng last month's Turco decon-
tamination run. The loop is being run at 3OOC and pH 4.5 for corrosion
tests on zlrcaloT-2 and stellite coupons which had previously been ex-
posed to the Tru'co ._ocess combined with hlgh hydrogen concentrations.
The Zircaloy-2 coupons are shoving corrosion rates _ch higher than
normal. Stellite coupons are also showing corrosion rates slightly
higherthannorsal.

A test is also being run on aa6netlte exposed to 300C water, pH 4.5
to check weight loss and per_icle size change.

ELMO _ - The loop continued operation _Arlng the month, with the follow-
ing tests:

(a) North Burst Box - 1.9 gpR flow, therRal c_cle between 350-475F.
Test is on Canadian rolled Joint nozzle-tube _onnectlon.

(b) Manifold No. 6 - 527F maxlnnz flow. Test is on nickel plated slugs.

(c) Manifold Nos.4 & 5 - thermal cycle between 300-50OF. The test is
on composite PRTR seals and NPR flared nozzle-tube seal.

(f) KER test section - 527F. The test is on thermocouple cores and
sheath corrosion.

(g) Manifold 70. 3 - 5 gpm, 5_/F. The test is on NPR Flexitallic and
bell rin_ cep seals.

(h) PI_ v_'tlcal Tube - Full loop flow, 5_rF. The test is on a
19-rod zircaloy clad element.

ZLMO-8- willbe installedby theContractor (c_671) aboutApril,1959.

ELMO-lC - Thls loop remained shut down during the month awaiting arrival
of a new pump.

DOWT_ UNIT - The unit was shut down after the failure of the drive
motor on the main pump. A replacement motor has been received but the
unit will remain down becm_se of a power shortage. (Transformer at 165-KE
burned out. )
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CEP-I (Colo..ion E_er ,_mnt _otot_e)

This loop has been shut down during the month aw_tlng parts. Parts were
cannJbalized fran this loop to use on the KER Rupture Erperime_.

CRG#RIC COOLART PROgrAM
,, ,

ORA-I - The loop was shut down on March 5, due to failure of the re-
circulation pump. Pump repair has been completed and loop startup is
awaiting completion of mlnor piping revisions.

_- The loop has been shut down during the month. The next test
will be to check leakage of MIPB with American Standard dryseal threads.

KER RUPTURE .EXPER_ - The equipment was shut down during the first part of the
month, await_ iEocurement of parts and subsequent repair of the recirculation
I_u_. On March 26, the second test run was initiated in which 300C water was
circulated over a 60 gram sample of irradiated uFanlum until the loop was con-
tsminated to 2.2 r per hour at the heater section. As soon es ge_a scans
on the contsmiuated coupons are completed and the coupons recharged, the Turco
4501 process will be used to decontuLinate the loop.

IRDUCTION HERT_G APP_ - The induction heating apparatus is undergoing
rep final test.

!07 BASIN SEALARTTEST - The proposal to alleviate the excessive leakage from
the co=crete 107 basins by seallng with Bentonite cI_7 is being tested in 1706
filter No. 2. This is being done by llning the filter with concrete blocks,
spacing them with 1/16, 1/8, _ 1/4 inch cracks. The wider cracks sre covered
with s_rips of plastic with a card attached so that they may be removed to ex-
pose the wider cracks far subsequent tests. Hot water with Bentonite added is
then added to the filter end the sealing effect evaluated for the various crack
widths.

KER F_EILITY
•,,| J li ,

LOOP 1 - The loop continued low temperature recirculation operation until
_ch 26, when the loop was put on s_e pass operation due to failure of
a canned motor pump. The cause of the lsr_e increase in pressure drop
through the in-pile tube, and the resultln_ low flows, was not determined.
Examination of the fron_ and rear nozzles re_ealed no epparent flow res-
1;rlction,ind/catiz_;that the flow restriction is in the tube charge,
which includes seven 1.670 enriched 7-rod clusters, a 7-element thermocouple
train and coupon holders.

Loop 1 was discharged March 29, 1959, and recharged with dummies when a
faulty fuse separated, ceusin_ an inset power failure and reactor
scr8_.

LOOP 2 - The loop continued operation at 205C and pH i0.0 until March 13,
when a faulty fuse connection in the i0_ Ball 3X room caused loop flow instru-
ments to go full-scale, resulting in a reactor scram.

I)ECLASSIFIEO
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As loop temperature was being raised following reactor startup, an abnormal
increase in activity was observed on the delayed neutron rupture detection
instrument. Loop temperature was lowered immediately, with a resulting
decrease in activity to normal levels. Loop temperature was held at a
minimum value (IOOC outlet temperature) until March 24. At this time,
strong rupture indications were observed in a KE reactor normal production
tube. During the time that the rupture wu being confirmed, a test was
run on Loop 2, in which loop temperature was raised to normal to check for
further rupture indications. The rupture monitor again showed positive
indications and at the same time loop water activity increased from a nor-
I1 value of 100 mrad per hour to a maxim_ observed value of 4200 mrad per
hour on one-plnt sample bottles. The slugs were discharged into a special
t_ra_ and lowered into the basin during the reactor outage. No rupture was
lmmed/ately spparent on observation of the slugs during discharge. The
charge consisted of four 7-rod Zircaloy-2 clad enriched cluster, and two
7-rod,18-1nchUS2,Zircaloy-2clad7-rodclusters.

LOOP 3 - The loop continued operation at 235C and pH _.5 until the March 24

reactor outa@e. Early in the outage a large increase inAP, accompanied by
very high loop water activities was observed. A check of an evaporated
loop water sample with a "poppy" alpha counter showed water activity in ex-
cess of 5000 d/ro.The loop was discharged during the outage with a force
of 2100 pounds required to stort movement of the charge. No ruptures
were observed during tube discharge. _o_wver, the slugs were coated with
a thick, reddish film which flaked off readily during handling.

LO_P.___._4- The loop ccntimaed operation at _C and pH _.5 until March 17,
when substantial inc_eMes in t_be_T coneed re&action of loop operating
temperat_-e to 190C tube outlet telperature. The charge consists of
two rod-and-tube elemeZs, and one 18-inch, 7-rod Zircaloy-2 clad UO2cluster element.

1706 KE-_ RmFC_MANCEmD IMPR_i lm _l

A total of 5_.0 hours of KE Reactor outage time was charged to Coolant
Testing Operation during the month. The following is a breakdown of time
charged:

March 13, 19_9 Outage - Production Test IP-214iA (Loop 2).........17.3
This was charged as reactor lost production time fraa the screm
csused by the faulty f_se connectiou in the Loop 2 flow instru-
mentation.

March 24, 195_ Outage - Production Test IP-214iA (Loop 2) ........ 3.5
This was time used for special tr_ discharge of Loop 2.

Production Test IPi_iA (Loop 3)................................2.7
This was time used for discharge of Loop 3.

March29, 1959Outage- ProductionTestIP-_6-A (LoopI)........30.5
The entire outage was charged as lost reactor production time.

, 2.0 hours of this time were used in discharging Loop i. A
faulty fuse in Loop 1 flow instrumentation was the csuse of this
outage.
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Non-destructive tests h_e been ccBpZeted on the four new _ tubes. The results
are:

2 Sound tubes _th 170 zL1 m_ann
1 Sound tube with 166 ZL_ ELn_
1 Reject (two scud 170 rollminimum wall, 15-foot mock-up tubes were cut
from thls tube.)

OECLASSIFiED
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C_ _ 0PERATXON

IZ:tEe,D:LA.TEDMA._ _',a:_TXON

The examinations of the fuel elements from the following twenty-slx tubes were
completed in the Metal Examination Facility during M_rch.

PT No. Tube No. PT No. Tube No.
_mmmmmm _mmmmmm I i

39A 2857-B 179A 1_88-C
zm6o-c 2781_
3961-s zT_o-c
3162-B 2688-C
3978-B 2076-C •
3161-B 1678-C

8_A 1880-B 2387_
1881-13 1481-C
0672-B *198A 2943-KE

168A 0973_

• Sixteen irradiated solid aluminum dmmles were photographed for film pattern
anal_sls and thlrty-slx were weighed for corroelon information above water
with a maximumexposure of 500 =r_r.

Aloe Gro_h

In the put, a considerable quantity of aloe has formed on the basin walls of
the Facility. During a recent shutdown, the walls were scrubbed with a solution
con_alning Roccal, an iodine solution, and soap. This has inhibited algae
_h to such an extent _hat it le planned to spray all of the equipment and
walls with this solution _ the next shutdown of any basin.

WaA_-Hot-S_ot-Rib Relationship

A compilation has been made to determine whether a warp-hot-spot-rlb relation-
ship exists on forty tubes of IXTadlated slugs and 239 recently discharged
slugs from C-Reactor. Both groupsof fuel elements showed that a greater
number of slugs wu_ped with the convex side between the ribs (bowed downward),
%he majority of the hot spots located opposite the ribs and %he hot spot
usually located on the convex side of the slug. Industrial Statistics, Research
and Synthesis Operation personnel are anal_tn8 this data to deterzflne if and
with what assurance the warp-hot-spot-rlb relationship can be established.

Internal Wall Thickness Development

Two charges of irradiated slugn were measured using the developmental Probolog
to determine the residual can wall thickness. The results showed a larger
variation than would normally be anticipated as a result of irradiation; hence_
a program is now under_y to measure a number of slugs prior to charElng an_
aQ_in after irradiation. Twenty-two charges I or 76_ slugs, have been given a
pre-exposure check which resulted in a variance of _ mils in the average wall
thickness. Some of these charges will be Probolo_ed after irradiation in sn
attempt to detect an7 changes resulting frg.m the irradiation.
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In-board trip response times were determined for 313 gauges during the month.
Of this number, 12 were determined to have response times in excess of 2 seconds,
21 with response tl_es bet_een one and two seconds, and the balance below one
second.

Four specifications were documented during the month• These are; E_S-6754
(DT-100-T _%_rltches)_NA5-6762 (Bourdon Coll Assemblles), BWS-6746 (Off-Plant
Gauss Modaflcatlon of Model 151 Gauges), and 2W5-67_I (Off-Plant Modification
of Model 152 Ge_q_s). Twelve protot_rpeDPST switches with 2-B contacts were
received and placed under test• These rd,J.tches are betnK tested in conjunction
with development of & dual relay scram sTStem_ for pressure monitor systems s
which is _lculated to eliminate all scrams except those resulting from
pressure increase or decrease exceedinK trip setting.

IRVEF_ONS

All Research and Engineeri_ Operation personnel enp_ed in work that nLtght
reasonabl_ be expected to result iu inventions or discoveries advise that, to
the best of their knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made
in the course of their work during March except as listed below. Such
persons further advise that, for the period therein covered by this report,
notebook records, if any, kept in the course of their york have been examined
for possible _venticas or discoveries.

.._

L Inventor (s) TAtle

None
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B-C REACTCR OPERATION

_ mace,z9, 9

I. C_TIZATICI AND FINCTIC_S - No change.

II. PEBSCMIEL

A. Force 8uumry

Februar_ 28 March 31 Net Change
E RE Total E NE Total of Total_ g e_mmm

General 4 3 7 4 3 7 0
B Processing Operation 16 39 55 16 39 55 0
C Processing Operation 16 34 50 17 3_ 51 + 1
Power Operation 19 96 111 14 97 iii 0

Maintenance Operation 22 i0_ 126 2__ 105 128 . 2,_,mm,mmm _ u _mm,mm_,mm

TOTAL 73 276 349 7_ 278 352 + 3

B. Movement of People - Exempt changes were internal only and included
i} the reassignment of D.L. Allred from Supervisor, i00 Power II, B-C
Power Operation to Assignment Supervisor, C Processing Operation and
2) one addition through reclassification of L.V. Kinnie (from B-C non-
exempt) to Supervisor, Mechanical Maintenance (temporary, relief assign-
ment}. Nonexempt changes included one rahire, 9 transfers iu, seven
transfers out and one temporary reclassification to the B-C exempt roll.

III. FERSORREL ACTIVITIES - Management personnel of B-C Reactor Operation were
hosts for the monthly meeting (March I0) of the IPD Central Health, Safety
and Security Council. J.P. Jones of Traveler's Insurance Company visited
IO0-B on March 17 to perform a thlrd-party inspection of one boiler and four
u_ired pressure vessels.

IV. SAFETY AND SEC_RITT - There were 13 medical treatment injuries; no disabling
injuries, .serio_ accidents or security violations were reported.

V. NCB-ROUEIRE I_ - _-59457, "Irradiation Processing Department, Investiga-
tion Report, Radiation Occurrence", by J.H. Soehulein, issued March 2, 1959;
KW-59585, "Special Incident Report", by A.R. Maguire, issued March 9, 1959.

VI. II_IONS AND DISCO__ - All persons engaged in work that might reason-
ably be expected to result in inventions and discoveries advised that, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in
the course of their work during the period therein covered by this report;
notebook records, if any, kept in the course of their work have been examined
for possible inventions or discoveries.

DECLASSIFIED
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VII.

General

A. Administrative Activities -A system for prompting preparation of Non-
exempt Personnel Development Program Reports and Nonexempt _ployee
Progress Reports was fo_lated and application initiated within B-C
Reactor Operation. Exempt Appraisal and salary Review activities were
continued throughout the month. B-C completed its portion of the non-
exempt, non-unit Job Demcription writing program.

B. Personnel Development - Twelve exempt and two nonexempt employees
attended 9 classes of the ]_D Training Program; 7 exempt continued
participation in the 5rh series P_-I course; 74 employees participated
in Zn-Plant training sessions dealing with Processing Fundamentals,
Radiation Hazards, and the Poison Spline System. One Technical Gradu-
ate continued a Botational Program assignment with B Processing Opera-tion.

C. Cost Control Activities - The General Manager's approval was requested
(and received) for the-use of 1200 mnhours of overtime in excess of
the third quarter FT1959 D_per Control Level; circumstances which
necessitated the overrun are reported herein under Component Activities
of the B and C Fr_cessing, Power and Maintenance Operations.

D. Landlord - Considerable painting and floor resurfacing (tiling) was
done throughout the area. Improvement work was started on and about
1701-B Main Badge House. Plans were initiated for tiling the untiled
floors in 170_-B.

E. Suggestions - Under-study at the start of the month: 38, received for
study during the month: 35, completed during the month: 23, under study
at the end of the month: 50.

B PROCESSING OPERATION

A. Production - Input production was 119.4 percent of forecast. Power

level was limited by tube power considerations. TOE was 86.3 percent.
New record power levels were attained due to planned increases in tube
power limits.

B. OperatingExperience - There were no scheduled outages and seven un-
scheduled outages,not including one over the end of February. Scram re-
coverles were made on three outages and another lasted only I.1 hr.

Outage Hours Cause
i

1 10.6 (In Mar.) Continuation of February 26 broken ball
valve outage.

20 46.5 Panellit scram - flow reduction on unJum_ered
PCCF tube.
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Day Outage Hours Cause

22 0.3 Panellit scram- oscillating Gauge 0166.
I

23 25.8 Defective ball valve caused poison material
to Jam. Could not uncouple PCCF machine.

24 0.6 Panellit scram - oscillating Gauge 0472.

24 I.i Bent pert caused PCCF machine to Jam.
2_ 0._ Panellit scram - oscill_tin6 gauge.

31 16.9 Eole rupture, I&E slug, Tube 2765

C. _ - Efforts have been initiated to m_dify the existingPCCF ba_41_
valves to insure more positive alignment and provide a means

to visually check this alignment; it has also been found necessary to
accurately ring-gauge all reclaimed perts used in the PCCF machine.

' Forty-seven tubeswere probologged and two were determined to have

sufficlen_'outside corrosion to be charged with solid aluminum preparatory
to replacement. Tvo stuck charges occurred on I&E material in Tubes 2060
and 3987; the charges were removed at forces up to 4,500 psi. The
sphincter seal on No. 22 Vertical Safety Rod was found ruptured; it has
been replaced. Two front-face high activity chambers failed duringthemont_,
and were repaired. The oxygen analyzer failed; new parts have been
ordered and installed. One of the flux monitors failed and was replaced.

The power calculator required calibration; a drawn-down test was made to
verify the flow transmitter calibrations and were found to be satisfactory.
115 Building "C" Area water removal facilities have required a considerable
amount of extra mintenance due to the extended demands on the system.
A block of 42 tubes below a location which has consistently shown high
dewcell readings was hydrostatically tested; no leakers were found. Three
faulty tube temperature thermocouples were repaired. Nine outlet water
thermocouples were revised for use with the "ten-tube average" recorder.
Three rowe of 10-90 range gauges vera installed; seventy-four percent
of the replacement program is now complete. The exhaust fan at the
acid decontas_Luationfacility was found beyond repair from acid fume
damage; a replacement has been ordered.

D. Improvement _perience - _, "Evaluation of Slugs having Projec-
tions for use in Ribless Tubes - Two tubes were discharged for inspec
tion and then recharged, pT-IP- 17lA, "Evaluation of Aluminum Caps
and Cans from New Vendors", continued active with four tubes being dis-
charged for inspection. Project CG-780, "Improvements to I05-B Ventila-
tion", has advanced to about 50 percent completion; tie-in to the exist-
ing system, plus balancing of flows, is in progress. A new clean clothes
facility has been completed. An access door has been provided from the
Work Area to the No. i0 Fan Cell and also between the Fan Cells to provide
improved metal and equipment storage.
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E. Radiation Monitoring Experience - A survey of the trousers of a Minor
Construction employee i_dlcated 400 c/m on the cuff of one leg. The
trousers were contaminated while working in another area. Decontamina-
tion was unsuccessful.

Maximum personnel dose rates experienced for various Jobs were as
follows: Discharge special charges, 250 mr/ht; work associated with
regular discharge operations and allied maintenance work in the rear
face, 200 mr/ht; poison charging, 150 r/ht; draining condensate in
the 115 Building Dryer Rooms, 2,000 mr/ht; maintenance work in the
Dryer Rooms, 1,000 mr/ht; Ball 3X lock bar installation, 150 mr/br;
dummy decontamination, 150 _r/hr; burial of tubing pieces, 150 mr/ht
and 2,000 mr/hr.

A total of 16 air samples were taken during the month; none indicated
activity densities greater than the permissible limits for respira-
tory protection worn. Of the seventy-two vehicles surveyed, none were
coutaminated. Survey of some equipment removed from the metal line
rooms in 108 Building indicated up to 6,000 c/m due to tritium.
Smears of the third floor corridor indicate up to 2,000 c/m tritium.

F. Events Influencing Costs - i__ nonexempt and I__ exempt manhours
were utilized, includin_ 15 radiation _nitoring _anhours. The total
helium used was 239,400 cubic feet, as compared to 214,600 cubic feet
in February. The total gas used was 322,358 cubic feet, as compared
to 351,828 cubic feet in February.

C PROCESSING OPERATION
i •

A. Production - Input production was 107.5 percer_ of forecast. Power
levei was limited by a tube power rupture control limit. A new
maximum operating level record was achieved; it exceeded February's
high by 50 units. TOE was 7_.3 percent.

B. Operatin_ Experience - One scheduled and two unscheduled outages were
experienced as follows:

Day Outage Hours. - Cause

4 91.7 Excessive water collection.

21 40.8 Loss of raw water backup.

29 *59.0 Scheduled Outage - Maintenance, leak testing and
'_" metal processing.

* Continued _ver month's end.

C. Equipment Experience - Water Leak - The reactor was shutdown on March 4
to investigate a water leak. I_ process tubes were hydrostatically
leak tested, l_aks were confirmed on Tubes 0876, i074, 3681, and 3957.
It was necessary to retube Channels i074, 3681, and 3957. The leak on
Tube 0876 was successfully repaired by replacing the rear nozzle and gasket.

DECLASSIFIEI)
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The tube Iu Channel 3681 was a zirconium tube which had been installed

on August 20, 1958, by authority _f Production Test IP-143-A. The rear

Tanstone flange was very narrow, f_aked in several places and cracked
at the 6 O'clock position. Tubes 39_7 and 1074 had leaks in the process
tubes. A rupture had occurred in Tube 39_7 in November, 1958, which was
discharged at 3000 pounds force with the b_Tdraullc Jack, but the tube
hydroetatlcally tested satisfactorily following the discharge of the

ruptured slug. Examination of the tube showed the leak to be at the

location where the rupture had occurred in the tube. Tube 1074 had

previously contained a thermocouple train with brass couplings.
Examination of the tube showed the leak to be at the location where one

of the brass couplings had been positioned. Standard aluminum C-Area

type tubes vlth reduced ribs were reinstalled in all three channels.

Repairs were made to 63 faulty tube outlet thermocouples.

Ray Water Line - The r_actor was shutdown on March 21 due to a break in
liiil

the raw water llne w_ich supplies raw water backup to the reactor.

Three Joints vera found to be leaking and were repaired. Water was

found to be seeping from a fourth Joint and a clamp was installed on
the line to hold the lead caulking iu place until the March 29 outage
_nen the Joint wee recaulked.

D. _roveme.nt Z_perience

- _ealuation of Zu-Reactor Performance of Zircaloy Tubes -Tube 3681 which was installed on August 20, 1958 had to be
removed on March _ as a result of a leaking rear Vanstone flange which
could not be repaired. The use of two gaskets sealed the tube and was

hydrostatically tested satisfactorily at the time the zircaloy tube

was installed. Tube 3681 was the first zircaloy tube to be removed at
C Reactor and was removed without incident.

PT-IP-168-A - Long Term Corrosion Monitoring and Evaluation of

Operatlng Limits for I&J Charging - Tube 1074, which had previously

been charged with a thermocouple train in accordance with this production

test, developed a water leak. Examination of the tube, following its
removal, showed the leak to be in the location where one of the brass

nuts used iu the train yam positioned.

I

PT-IP-2_I-A - Zrradiation of Depleted Uranium to High Exposure - This
production test was issued to continue testing of eight depleted uranium
charges and;thelr supporting '_" metal columns which were originally

charged under Production Test - IP-132-AC. Production Test- IP-132-AC,
"Production of High Pu-240 Plutonium at C Reactor", ham been terminated.

The total number of PT tubes in the reactor was reduced by 17 during
the month

CG-741 - Renovatica of Ball 3X System I05-C - The renovation of the
Ball 3X System was essentially complete at month's end. Ali that remains

to be done is to remove the construction plugs from the channels and

conduct the acceptance tests.



Rear Face connectors - 693 straight type rear connectors and silicone,,

0" rings were installed. Straight type ccmnectors have now been
installed on rows 26 through 43 inclusive, with the exception of the
ball valve pattern on rows 26 and 27. 1073 straight connectors have
been installed to date.

E. Radiation Monitoring Experience - A flange on the ball 3X storage hopper
was removed by construction forces prior to having a dose rate established.
Irradiated 3X balls dropped to the floor, however, no exposure problems
resulted. A pickup truck was found to have gross speck contamination
in a small area of the bed, which was readily decontaminated. Two
construction employees were possibly exposed to a radiation beam
while working in the ball 3X equipment room (ref: Ng-59735). A small
ground area was contaminated outside the wash pad by water spilling
from the burial cart. One employee of Component Testing received a
technical over-exposure as a result of shoe contamination (ref: HW-59844).
An employee received hand contamination to 20,000 c/m while moving
poison pieces from the wash pad to the work area.

External Exposure Experience
Personnel Dose Rates

 cation wor Av__L

Metal Examination To weigh dummy 500 25
Facility pieces.

Wash Pad To bury bucket inserts. 3,000 50
Inner Rod Room To install ball 3X i00 i0

storage hopper.
Experimental Level To modify the 36" test 3,000 50

hole.

Experimental Level Discharge test samples. 2,500 75
Discharge Area Tube replacement and 400 i00

leak test.

Thirty-eight vehicles were surveyed and only one was found contaminated,
as previously mentioned. There were four instances of personal clothing
contamination; all items were decontaminated and released. Of the two
reported skin contamination cases, both were easily decontaminated and
no exposure problems were involved. A total of 81 air samples was
taken; none indicated activity densities greater than the permissible
limits for respiratory protection worn.

F. Events Influencing Costs - 266.3 nonexempt and no exempt overtime man-
hours was required. A water leak outage and the failure of the raw
water backup llne resulted in 132.5 unscheduled outage hours.

POWER OPERATION
, H

A. 0peratlng Experience - The export was supplied by IO0-D Area for the
majority of the month with IO0-B Area carryingthe load from 5:00 p.m.
on March 16, to 1:30 a.m. on March 18. 100-B Area also base-loaded
one pump for most of the period between March 3 to March 18. At 3:05 p.m.

on March 18 a surge occurred on the export system causing IO0-B Area to

DECLASSIFIED
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lose the pumping unit being base loaded; the pressure was restored at
3:2_ p.m.

On March 2_ a leak ras discovered in the export line south of the 190-B
Pump Rool. -It _as necessary to remove a section of the railroad spur
and the concrete .encaseeNnt under the track to repair three bell and
spigot Joints. When the lane was returned to service on March 23 another
leak _ae dAscovered. This Joint _as temporarily repaired by installing
a holding collar and permanent repairs were completed on March 31.

On March 19p No. 2-A unit in 190-B Annex was put in service and No. 6-A
unit removed for exciter repair. The pump developed a noise and was
caul_ng more than normal flow fluctuations. The unit was removed from

_ service and inspected. The casing baffles had been removed and a short
throated casing wear ring had been installed. The unit was returned
to Service pending arrival of a newly designed impeller assembly.

On March 23 a fire _ao started in the insulation o_ the discharge line
of the air compressor. A leak in the air line caused the oil-impregnated
lnlulaticn to ignite. The fire was extinguXshed by the operator. Ten
dollars da_rge ras incurred.

B o _ - The Class A inspection of No. 3_-C pumping unit was
compAe_eG a_ lul-_. A nay Fire and Sanitary pump and motor was installed
at 183-B. A new suction bell and impeller was installed on No. 5 low
lift pump at 183-C during a Class A inspection. The impeller and suction
bell _mrre victim-, of cavitation and electrolysis. At I_O-B a Class A
inrpection was completed on the motor driven cone discharge valve of
No. 2 unit. The plug and seat were plied, on the downstream side and
the shaft was bent; a new shaft was installed. At 190-C, No. 10 unit
motor was inspected by F.J. ]_].lertm and A. McDonald. The cooling water
piping to the fluid drive and motor cooler was modified, and the motor
cooler coils were cleaned. Tvo bearings were installed in the fluid
drive unit.

C. Zmprovement Experience - CG-_8 - A revised impeIler was installed in
No. 2-A unit. CG-600--- Representatives from Byron-Jackson Pump Company
lnnpected No. _ to compare impeller vane repairs. _Pro_ect A-89053 -
Process Water Cross Tie - Completed. _8-IP.-Aluminum Oxide-Sulfuric Acid
Feeders - 183-B - These machines were run intermittently during the month
because of the lack of Bauxite, the breakdown of one feeder, and build up
in the reaction chambers. Project CA-6_6 - Coal Car Shakers - I_-B -
Complete except for painting...

D. Events Influencing Costs - The ray water turbidity fluctuations during the
month required increased alum and Separan feed, resulting in higher treat-
mant costs. Maintenance costs remained high due to Class A inspection of
No. 12-C pump at 181-B, replacement of suction bell and impeller of No. 5
low llft pump during a Class A inspection at 183-C, Class A inspection of
No. 2 unit motor and cone valve in 190-B, and work on No. I0 unit at 190-C.



M_INTENARUE OPERATION
i

A. Equipment Experience - During the m_nth, 138 10-90 trip panellit gauges

were installed at-B, makingo a total of 1,489 to date. During the March 31
outage at B, ball valve repairs, panellit inboard inspection, and flush
discharge preparation were performed. Also, since both Areas were

down, final repairs were made to the 20-inch raw water emergency
backup line.

On March 4rh, C Rea_tor was shut down for leak testing. A total of

1,356 tubes were leak tested; three leaking process tubes were replaced.
Tube 3681, a Zirconium tube with defective Vanstone, was replaced;

Tube 3957 and Tube 1074, in-tube leaker8, were replaced. A total of
21 thermocouples were repaired and 20 rear straight nozzle connectors
were installed.

During the March 21 shutdown at C, caused by lack of raw water backup
as a result of raw water llne failure, the following work was accomplished:

210 straight nozzle connectors were installed, 30 thermocouples repaired,
235 tubes leak tested, and 700 gallons of water were drained from exit
gas line.

i

During the scheduled March 29 shutdown at C, the following work was

performed: 426 straight nozzle connectors were installed, 1,627

process tubes were leak tested, 52 thermocouples repaired, located
and repaired one front Vanstone failure on Tube 2572 in the 0CD
pattern, and drained 170 gallons of condensate from the exit gas line.
This outage continued through month end.

On March 21st, as a result of a surge on the export water system,
there were three bell and spigot Joint failures on the 20-inch raw
water line. B Reactor was shut down, but C Area was forced to shut
down because of loss of raw water backup. Thirty hours were required
to repair the failed Joints; one Joint was encased in a concrete
culvert and 20 hours were expended in breaking concrete to obtain

access to the Joint. A program of attaching gasket clamps to all Joints
on the 20-inch line has been initiated because of the frequency of
failures experienced on this line.

B. Maintenance Engineering - Thermocouple Wire - The vendor was advised to
proceed with fabrication on March 18. Graphite Stringers - The Geminol
thermocouple wire, to be used in fabricating grap_te stringers, has
been received and components are presently being fabricated. The
first stringer is scheduled for installation in Nay. Moisture Detec-
t_ion Systeme - B and C Reactors - The modifications made at B Reac_r

have been e-valuated and it appears that all difficulties have been

resolved. Similar modifications are scheduled for C Area. Twent 7 Tube
Average Temperature Differential Recorders - The recorder was installed
at B Reactor for measuring the 'temperature differential between the

inlet and the average outlet te_)erature of twenty process tubes.

DECLASSIFIED
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• Bellows Rel_air- C Reactor - To reduce gas leakage and high exposure rates,

f0ur"front gas bellows'were filled with Silicone foam. Gas Line Conden-

sate Measuring and Drainage - IIS-B and I05-C - During pe'riodsof 'extremely
we_ operatian, considerable personnel exposure is required to drain con-
denoed moisture from the reactor gas piping. Znterim provisions have
been made for draining both ends of the C exit gas line, and a remotely
operated drainage and collection system bis been designed for both facili-
ties. Process Pu_ Motor No. 2 - 190-BA - Motor inspection ras completed.
Repairs were 'Ide to toll insulation and motor connection leads were
re-insulated.

C. Plann and Schedul - During March, 3,7_7 _z_om-s of work were
scheduled. This included 2,70_ wu_houre scheduled for March and 1,053
manhours carried over from previous _onths. The total included 77 Class A
overhauls, _8 Class B overhauls, 20 Class C overhauls, and 11 lubrications.
Of this total, 2,0_ manhours, or 5A percent, were completed. Reasons for
non-completion were: Jobs in progress, 12_; shutdown items, 8%, equipment
not available, i_; insufficient manpower, 23_; waiting for parts, _;
total _. During this period, equipment condition dictated changing
6 Class A overhauls to Class B, 8 Class B to Class A, and 1 lubrication
to Class B. The percentage of completion was low due to the large amount
of work performed during outages.

D. Events Influenc Costs - Applied labor costs were increased due to the
rge amount of wr performed at 105-C (which required overtime and

extra personnel for leak testing), straight pigtail installation, and
thermoco_le repair..

Manager
B-C REACTOR OPERATION

AR Magulre:IIa:abc
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D-DR REACTOR OPERATION
MARCH. 19_9
#

I. ORGANIZATION _ M_CTIONS

There was no change of assigned responsibilities during March.

ii.
Feb. 28. 1959 March 31. 19_ Net

A. Force __ NE _ _ NE _E To_ ,_

General 3 5 •8 3 5 8 O
D Processing 39 16 55 39 17 56 + 1
DR Processing 35 17 52 34 16 50 - 2
Power i00 lT 115 102 14 116 + I

Maintenance 130 .._ _ _ 22 _ -___

Total 307 75 382 307 74 381 - I

B. Movement of People

Effective March I, the following changes in assignment were made in

D-_ Reactor Operation- O. L. Olson, Specialist, Reactor Operations,
DR Processing Operation, was transferred to Supplemental Crews
Operation, KE-KM Reactor Operation, as Supervisor, i00 Operations.
A. E. Brown, Supervisor, I00 Power, D-DR Power Operation, was transferred
to D Processing Operation as Assignment Supervisor.

Nonexempt personnel movement during March included fivetransfers in,
seven transfers out, two reactivations, one termination, one rehire,
one new hire, and one deactivation. The continuity of service of one
employee in deactivate status was broken due to personal illness
exceeding one yea_ in duration.

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVZTT_

Nothing to report.

IV. SAFETI AND $_CURITY

One serious accident occurred when a CO2 meter exploded in the l15-D

Building from application of excessive pressure. This incident was formally
investigated and reported as IPD Serious Accident No. 59-4.

There were 16 medical treatment injuries during March. No security' violations were incurred.

V. NON-ROUTINE R_RTS

None were issued. DECIFIED
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. I_rENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES

Ali personnel engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result
in inventions and discoveries advised that to the best of their knowledge
and belief no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their

work during the period covered by this report. Notebook records, if any,
kept in the course of their work have been examined for possible inventions
and discoveries.

vii. COlOranT
GENERAL

@

A. Admint_rat_oD Activities

Special artificial respiration instruction posters were placed in
approximately 20 buildings in IO0-D Area. These posters include a
mouth-to-mouth airway for applying artificial respiration. PRblicity
of these posters was obtained in the G.E. News.

A meeting of D-DR Reactor Operation's suggestion evaluators was held
on March 12. It is planned to hold these meetings on a monthly

basis as a means of obtaining . uniform interpretation of the SuggestionPlan. Suggestion statistics for the month were.

Suggestions by D-_ Reactor Employees:

In process at beg_n,_n Z of month 40
Submitted 17

,_ Reopened 5
Completed 22
In process at end of month 40

B. Personnel Development

An analysis of D-DR Reactor Operation exempt employee tenure in present
assignments was made in order to aid in reviewing the policies
relative to moving exempt people.

One rotational pool technical graduate was on assignment to D-DR Reactor
Operation during the month.

C.. Cost Control Activiti_

Expenditure patterns for planned and progrannaedmaintenance for FY-1960
and H-1961 were established during the month in meetings with D-DR Reactor
Power and Processing Operations personnel and the representative from
the Financial Operation

A cost meeting was conducted on March 18 by a representative of the Financial
0pera_ions. The meeting was concerned with a revision of the monthly
operating cost report intended to show controllable costs more distinctly.

Cc-2
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D. _dlord Activities

Beneficial use of the new ]El pair telephone cable from the _hite Bluff's
exchange to IO0-D Area { Pro_ect CAR-795 - Telephone Cable Addition,
White Bluff's exchange to IOO-D Area) was achieved during the month.

A limited area on the external walls of Building 190-D was treated
with applications of Thoroseal and Chemseal. Short term indications
of results obtained with these masc_r7 waterproofing and crack filling
agents are encouraging.

Through arrangements with the Construction Engineering Operation by
the IPD Pro_ect Engineering Operation, repair of a limited number of
roof leaks in !O0-D Area was started during the month.

A revised procedure for administration of the IO0-D Area landlord
functions was issued in order to bring it up to date.

Spraying of weeds with C.M.U. (soil steriliz_ agent) in appropriate
areas in IO0-D Area was started during the month.

pPRo

A.

Input production _as 101.9 per cent of official forecast. Maximum
operating levels were limited by a rupture control tube power limit.

Time:operated efficiencF for March was 78.7 per cent, which was 95.7%
of forecast.

B. OmeratinR Experience
,°

I. O_eratinR Continuity

There were five outage_ during the month. One outage, caused by a
rupture, was extended to complete scheduled charge-discharge and
tube replacement work. Four scrams occurred during the month.
Recovery from one of these scrams was unsuccessful and resulted in
a _ outage.

_ours

3-13-59 118.1 Rupture 3391-D, scheduled shutdown work.
3-18-59 0.9 Unexplained Panellit scram.
3-22-59 0.3 Scram- pump change and surge -190-D.
3-27-59 0.2 Scram- Error in Jumpering a PCCF gauge.
3-27-59 39.0 Scram- Beckman trip during scram recovery,

charge-discharge.
Total 158.5

DECLASSIFIED
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a. Vertical Safety Rc_

During the 3-13-59 outage, VSR channels 13 and 36 were borescoped
to determine the cause of the VSR's binding. In the #13 channel,
the liner blocks are broken at 16' and the channel is partially
obstructed at this point. In #36 channel, the step plug is
slightly out of lane and there was evidence that the rod was
binding as a result. At month end, #13 and #36 rods remain out
of service.

b. Horizonta_ Control Rod_

The electrical brakes were inspected and tested for proper
operation. Adjustment was required on _9 rod brake. Response
checks were made on the HCR Panelllt lines. Seven rods had
slow respmmse times due to partially plugged sensing lines,
which required cleaning.

c. _be Replacement

A total of 31 tubes were replaced during the 3-13-59 outage. Of
the 31, 24 were below row 5 and were replaced due to external
corrosion. This work completed replacement of tubes in the
region below row 5 where e_ernal corrosion had been present.

A total of 52 tubes, including all PCCF tubes, was probologged
and were found in satisfactory condition.

d.

On 3-16-59, 36 defective gauges were found during an inboard
inspection. Of the defective gauges, 17 were replaced. The
remaining 19 gauges have only minor leaks and 'were not changed
for lack of replacements. No operational problems are anticipated
as a result of the minor leaks.

e.

Splines were successfully used for turnaround control and
flattening during the month. There was no production lost due
to the use of splines.

Difficulties in operation of the equipment continued. A
spline cap leak en tube 1460-D required installation of a
pressure cap seal. In several cases, sptines could not be
inserted into the tubes selected because of binding within the
first i0 feet of the tube. However, difficulty with spline
insertion was less of a problem this month than during previous
months. This is attributed to more careful installation Qf
spline caps and more skill and experience in insertion.
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e. _lin_s (Con't.

Removal of spllnes proved more troublesome becausb of difficulties
with the choppers. On two occasions, it was necessary to
borrow the KW spline chopper as the D chopper became fouled
with radioactive splines. The KW chopper was no more effective,
as it also failed. Maintenance of the chopper proved challeng-
ing; however, production was not affected.

r.

An I & E rupture occurred in tube 3391-D on 3-13-59. The metal
piecb from log No. CL-O35-C with a concentration of 793 _D/ton
failed inside the hole. The rupture was located by a pigtail
survey following a simultaneous Panellit scram and a gamma
monitor indication. The rupture was discharged using a charge
machine at normal pressure.

g. _9_n F1,v Mo-_tors

To eliminate any possible interaction between Beckman relays,
Design Change #269, which provides parallel contacts in the
relay matrix, was prepared. Installation and testing is
c_pleted. Beckman operation has been stable during the month
except for one spurious trip on #2 Beckzan. This occurred
More installation of the arc suppressors. ,

h. Mat

The installation of air motors for operation of the front face
valves was completed. This equipment will speed the charge-
discharge operation.

The ball 3X components were functionally checked during the
outage of 3-27-59. Fourteen gates were not checked because of
high radiation. Ali gates tested operated satisfactorily.
There was rust on the balls in several hoppers, indicating the
presence of moisture.

J. Venturi Replacement

A program to revise the orifice pattern for more effective use
of the available water was jstartedduring the month. Approxi-
matel_ 85 orifices were changed during the 3-13-59 outage and
42 during the 3-27-59 outage. In addition, 135 "vendor" venturis
and 21 reamed venturis were installed in the central zone.

DECLASSIFIED
Cc-5



C. Imnrovement Ex_erien_9 D_C_SS_F_ED

I. Production and Pro_s s Tests

a. IP-I05-C - "OraDhite Power Coefficient Deter_4n_tion"

During the 3-13-59 shutdown, tests were made to obtain reliable

data concerning the dependence of the reactor graphite power
coefficient on the exposure of the uranium load. The reactor
was made critical to a level of less than one MWduring these
tests. Shutdown work was not interrupted.

h. DT-IP-159-F - "POwer R-_teMeter"

Five RTD's were installed on the rear face to complete installation
of the power rate meter equipment. Additional adjustments will
he required to put this equipment in operation.

2. Pro_ects

a. CG-666 - "Zone T_m_erat_re Monitor"

During the reactor outage on 3-17-59, RTD's of new design were
installed in all "Y" pigtails. Faulty RTD's were repaired
during the 3-27-59 outage. The equipment is now operating
satisfactori/7.

b. CG-780 - "Ismroved Vent_14-t_o_, _I_I,_s 105 and _5-B. D. and F"

Work has begun in the 105 and 115 buildings in preparation for
installation of new duct work in conjunction with the project.

D. Radiation Monitori_n_Ex_erlenc_

i. Radiation Occurrences

Six radiation occurrence reports were issued during the month of
March. Following is a listing of the occurrences by types:

No. of Occurenqes Nature of O¢_e_ce
- i

2 Step-0ff pad and corridor contamination spread
1 Skin contamination
1 Three men received dose rates in excess of

3
1 Routine survey of clean latuidr7 revealed

con+_m4nmtion up to 30,000 c/m on rubber glove.
Bar=kt removed from around spline chopper and
employees worked in unmonitored dose rate for

6 I0 minutes.

The spline chopper occurrence was classified as a lapse of radiation
control. Three operators were found working _out 5 feet from the chopper
in a dose rate of 150 mr/hr. Each man received an estimated 25 toreros
of unplanned exposure.

Cc-6
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2. External _x_o_ure Control

O Processing Operation's Radiation Monitors accumulated an average
of 550 mr gamma exposure during the 12-week period ending March 11, 1959.
Pile and Utility Operators acct_ted an average of 447 mr during
the same period. For 1959, to date, Monitors and Operators have
accumnlated exposure at an average rate of 46 mr/week and 37 mr/week,
respestive_.

3. Contamination Control

During the March 27 outage, an attempt was made to seal the rod
cooling water downcomer opening in the outer rod room. The attempt
was not com_letel_ successful, but effluent vapor leakage was
reduced to one-tenth former levels.

E. E_ents ZnfluencinR Costs

No unusual cost Variances are expected in the March report.

m Faoc .  G OPmUTZOS

A. _roduction

Production was _.4_ of offiolal forecast and time operated efficien_ was
109.4_ of the official forecalt. The ma_dm., power level was 50 units
higher than the previous highest level achieved in FehruazT, 1959.

B. Ooer_tine Famerien_9

1. 0oeratin_ Continuity

Operation was interrupted by one unscheduled outage and three scrams.
Details follow."

Date Hours Cause

3-7-59 97.0 Ruptured slug in tube 1674-DR
3-16-59 0.4 Scram. Unknown gauge tripped panellit.
3_17-59 0.4 Scram. Panellit trip.row I0. Unknown gauge.
3017-59 29.2 Scram. Beckman trip while recovering from previous

scram. Ruptured slug verified in tube 0970-DR
Charge-discharge.

2. Faui_ent Ex_erieng_

Repair work authorized under _A-8 was completed.

DECLASSIFIED
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Ruptured Slu_s

1674-DR - I & E, lot CL-O07-C, concentration 828 MWD/ton, charged 10-6-58,
hole classification, discharged with charging machine.

0970-DR - I & E, lot CL-812-D, concentration 713 MWD/ton, charged 10-31-58,
unable to save for inspection, discharged with charging machine,pigtl 30 "

Process Tube Venturis

Replaced the 0.243 orifices in 12 fringe tubes with 0.283 venturis to
provide increased cooling for the solid metal charges in these tubes.
Replaced 0.283 ventn_is with 0.310 venturis in 235 tubes charged with
I & E. These changes are a continuation of a gradual reorificing pro-
gram to attain more efficient water utilization.

Graohite Stack

A vertical traverse was conducted in tubes 4675-DR, 4456-DR and 4492-DR.
The n_ distortion from the center line was a dip of 1.18 inches
in 4675-_R at a diatance of 19' from the front of the pile.

Front Nozzl_ A_.m_

Out of 56 front nozzles checked for alignment, 20 had greater than .020
inch _isalign_ent and 3 had about 0.030 inch misaligr, nent.

Grauhite. Stringer Ther__oc_-les

+ , ,

Thermocouples were replaced in channels 12_-DR, 1284-DR, 2581-DR and
3_3-DR. A"+force of 3000 pounds was required to discharge the stringer
from 3773-_. A boroscopic inspection of the channel after the discharge
showed a 1/2" at I0' f ,,gap rom the front flange, a i/2 gap at 14' and
that the bottom half of the last block is missing.

The I & Z enriched charge of 4373 DR was removed at about 50% of
toal concentration because the panellit gauge had shown a 20 psi
increase. The rear pigtail radiation reading was normal. The
cause of the increase was not determined.

C. Y_n_rovementEx_erien_

I. Product$on mpd Process Tests Tubes In
Tubes Tubes Reactor

+

PITA-ZP-4-I Use of I & E E-Metal 35 34 99
PITA-ZP-6-1 Central Zone Loading of 490 483 1333

I & E into DR Reactor

Cc
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P_otion _ Process Test_. (ton't,.) Tubes Ln
Tubes _bes Reactor

_dML_ DesoriDt_0n _ Dischar_gd

PT-IP-081-A Irradiationof Fuel Ele- 0 0 I00
mail havingBlunt Nose

LAne Contours(14-388

PT-IP-_O-A &_aluationof the Diaen- 6 0 6
sionalInotabilit_of Core
Blank Heated Treated
Uruiun.

2. 2Zg,Lg.SL_

Installedneuters monitoz_ _hanber in "E" hole.

AEC-160 Reo4._-1._..na_,,i'_o_

Consta_so_Ionof the facilityis p_ogressingaccordingto the schedule.

D. RadiationMo-_to_4-m _eri--c_

I. Radiation0ceu_rw,n_e=
e

One lapse of radiationcontrol,adjudgedat a severityof 8, was
experiencedduring the month. Tais lapse resultedwhen a box of
_wash reading500 mr/br was found at the work area step-offpad,
saucingdose rates of 50 to I00 mr/br to existJust outsidethe zone
boundarT.

TWo technlcalovarexpoeureoresultedfrom radiationwork activities
at the reao_orlboth apparentlyooourTedduring the tube replacement
outage in Januaryand were late_ discoveredthroughthe film-badge
reoerd. Both instancesinvolvedother componentresponsibilities.
In on_ a SupplementalCr-ewoOperatorreceivedan exposureof
37_. mr in a five da_ period,and in the other,a D-DR Maintenance
employeereceivedan exposureof about 400 mr during the same five
day period. The two involved employeesworkedthe sameregular
shift durin_ the outagejhowever,no cox-relationwas evidentbetween
the two oaourreaees.

_, Er_er_a!_--osureC__nt_rol

Three employeesreceivedwhole bod_ dose rates of 4 r/ht on one
occasionduring_pture dischargein which a pigtailreadingof I00
rads/h_was found. Other dischargearea dose rates receivedby person-
nel includedrates to I000mr/h_ duringwork on problemchannel3666-DR.

Dose rates _o 5 r/br were e_oounteredon the top of theunit filter
box which was associatedwith work on problemchannel3666. Subsequently,
the bcz was buriedat a dose rate of 1 _/hr to personnel.



One case of personal clothing contamination, involving levels to
2,000 c/m, was reported during the month. Three instances were
encountered of con*_m4-at_i articles being found outside of
posted radiation zones; the maxin_m con_m4r-tion level was
7000 c/m oa a pipe fitting found iu the Maintenance white tool
shop.

E. Events Influencin_ Costs

No unusual variances in controllable costs are expected in the March
re_ort, .

D-DR OP A ON

A. O_erat_p_ Experience

Water treatment has been satisfactory during the month, although some
difficulty was experienced due to erratic changes iu the_raw water
turbidity. This condition is due to the work being done at Priest
Rapids Dam. This has reduced filter runs and increased chemical feed at
each water plant.

Boiler operation was satisfactory during March. The steam generating
load was 94,806 pounds per hour average and 134,000 pounds per hour
max_. The average evaporation rate was 9.04 pounds of steam per
pound of coal.

_ The export pumping load was supplied by 100-D Area during the month
" except for a two day interruption for removal of tumbleweeds at 182-D.

It has been necessary for IO0-B Area to assist IO0-D Area to maintain
pressure on the system most of the month.

The raw water export line from the "T" between I05-D and I05-DR was
removed from service on March 18 to repair a leak iu the system near
the i05-_ badge house. The leak was caused by a surge on the system
when the 182-D north 2.4 K.V. bus oil circuit breaMer tripped out after
being opened fo_ maintenance on the Number 2 transformer. The I05-DR
raw water line was returned to normal on March 19.

B. EcuiDme_t Experience

!ps_ections

I. No. 1 Link Belt traveling screen - 181-D, Class A
2. 13.8/2.4 EV transformers: No. 1 in 181-D, 182-D, 183'D, No. 2 in

182-D and 183-D - by R.U.0.
3. Air receivers: 183-D __I, 183-DR - I, 183-DR - 2 by Travelers

Insurance Co.

4. Tanks: No. I clearwell in 183-DR, No. 4 process storage iu 190-D, near
high tanks in I05-D and I05-_R - drained and inspected by Principle
Engineer, F.E.0.

¶
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190-H B-_I_4_,

Inspecti_ and repairs were completed on the Number 8 process pump
motor on March 9. Several end coils between the bracing rings and bull
rings at each end of the motor had to be re-tied. The inboard motor
bearing was inspected. The pmmp was released to Project Engineering
Operation and Minor Construction to grind the pu_ case under the direction
of the DeLaval field representative. A re-worked primary impeller with
new design wear rings was installed in*the pump on March 16.

The governor and overspeed trips were inspected and tested on ali
turbine drives during March.

Number 5 annex pump unit was removed from service at 8:50 a.m. on
March 22 due to failure of the _I-X D.C. relay. The steam driven
pump turbines accelerated due to the relay action, causing a 105-D
scram. Number 2 annex pump unit was placed in service in time for the
reactor to recover.

190-DR Bu_-=

A performance and production test was conducted on the Number 8 process
pump with a new design Dyron-Jackson first stage impeller and wear
rings. (HW-59375) The pump did not come up to expectations and additional
tests will be conducted at a later date.

Two successful performance tests were conducted on the Number 6 process pump
to spot-cheek the head capacity characteristics with the new replacement
first sta_e impeller assemb_. (m,/-59522)

f

Re_s were completed on theNumber '2process pump motor on March 31.
The end coils between the bracing rings and bull rings at each end of
the motor were re-tied. New brush holders were installed on the exciter.

C. Events Xnfluehcin_w Cost_-

1. aepairs on the 19o-D Number 8 and the 190-DR No. 2 annex _ motors.
2. Increased chemical feed at each water plant.
3. Removal of tmnbleweeds from the south reservoir.

4. Repair water leak in the raw water export line at I05-_R badge house.

D-DR MAiNteNaNCE 0PERATION

A. m_ui_ment Exwerien_

I. Xnstrumepts

a.. Pressure Monitor Syst*m
i

An unsatisfactory in-poring system discovered in the K Areas

prompted research on Panellit gauge Jumpering procedures,
and subsequently brot_about the removal of ali trip check
circuit Jumpers in D and _. Iul 105-DR Jack plug buttons were

DICLASSlFIE,D
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Pressure Monitor System {Con It,)

installed in one of the trip check circuit Jacks on each
Pane]lit gauge, but time did not permit this work to be done in
I05-D.

b. Pile Control Instrumentatio_

_QS-D - B-Test Hole (Triple PC)

lt was necessary to replace the hot start-up and cold start-up
chambers this month, as well as their respective signal cables,
and to reposition the hot start-up chamber in order to get it
to a more sensitive position. This was to eliminate a delay
time of approximately 5 minutes between the time the coid start
chamber reached its maximum USeable limit, and the hot start
chamber started to give a reading.

A new subcritical PC chamber was installed in the "E" test

hole to replace one which failed. The high voltage and signal
cableswere also replaced. No. ! Galvanometer became erratic
during the recent outage. Inspection revealed an accumulation
of metal filings on the permanent magnet. Other filings were
removed from the instrument _ublcal. They were caused by recent
cutting of holes in the steel console panel.

2. Electrical

IOS-D - A new annunciator panel was mounted in the control room
to replace and up grade the old panel. The new panel has dust tight
relays and neon glow indicators, both of which will reduce maintenance
requirements and give more dependable operation.

3. Mechanical

- During two outages this month 3I'tubes were replaced at a
rate of 31.2 minutes per tube. The venturi and orifice replacement
was carried on dnring both outages.

- The main uutage work performed this month was venturi
replacement, repair of #13 V.S.R., replacmnent of the grating on
the "D" elevator_ and an unsuccess_ attempt to remove the drill from
Channel 3666-DR. Fourteen hours were spent on this channel, finding
that broken pieces of graphite were blocking the attempt to remove
the drill. The _0wnstream channel was over-bored .030", without

success in moving the obstruction. All of the broken graphite
on both sides of the drill mnsr be removed during a future outage.

184: Buildin_ - Drain- valves were installed in the #1 and #4 boiler
feed water piping system as recommended in IPD Serious Accident Investi-
gation No. 58-16. This work _ continue as the boilers are available
to be taken off the line.

Cc-12
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C. M_intenance 1_.eer_._

i05-_ Oxyqe_.a_vz_r

Air leaks in the associated piping were located and repaired. Final
connection of the control room slave recorder and the inner instrument
room master recorder was accomplished. The system is now complete
and operating satisfactori3_v.

Thermal, Shield Flow Cow-ensatl.on

Revisions to the Foxboro power calculator which provide for automatic
ther_ shield power compensation were completed. This automatic

compensation will improve the accuracy of production accounting to
the extent that the contribution of the thermal shield will be

accuratel7 integrated rather than being included as a sanually setconstant.

Conductivi_ Meter fo_ Co-_tr_l Room Acid Concent_tion
..

Tests were performed which demonstrated the practicality of using a
conductivity meter for control of the acid concentration in the wash
pad _ decontamination tanks. • proposal and cost estimate have

been subaitted for the permauent installation.
Safetw Circuit Tr=_-4._

Safety circuit block diagrams and prints for the training of 105-D
instrument personnel were prepared. Training sessions will be held
as opportunity peraits.

2. Electrical _.=_.eeF_._

"C. Elevator Productivity Device_

A meeting was held with representatives of interested groups concern-
ing protective devices needed to prevent damage to the front face of

the reactors by the overhead charg_g machines and the PCC charging
machines. Zt was agreed that pending development of a survey

" device to detect any obstructions protruding from the reactor to
the "C" elevator or vice versa, protection against damage by the
overhead charging machines while water _essure is 'up' would be
provided, The design chang_ to install limit switches on the track
of the overhead charging machines is being prepared.

3. Mech_n_Ca_ _n_ineer_n_

Wo__rea Crs4_Safety Yeature_

• report containing eight recommendations to improve work area crane
safety was issued. The report is based on safety considerations which

oo_ DECL4SSIFIEU
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Work Area Crane Safety Features (Con't_

were to be included in a contemplated "up grading" of the crane on
a proposed future project. Cost estimates are in preparation.

lOS-DR Do_come_

Modifications to the near downcomer, as specified by F_D, were
completed during the month. Final clean up remains to be done. Interim
pressure instrumentation to gain premodification data will he installed
on the far downcomer during the current outage. After collection of
data during the next operating period, flow will he diverted to the
near downcomer and modif4cation of the far downcomer started.
Far downcomer work will conclude with more extensive instrumentation
from which comparative data will be developed.

Dr_er Room,Dpaip_

Installation of remotely operated condensate drain systems on all
five dryer rooms are complete. This e_m_-tes expenditure of
personnel exposure for routine 115 operation.

ii0.Modifications

Modifications of high pressure storage piping and safety devices
continues. Ali piping in the gas tunnel, which must he done under
SWP conditions, is complete. This will expedite the remaining work
which will include compliance with the recommendations made as a
result of the recent explosion of a gas meter.

Metal Handlin_ System 105-DR

Conveyer section to provide a front face metal handling system similar
to I05-D equipment have been ordered for 105-DR. The promised delivery
date is Nap 20.

4. Plan_ and Schedul_n_

During the month the following PM work was done:

Inspections and overhauls - 17 Class A
42 Class B
115 Class C

Programmed Preventative Maintenance proceeded well and within schedule
during the month of March until the 16rh, when both I05-D and DR were
down simultaneously. Work connected with the shutdown, along with
work previously begun but not completed, has consumed the time
normally alloted to PM work. Accordingly, the Preventative Maintenance
schedule is somewhat behind in all phases, particularly in the
instrument craft. All crafts spent an average of 25% of available
mar_hourson PM work.
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D.'..__ ents Influencin_ Cos_

During the month it was necessar7 to use overtime as follows:

Nonexempt - 1884.2 manhours.
Exempt 219 aanhours

e

D & DR Reactor Operation
o

JH .B_own:JDR.."ab

DECLASSIFIED
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I. OBOAIIZZA_(_IANDFOICTZGIf8

]1o ehanips in usit;ned re_ibi_L_Lea.

Z:Z. PmSCSx_

A. Foz.eeReport,

Feb_ar7 28 Hatch _1 Net Change
I _IS Total _ Z11 TOtal of Totalmim m mm imo

Oener_ 2 2 _ 2 2 _ o.
1_meeu_-_ 15 37 52 3.5 38 53
z_:nmz, 7 p3. .58 ? po P7 -1
_tenence 1/_ .._ 86 14 _ 86 0mm_m m mmmmm mmmmmm mammm

• _A 30 _ 2OO 38 _ 2oo o

B. J  meatozPeO:ple

_here were no chantps :In exempt pe_onne_ db_rAngthe month.

_z_mpt _el moves conaisted o_ seven 1;z'ensfens o_I: (Includln_
two deaa,e't,lvm,tem atni4,one retirement), me_eaatre_ers in, and one
reaHl_nment _Atb_ the OperatAon.

ZXX. _ ACTIVITIES

One peraon par_cipated in & sched_ed I.P.D. t_ng program. Maintenance
per_onn_ &t_ & yes,dot demon_tration on h_rma_c controls

and a_te_.

Dr. A. B. Greninge_'s "Report to l_aplo_rees" was sixth to thirty-three exempt
and nonexempt day and abd,.-'t personnel..

Three ,e_lncat:l.onii_:l_..l,ms'n'Jre shorn to a,ree,personnel: one demons't,rsted the
technique oi' "_outh-to-mouth" rema_citation and the other two dealing with
e_m_pto_ and tre_ent o_ cancex-.

were no dAs&blAng _Juz_ee and no security violations reported. Four
ned_ce£ tre_tnent _lur_es were reported.

SecurityPatrolpresented & movie entitled"_zvltationto Dinnez_'and a
talk to area personnel.
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v. N0m T isstr
ii

Nolle,

VI. _ONS .aND DISCOVERIES
_ ,ii i

All persons engaged in _lrk that Night reasonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knovledge and
bel/ef_ no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of the$r work
Quring the period covered by this report. Such persons further a_rise that

for the period _ereln covered by this report, notebook records2 if any_ kept
in the course of their work h_ve been exsmlned for possible inventions or
discoveries.

VII. COMPORERTA_-_v_'tl_
i

GE_RAL
ii

A. AQministrattve Activities
i iii | |

An Enslish-prodnced se_-technical film on "Criticallt_ a' was shown to
app:rox:Lmately 206 F Area personnel.

The Specialist - Suggestion Admlnlstratlon, con_cted tvo seminars on

suggestion evaluation px_ce_ares.

B. Cost Control A_tl_Itles
i i •

Cost fi6ures (available in March) disclosed that unit costs for February
set an all-time record low for F Reactor Operation.

C. Landlord Activities
i i

A stud_ Is presently underway to determine the feasibility of using the
1713-F Buildlng for either drafting and/or general office space use.

Work on Phase II of the rearrangement of the 1717-F Maintenance Shops is
90 per cent complete.

Leaks in the i05 Buildlng roof were corrected by the contractor who
ori_nally repaired the roof in October, 1958.

D. 8ug6estlon Plan Activities

To be evaluated - start of month 26
Received for evaluation 22
Evaluated and returned 12

Unanswered - end of month 36

DECLASSIFIED
-.
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F Reactor p_u=tlon was 88.3 per een_ of forecast _ring March with a
time-o_te_ effi_leney of 65._ per cent. Water leak experience con-
trlbuted to the low tire-operated efflcien_.

B. OperatA_ Ezperlence

Ou_ Date Hours Reason_ i t

3/2/59 152.9 C_e-d_scharge, tube replacement and
excessive water collection.

3/16/59 10_._ Excessive w_ter collection.

s. V&te: Leaks
RII

An tnereued _m_n" collection rste necessitated au outage one
reek ahead of schedule on Msrch 2; tube replacenents and tube
leak corre_oas vere made. The _:ctor ras again shut down on
M_ 16 because of excessive water collection. The fol_
leaks were confirmed _ the two outages:

o

0160 0375 - rear gasket leak
0168 - _ube leak 0_66 - rear & front gasket leaks
017_5 rear gasket leak _ - tube leak
017_ _ rear gasket leak 0553 - rear Van Stone
1_59 - tube leak 0569 - rear gasket leak

0573 - rear Van Stone
1568 - front gasket leak

• 1668 - front gasket leak
3576 - rear gasket leak
35_0 - rear gasket leak
_o79- tubeleak

The Van Stone leaks were correc_ble without removing or replacing
the tubes. At month's end, w_ter collection r_te was constant at
12 to 1_ gallonsper _a_.

A total of _9 tubes were replaced d_ring the month of the 155
probologged for external corrosion. Included were _ air channels
which were previous tube leaks.

0



c. VSRNo. 27 '

Durl_ the start-up of the March 2 outage, an 11' section of
flexible vertical rod No. 27 was found to have parted at the
first Joint; start-up was delayed approximately 24 hours while
the broken tip section was removed fr_a the reactor. The entire
rod ras removed and radioKraphed. All other Joints were found
mechanically sound and metallurgical work ras continued.

D_ the March 16 outaKe, VSR No. 24, _nich _s previously
reported as having several cracks in one of the unions, was
disasambled and several sections were replaced.

C. Y_provement Experience

1. Projects

Project CG-_ - "Zone Temperature Monitor' - Installation was accepted
for beneficial use.

2. Other l_provements

a. Panellit - Continued installation of 10-90 trip gnges. Approxi-
m_e_7 75 per cent of central zone is now complete.

b. (D.c. -  tLuat±on sted and
apprc_tel_ 75 per cent complete.

c. Rear Face Vie_ Window - Completed installation of.auxiliary
lead glass viewing window in the 30' lead room.

n. a Uation MonA rin A ivities

Three e!ployees were exposed to a radAation field of approximately
_000 mr/hour for less than one _t_te vhen irradAated dummies were
flushed onto the discharge elevator. The incident was investigated and
reported in Document Ng-59750.

Au irradiated fuel element was accidentally _dKed in the rear face
pigtail assembly d_rinK normal discharge in the March 16 outage and
removed by remote techniques in dose rates of less than i00 mr/hour.
By contrast, a dose rate of 16 r/hour outside of the 30' far lead room
represented dose rates at various discharge area entrances.

Rear _ contamination of 12 rads/hour was encountered in the discharge
area and readily refaced. Five cases of personal clothing contamination
up to _O00 c/m and one case of personal skin contamination to 4000 c/m
were readily reduced.

DECLA$SIFED
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A. Operating Activities

Raw water turbidity varied fr_ 29 1Era to a maximum 268 plxn. Rednced
process water flow tests were con&_cted to obtain information for the
F Ax_a conditions under eva_uatton standards.

B. _Equllzaent Ezperience

1. An internal inspection of No. 2 process water storage tank in 190
BuAlding was completed on March _. A metallurgy report showed the
depth of pitting under _ubereles to be .120 inch or approximately
_8 per cent of metal thickness.

2. The No. 2 boiler in 18_ Bu£1d_ng was removed from service on March 18
due to a leek in hand hole plate and No. 1 boiler was placed in
sez-rlce. The leek and relief valve repairs on No. 2 boiler were
completed on March 25. A one-inch drain valve was installed in the
malu feed water lines to Nos. 2 and 3 boilers in accordance with the
re_endatlons of Safety Investi_tlng Committee on investigation
of IPD Serious Accident No. 58-16.

3. l_zaerou8inspections and repalre were made to equilznentin
Building 183 (ray water valve, Nos. 2 and 4 pump motors, and
No. 4 pump lmpeller)_ Building 190-A (all pump motors and exciters,
and stator windings on Nos. PA and 6A pumps), and Building 181
(No. 10 pump and Nos. 1 and 3 screen rolle_).

C. Improvment Ezperlence

ProjectCS-p58- 190-AB-ildin.

Minor Construction forces completed realignment work to No. 8A pump
on March 6. The unit was placed in service at 2:20 p.m. and operated
satisfactorily with exception of vortex action that developed with the
removal of the first stage splitters in pump casing.

D. Events Influencing Costs

Items which will increase costs are:

i. Repairs to Nos. 2 and 4 183 Building process water pump motor
stators.

2. Repair work to No. 10 181 Building raw water pump and Nos. i and
3 traveling screen rollers.

3. The boiler change made on March 18 and repair work required on
No. 2 boiler.



F MAINTENANCE OPERATION
gw ,i |,

A. ZqulpNntExpe enc.

i. Instrument

The graphite thermocouple strln6er with an experimental neutron
detector element was installed Sn tube channel No. 1266 on March 6.

The rehabilitation progrsm of the moisture monitor dewcell equillnent
is 95 per cent complete. Due to a high content of moisture in the
pile a_osphere, considerable rew_rklng of the elements was required.
To expedAte reactivating the dewcell elements and to improve response
time, a glass tape without a bonding agent was utilize&

Approximatel_ 80 per cent of the pressure monitor Panellit gages have
been modified to include the 10-90 trip settings. Twelve gages were
replaced as being leaker suspects.

the t_ reactor outage Periods, 34 rear face thermocouples
were repaired. The _aJority of cases involved corrosion at the
thermocouple tip.

2. Electrical,i,

Necessary wiring for the installation of a Hydrovac pump in the I05-F
inner instx_aent _ was ccapleted.

Grade D slip ring brushes were installed on Nos. 1 and 5 process pump
motor units in 190-A Building.

The No. 5 process pump motor at the 190 Annex Building underwent a
thorough inspection and repairs were made because of slight corona
damage throug_t the 8tator winding.

3. Mechanical,,|i

A total of _ process tubes were installed at a rate of 0.6 hours per
tube. This is the best replacement rate achieved to date in F.

No. 37 V_ channel ras cleared of a broken piece of a key way block.
The rod _s reactivated following the cleaning of the channel.

Excavation york on the F Reactor effluent line revealed a leaking
Dresser-type coupling. To properly support the line, a concrete pad
was installed under the pipe and the coupling realigned and packed
with oakum and lead _ol. All leakage ceased.

DECLASSIFIED
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DECLASSIFIED
A slx-lnch relief hole ras drilled into the annulus of the downcomer
fron the inner rod roc=. A t_o-inch dreAn llne was installed fro=
this bole to a drain located in the outer rod room. Holes were
also drilled into each landing and each wall was grooved to divert
the water for eventual flow into the riser zoom through a hole
drilled at the zero level elevation.

B. J4 .t.ntenance neerin

1. 10_- F Rod Water Instrumentation

DeeiKn Change No. 270 was issued for approval to cover revisions of
the horizontal rod cooling water instruments.

2. IO_-F Kith Tank Level Controls

Reviewed and approved bids for replacement level control valves for
the high tanks. Replacements will be single-seated valves capable
of tight shut-off.

3. IO_-F Power Calculator Temperature Element Relocation

Ine_llation of the new temperature elements on Design Change 203
has been de_ due to lack of dovn_tue. Couplings for the wells
were insb/led in the crosstie and one well installed. Distortion
of the other couplinp dnA-lng welding operations caused a delay in
installation of the r_a_nlnK wells.

4. I05-F No. 2 _D Start-up Ch_ber

An additional chamber has been installed under the unit to give
increased sensitivity on start-up. This chamber is to be used
with No. 2 Beckz_n. A new sled was designed and built for the
chsmber.

5.  o-ll -TGasS tem Stu 7

To correct possible unasfe conditions, the safety valve located at
the pressure re_cing station has been increased to full two-inch

line size. This is adequate to relieve the full flow of CO2 in
.. the event the line downstreem should become blocked by frost

accumulation or improper valvlng.

6. Ne,, 3x

The electricai tracings for the new Ball 3X System are being
reviewed prior to approval. A revised future shutdown schedule
has changed the proposed first installation from B to F Reactor
with _ established as a target date.

Cd-7



7. Process Events Recorder Systm

Operation of a prototype events recorder was witnessed and details
of installation of a typical system dAscussed. An estimate of
$2,2_ equil_nentcosts was made for a ten-point monitor for 105-190
application. AddltlonsA points could be added at a cost of $105 per
point =LinUS labor to a maximum of 32 points _tal.

8. Revision of Undervolta_e Protection of 2_00 Volt Line - 184-F Buildin_t
Designchange

This design change has been completed (equivalent to the D Area
original n_nor design change) and is being circulated for approval
signatures.

9. Control Room Air Conditioner - IO_-F Buildin_

A York ten horeepover ear conditioner with a 12 EVA strip heater was
received. The unit wA1A be located at the ten foot level in the
accuzmlator room. A Work Review was issued to determine if the work
will be approved for Plant Forces.

10. Gunbarre ! Tip Modificatio n - lO_-F

MechanAcal design to provide a gunbarrel sleeve for thermal expansion
of process tubes has been undertaken by Process Engineering. A proto-
type sleeve has been designed and ordered from Central Shops.

11. Loading of "C' Elevator - 10_-F

The loading of "C' elevator, _lich has a capacity of 8,0OO pounds, was
revlewed and found satisfactory for present operating conditions.

12. Work Area Crane Safet_ Features - IO_-F

Vendor recommendations for improving the safety of the work area
cranes were reviewed and re--ended for installation at I05-F.

C. Planning and Schedulin_

Approximately 22 per cent of available manpower was assigned to Productive
Maintenance _rk _nich included the completion of 9 Class "A" overhauls and
256 Class "B" overhauls.

D. Events Influencin_ Costs

A total of 49 requisitions were issued at an approximate cost of $3,2_.
At month's end, 57 requisitions were outstanding which represented a cost
of $9,387. Three stock adjustment requests were issued for a total esti-

mated cost of $200. /_

DECLASSIFIED
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N.amch, 1959

I. OBGANXZA__ON AND FUNCTIONS

No change.

A. F,orce SI_

Februs _ March 31 Net Change
E NE Total E RE Total of Total• l 1

General 3 2 5 3 2 5 0

Processing Operation 16 39 55 16 35 51 -A

Power Opera_ion 8 52 60 8 ,52 60 0
Maintenance Operation 14 63 7Y 14 62 76 -1

Cent. Maint. Oper. 17 104 121 17 105 122 +1

B. ,Movement of People

There was no movement of exempt personnel within the Operation during
March. Nonexexp_ personnel movements included six transfers into the

Operation, seven transfers out, one termination, two deactivations,
one retirement, and one new hire.

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES

R. C. Knop, Maintenance Englneer, visited the General Electric Service

Shop in Spokane on F_rch 13, to observe repair of No. 8 Building 190-H
annex process water pump motor.

IV. SAFETY AND SECURITYH

A disabling injury occurred within the Oper_tion on March 16, when an
electrician Journeyman fell onto a concrete floor while gett_ down
from a work bench on which he had been standing. The fall caused a
back injury requiring hospitalization. There were no other serious

incidents, ra_iation incidents, or security violations during the month.
A total of 19 medical treatment injuries were reported.

V. NO__E REPORTS

None.

VI. INVENTIONS A_ DISCO__

All persons engaged in work _hat might reasonably be expected to resultin inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge

Ce-]



and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their
work during the period covered by this report. Such persons further advise

that, for the period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if

any, kept in the course of their work have been examined for possible in-
ventions or discoveries.

vim. COMPONENT ACTIV_

General
|,

A, Administrative Activities - The first alphabetical roster of all IPD
Power Operations employees was prepared and issued as pert of the unit

nonexempt manpower coordination function. Assistance was provided in
the preparation of position guides, functional charts and functional

charters related to the reorganization of Facilities Engineering Oper-

ation and organization of NPR Project Operation. Coordinated appraisal
of all exempt employees.

B. Personnel Develo1_ent - Five exempt employees continued participation
in the fifth presentation of Professional Business Management I. One
secretary completed the Secre_ial Proficiency course. Thirteen ex-

empt employees were enrolled in a total of six IPD training courses.

One Technical Graduate was on rotational assignment at month end.

C. Cqst Contro! Actlyities - Activities were routine during March.

" D. Landlord Activities - A review of space allocations and charges was
_e. Charges were a_justed to give a closer correlation of liquidation

and costs, and to bring liquidations closer to the budgeted figures.

E. Suggestion Evaluation - At start of month, 37; received for evaluation,

six; evaluated and returned, 15; balance at month end, 28.

H Processing Operation

A. Production
i

H Reactor operated continuously during March to set a new production

re_ oral. Input production was 38.5 per cent above forecast. A new

high level I0 units above the February record high was reached and
held as the _inistrative operating limit.

B. Operating Experience

1.  erat contin t

The reactor operated continuously during the month.

. 2. Equipment Experience

a. Downcomers - At month end, removal of vent pipes _n the near

downcomer was partially completed. The work was accomplished

_ during reactor operation without serious difficulty.
..v



b. Gas Storage -The relief valves on the high pressure helium storage
tanks and low pressure helium and carbon dioxide tanks were replaced
to comply with ASME code. Further study is being made of the high
pressure carbon dioxide storage to determine compliance with code.

C. Improvement Experience

1. "C" Elevator - Alterations to "C" elevator for improving charging rates were
continued.

D. Radiatio n Experience

Downcomer vent pipe removal was accomplished at dose rates of I00 _r/hr, and with
good contmni_ztion conf_ol. H _eactor Operation experienced four radiation occur-
rences incl_ing on L_pse of Control. One skin con_mnination and two personal
clothlng contamlnations occurred. Exposure to K Maintenance Operation pipefitters
and welders continued to be 22 per cent and 32 per cent respectively above the

" 3 r/year curve.

2. Events Influencing Costs

Because of no charge-discharge during the month, du_ costs will be less than
normal. Over_lme for the month consisted of only 0.5 hour which was required for
a l_id lunch period.

H Power Operationi

A. Ogerating Experience

The average stea_ generating rate was 45,000 Ibs/hr, with au evaporation rate of
7.92 potmds of steam per pound of coal. Standard quality water was produced with
au average alum end separau feed of 7.8 ppm and .017 pl_n,respectively. Higher
than normal raw water turbidity was experienced throughout the month, and was
attributed in part to const_-uction work at Priest Rapids Dam. Two power surges
occurred on the BPA system at 8:_0 a.m. end 9:30 a.m. on March 7. No equipment
was affected.

B. Equipment ExPerience

Building 182-_ - A test was run on No. S export water pump to de_ermine the ef-
fects of low pressure system surges on continuity of equipment operation. Under
current instrument settings, if a low pressure surge of less than 100 psi is
mintained in excess of 14 seconds, the expor_ InnKpmotor will be tripped off
due to clos_e of the roto-check valve.

Building 18S-H - New impellers were installed in Nos. i and 3 filtered water
pumps by Project CG-558. The west raw water cone valve was inoperative most
of the month because of power piston failure. Repairs are scheduled for the
early part of April. The steam lines to the starting Jets on condensers for
the three emergency pumps were removed from service.

Building 18_-H - No. 4 boiler, No. 2 air receiver and the air receiver in

Building 1B2-H were inspected by J. A. Jones of Travelers Insurance Companyon MArch 16. A considerable amount of corrosion material was removed from
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the No. 2 receiver before it was returned to service.

Building I_0-H - Fisher control valves on turbines Nos. 2, 3, 4, 9, ii, 12
and 13 were adjusted to reduce idling speed. The stator for No. 8 annex

motor was shipped to Spokane, Washington for repairs. The spare stator from

Building 189-F was installed and the pump unit was placed in service for
flow characteristic tests which indicated satisfactory operation. As the
result of subsequent flow variance tests, it is planned to install straighten-
ing vanes in the pump suction line and run additional tests in April.

C. Improvement Experience

Project CA-6_ - Coal Car Shake Out - A permanent electrical breaker was in-. , [

stalled by the contractor and a work order has been issued to plant forces
to correct miscellaneous electrical items. The structure remains to be

painted.

H Maintenance OPeration

A. Field Maintenance

1. KAPL-120 Modification - Work is complete except for outage work consist-i |

ing of insulation of pile tube piping, installation of shielding, and
miscellaneous pipe supports. Work accomplished this month included in-
sulation of the heat exchanger and auxiliary piping, extensive revision
of flow and temperature controls, installation of new heat exchanger
thermocouples, and recalibration of instruments for startup. Power for

the KAPL-120 pumps will be fed from three separate sources to provide a

more relia_Jle power system. Even with two simultaneous power failures,
sn adequate supply of water should be available to prevent fuel dam, ge.

2. Process Pum_in_ Unit - I_0-H Annex - Loose coil slot fillers and wedging
resulted in sending No. Gmotor Stator to the General Electric Service

Shop in Spokane for thorough analysis of the apparent difficulties. No

significant wear was noted on the coils in the slots. However, the coil

insulation at the bullring was found to be wearing rapidly, even at
points where the tying was tight. The coils are being insulated from

the bullring by means of Mylar plus suitable adhesives. An inspection
of No. 5 motor indicated evidence of similar breakdown. The inboard

bullring was partially reinsulated with Mylar and epoxy resins.

3. Hellum Compressor and Plain _ System - An extensive study of the helium
piping arrangement, compressor piping, relief valves and pressure con-.
trols was started. The existing and replacement relief valves are being

studied to determine if they are of adequate capacity. The helium un-

loading compressor was removed from service due to faulty operation
resulting from a general condition which indicated the need for a com-

plete A Class repair. This was completed and the unit returned to service.

4. C Elevator Revision - Work included completion of assembly of the charging

machine cylinders ,-completion of revision of the top-of-the-unit air duct,

and installation of high pressure hose reels under the floor of the C
elevator. The air cylinder overhead support assemblies have been placed
on order.
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5. Gemm Monitor Sa_le Lines - Increasing ga_m_amonitor sample line failures
have indicated the need for priority action on this problem. Temporary
replacements for the copper tubing from the stainless steel lines to the
entrance of the heat exchanger have been fabricated and are available for
installation on the near sample room d_ing the next outage, permitting
thoro_ engineering evaluation of the problem leading to an ultimate
permanent soltrtion.

B. Engineering

1. Rear Face Cap and Tool Decontamination F.acilities - H Reactor - Redesign
of the original proposal for installation of rear face cap and tool decon-
tmaination facilities was continued and sketches were completed. A rough
draft of the revised proposal has been prepared.

2. Horizontal Control Rod Seals - Work continued on this design and is aboute

_5 per cent complete.

3. Miscellaneous

a. Prepared and issued comnts on Specification NgS-6741.

b. Assisted CEO engineers on the location and routing of Ball 3X equip-
merit to be installed at the reactor.

c. _he reactor C elevator photocell system was inspected and recommenda-
tions vere made on the system shor_con_s.

d. The revised design for the rear face slug fl_shing chute with the
shear pin release mechanism, was tested to determine _he forces

required +_ remove it from a nozzle. The results indicated that

another approach to the problem of flush discharge should be
undertaken.

4. Manual Writ_ Activities - Work continued on Temperature Monitor System
drawings and the lnstAn_nent Manual rough draft write-ups. A detailed

study and outline was made to permit simplification of relay circuitry

through elimin_tlon of corner interlocking circuits. Schematic diagrams

of the VSR and SN circuits were prepared for the electrical training
" _u_s.

Central Maintenance O_eration

A. Engineering

Assisted the w_chine shop on special work for Research and Engineering
Operation on zirconlom t_es as well as other parts. Located special
drills and taps to expedite high burnout work in 1_06-_3_R. Recommended
procurement of mine safety duct for experimental installations, rather
than fabrication of sheet metal duct, with considerable savings result-
ing. Reviewed Project 0G-706 field work, which indicated the possibility
of using existing ducts rather than installing new ones. Existing wiring
is also available.



B. Hot Shop

Tool work for tube removal programs included repairing of _6 broaches, 107
splitters, three starters and 15 vanstone removers. Reamed 206 venturis.
Repaired 24 leak testers. Reclaimed 200 stud bolts. Revised 120 aluminum
slugs.

C. Instrmnent-Electronic Shop

Fabricated three thermocouple stringers for K_ and D Reactors. Continued
visicorder transducer work for P & IE. Continue_ bundle and harness fabri-
cations for projects.

D. Machine Sho_, ,i

Completed special work on zirconium tubes for Building 1706-KER. Bored and
bushed 15 river pump bearings for IO0-K Area. Completed parts and assemblies
for poison spline systems. Completed five thermocouple stringers for IO0-B
Area. Rebuilt five turbine steam chests.

E. Fabrication Shop

Fabricated hot graphite equipment for IO0-K Area. Modified duct transition
for thermocouple work at IO0-K Area. Installed safety guards on 100-D Area
pumps. Fabricated and installed duct at C Reactor. Fabricated heat ex-
changers for IO0-K Area.

F. Paint Shop

The regularly scheduled period of painting was completed in IO0-K Area.
The most significant work performed was the painting_ of piping in the
tunnels at KE Reactor. The regularly s_hedule_ period of painting in IO0-B
Area was started.

G. planning and Scheduling

Firm schedules have been formulmted relative to the KE Reactor extended out-
age for thermohm replacement. A fiscal year approach to scheduling of paint-
ing has been completed for 100-B and F Areas.

E. Special Services

Projects active this month were: CG-666, CG-706, CG-707, CG-708, CG-817 and
M_A-8. The _ost significant activity occurred around outage work for CG-666.

_'Reactor

DECLASSIFIED
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5- GemR Monitor Sample Lines - Increasing ganga monitor sample line failuresnt

have indicated the need for priority action on this problem. Temporary
replacements for the copper tubing from the stainless steel lines to the
entrance of the heat exchanger have been fabricated and are available for
installation on the near sample room during the next outage, permitting
thorough engineering evaluation of the problem leading to an ultimate
permanent solution.

B. Engineerin8

1. Rear Face Cap and Tool Decontamination Facilities - H Reactor - Redesign
o'fthe original proposal for insT_llation of rear face cap and tool decon-
tamlnation facilities was continued and sketches were completed. A rough

of the revised proposal has been prepLred.

2. Horizontal Cont1_l Rod Seals - Work continue_ on this design and is about
75 per cent complete.

3. Miscellaneous

a. Prepared and issue& couments on Specification EGS-6741.

b. Assiste4 CEO engineers on the location end routing of Ball 3X equip-
ment to be installed at the reactor.

c. The reac_ C elevator photocell system was inspected and reco_nenda-
! ttons were made on the symtem shortcomings.

d. The revised design for the rear face slug flushing chute with the
shear pin release mechanism, was tested to determine the forces
required .to remove it from & nozzle. The results indicated that
another approach to the problem of flush discharge should be
undertaken.

4. M_nual Writi_Activities - Work continued on Temperature Monitor System
dravings and the Instrument Manual rough _ vrite-ups. A detailed
study and ou_l_e ras made to permit simplification of relay circuitry
through elimination of corner interlocking circuits. Schematic diagrams
of the VSR and SN circuits were prepared for the electrical training
mmztt_s.

Central MAintenance O_eration,iii ntH

A. Engineering

Assisted the machine shop on special work for Research and Engineering
Operation on zirconium tubes as well as other parts. Located special
drills and taps to expedite high burnout work in 1706-KER. Recommended
procurement of mine safety duct for experimental installations, rather
than fabrication of sheet metal duct, with considerable savings result-
ing. Reviewed Project CG-706 field work, which indicated the possibility
of using existing ducts rather than installing new ones. Existing wiring
is also available.
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B. HptShop

Tool work for tube removal programs included repairing of 46 broaches, 107
splitters, three starters and 15 vanstone removers. Reamed 206 venturis.
Repaired 2_ leak testers. Reclaimed 200 stud bolts. Revised 120 aluminum

slugs.

C. Xnstrument-Electronic Shop
| ii i

Fabricated three thermocouple stringers for KW and D Reactors. Continued
visicorder transducer work for P & IE. Continued bundle and harness fabri-
cations for projects.

D. Machine Shop,

Completed special work on z_!_,onium tubes for Building 1706-KER. Bored and

bushed 15 river pump bearings for IO0-K Area. Completed parts and assemblies

for poison spline systems. Completed five thermocouple stringers for 100-B
Area. Rebuilt five turbine steam chests.

E. Fabrication Shop

Fabricated hot graphite equipment for IO0-K Area. Modified duct transition

for thermocouple work at IO0-K Area. Installed safety guards on IO0-D Area
pumps. Fabricated and installed duct at C Reactor. Fabricated heat ex-
changers for IO0-K Area.

F. Paint Shop

The regularly scheduled period of painting was completed in IO0-K Area.
The most significant work performed was _he painting of piping in the
tunnels at KE Reactor. The regularly s_.heduled period of painting in IO0-B
Area was started.

G. Planning and Scheduling

Firm schedules have been formulated relative to the KE Reactor extended out-

age for thermohm replacement. A fiscal year approach to scheduling of paint-
ing has been completed for IO0-B and F Areas.

H. Special Services

Projects active this month were: CG-666,CG-706,CG-707,CG-708,CG-817 and

_A-8. The most significant activity occurred around outage work for CG-666.

_'Reactor
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There were no changes of assigned responsibilities during the month.

II. PERSONNEL

A. Force Summary

February 28 .March31 Net Chan_e
o_

General 3 2 5 3 2 5 0
EE Processing Oper. 16 41 57 16 42 58 + i
KW ProcessingOper. 16 40 56 15 39 5A_ - 2
PowerOp_. 13 ?z 85 13 ?2 85 0
Maintenance Oper. 23 123 146 23 123 146 0
Su_. Crews0per. .2 56 6__ i_O0 57 67 +2

TOTALS 80 33@ 414 80 335 415 + i

B. l_,vementof,People.

C. W. Nigby, Su_rvisor, 100 Operations, EW Processing Operation, was trans-
ferre_ to the Equipment Development Operation, FEO, effective March I, 1959.

O. L. Olson, Specialist, Reactor Operations, DR Processing Operation, was
transferred to Supplemental Crews Operatlon, KE-EN Reactor Operation, and
assumed the duties of Supervisor, I00 Operations effective March I, 1959.

G. W. Wells, Engineer, Power Operations, KE-EW Power Operation, was trans-
ferred to EW Processing Operation as Assignment Supervisor effective March
16, 1959.

E. A. Wegener, Supervisor, I00 Operations, KW Processing Operation, was
transferred to EE-EW Power Operation as Engineer, Power Operations effective
March 16, 1959

Changes for the month included 13 transfers in, and 12 transfers out.

R. Beddo, representing Builder's Providence, Incorporated, visited the plant
relative to spare parts procurement.

M. Parr of the Foxboro Company consulted with Instrument Maintenance supervision
regarding equipment maintenance. He was accompanied by E. W. Day, Jr. of Instru-
ment Design Operation.

_. s_ _m s_

Nineteen medical treatment injuries were experienced for a frequency rate of 2.64.



L__L

The safety program developed by the K_Plant Safety Council for emphasis during
the month in carrying out the 1959 theme "As Ye Sow, So Shall Ye Reap", was
related to safety rule knowledge. A check sheet was prepared for use in safety
meetings to serve as a guide in reviewing safety rules.

No security violations were incurred.

V. NON-ROUTINE REPg.RTS

None.

VI. INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERT_

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in in-

ventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge and belief,
no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work during the
period covered by this report. Such persons further advised, that, for the
period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if any, kept in the
course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or discoveries.

VII. FUNCTIONAL ACTMTIES

GENERAL

A. Administrative

Suggestion Plan statistics for the month were as follows:

Suggestions at start of month -- 71
Received for evaluation ...... 14

Replies submitted ......... 32
On hand at end of month ....... 53

Two conferences were arranged between K Plant Suggestion evaluators and the
IPD Suggestion Specialist, to expedite evaluation of specific suggestions
in an attempt to reduce Suggestion Plan backlog.

A guide containing questions and answers on the various GE Benefit Plans

was prepared and distributed to Supervisors for use in Round Table Meetings.

A summary of the results of the recent K Plant opinion ,surveywas completed
and issued to appropriate members of management.

B. Personnel Development Activities

An English film entitled "Criticality" was shown to five groups of plant
personnel. Eighty-five people viewed the film, which describes various
aspects of criticality as applied to nuclear research and industry.

A second series of "off hours" meetings to study the American competitive
enterprise economy was begun. The series was scheduled to accommodate per-
sonnel from "C" and '_ay" shifts. The material used was that prepared
under the direction of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce to promote better under-

standing of the American economy. DE__SSJFIED
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Thlrty-three plant personnel attended an information meeting on the subject
of critical concentrations of fissionable material with emphasis on nuclear
reactor operation. J. E. Faulkner, Manager, Nuclear Physics Research Oper-
ation was guest speaker.

Attendance to YPD Training Courses was as follows:

Principles & Methods of Supervision & Leadership --- E. N. Miner
E. Weasner

• J.K. Grady

Labor Management Relations --- G. E. Greger

C.

A review of the proposed FY-60 Operating Expense Budget was made in conjunc-
tion with representatives of the Financial Operation. A pattern of Planned
Maintenance expenditure distribution was developed.

Extended outage dates and associated schedules were supplied to the Plant
Utilities Operation of FEO to facilitate planned electrical usage reductions
during April.

D. Landlgrd

A work order was written to the Construction Operation to provide and install
flashing and downspouts for 165 KE-_ Building ventilator extensions.

The approach to the 105-KE metal unloading ramp was enlarged to facilitate
heavy truck handling.

A survey of combination lock filing cabinets located in 105 exclusion areas
was completed to determine how many combination type locks could be replaced
•by key type ones. This is a possible cost saving program.

 qcsssi Q

A. Production

Input production was 96.9 per cent of forecast. A maximum level, 35 units
above the _revlous high, was achieved. During the latter part of the month,
power level was limited by the rupture control point. Removal of one pump
unit on March 26 in preparation for Project CG-775 prototype pump tests
necessitated lowering of the rupture control point.

B. O_eratln_ E_rlence

I. Operating Continuity

Reactor outages totaled 159.6 hours for this month. Operating contin-
uity was affected by the following events:

Day Hours Remarks

I 60..1 Reactor down at start of month due to slug failure
in tube 2_70.



Day Hours Remarks

3 0.8 Two panellit scrams during reactor start-up due to
oscillating gages.

13 31.1 Scram caused by loss of instrument power to K_ Loop 2.

24 36.4 Rupture in tube 3487.

26 0.7 Scram caused by Panellit 2686.

29 30.5 Scram caused by fuse failure in the instrument power
supply to EE_ Loop Number 1.

2. Equipment Experience

a. lustrument and Circuitry - A surge suppressor and a 10-90 psi range
gage were installed on the panellit system for front to rear test
hole 3865 to reduce the scram potential from fluctuating coolant
water pressure.

Ali panellit gages and process water pressure switches were adjusted
for five pump operation on March 25. Panellit gages with loose C
washers were replaced following the inboard inspection as recommended
by Component Testing Operation.

The Bm-A and BDR-B relays were Jumpered to prevent scrams from in-
advertent operation of the relays. These relays are not required in
the safety circuit.

b. Process Water System - The V-73 cross-tie valve was tripped open
during the March 29 outage due to the lowering of process water
pressure without by-pass of the cross-tle VLP trips. A scram at
EW Reactor resulted. The front crossheader screens on the A-B
riser side became partially plugged with loose scale from the
cross-tie line. Ali crossheader screens on the far side and seven
on the near side were removed and cleaned, and the A and B risers
were flushed.

c. EER Facilities - Two scrams were initiated by the KER facility during
the month and caused 61.6 hours outage time. Both scrams were caused
by fuse failures in the ins__t power supply to the loops.

d. Gas Leaks - The oil cooler of drier Number 2 failed, allowing oil
and water to mix. As a result, the oil seals were blown allowing
gas to escape. The condition was corrected by removing the cooling
unit and blanking the llne. During the March 29 outage, the rupture
disc in Number I drier was blown, causing considerable gas loss.
Following a testing program and leak repair gas usage was reduced
by month end.

•

e. Ruptured Slu_s - One slug failure occurred in March, a side failure
in an I&E regular slug charged with a mixer dummy. All metal from

this lot number was discharged. N_._._|r.,_."

Cf-4
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C. Im_'ov,ement Expe.rlence

i. Producti0n and Pr.ocess.Tests

a. PT-XP-21-D -Effect of Pile Operation on Charge of Graphite - One
sample of graphite was removed from test hole 2-B on March 2.

b. PT.-XP,198-A.- Supplement A _I0_-550-E) Irradiation Of Du_ Fuel Ele-
ments in Tube 30@3 KE - Material from tubes 2_3, 2943, and 3043 was
discharged on MArch I as req_L_ed by the test.

c. PT-ZP-21_A- zrradiation,of Enr_.chedZirca!o_-2 Jacketed Seven Rod.
Cluster Elements - On March i?, rupture indications were noted on

Loop 2 which contained this charge. The rupture was confirmed
Just prior to the March 24 shutdown, and the loop was discharged
during the outage.

d. PT-IP-226-A ..Y_radiation of Enrlched Seven Rod.Cluster Elements
_Pith20 Mi!Land 30 Mil Zircaloy-2 Jackets - This FT was discharged
from ]Q_ Loop i on March 29.

e, FT-IP-229-A I" E_zaluatlon9f the uranium r A_..-slBgnd at High Tem-
- A fuel elemert failure was confirmed in the K_ Loop 3

charge during the shutdown on March 24. The charge was removed
from the loop.

D. Radiation Mqnltorin_ _¢perlenc_

i. _tlon Occurrences
..

Three Lapses of Radiation Control occurred. These involved a film badge
dropped into the storage basin, a tubular dummy with radiation levels
over limits and a piece of irradiated thermocouple wire not properly
shielded.

2. ]_xCez'n_ Exposure Control

Average dose rates for the rear face work during outages were i00 to
15o

In 1706 K_, a maxinm_adose of 15.5 fads/ht at surface including 400
zaz'/]zr,at two inches, was measured on a chemical pump removed for repair.
Average dose rate to personnel while taking pH samples from loop Number
3 was6o0 .

A. .Productlon

Input production was 118.4 per cent of forecast. MAximum power levels were
limited by the planned power increase program. Judicious use of poison
splines for long-term reactlvLt¥ gain control resulted in an extended operat-
ing period at maximum power levels. A new monthly production record for K
Reactors was achieved.



pe,
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B. Operatin_ E_perlence

I. o_ratin_ oontlnulty

Reactor outages totaled 93.3 hours. Operating continuity was affected
by the following events.

Remarks

24 62.8 Scheduled outage far metal processing.

29 30.5 Panelllt trip due to opening of the V-73 emergency
cross-tle valve at KE Reactor.

2. Operatin_ ExT_rience

a. Vertical Safety Rods - The Number 22 rod failed to withdraw during
the recovery attempt on March 29 due to a stuck check valve in the
exhaust system. Repairs were completed. A defective latching sol-
enoid on VSR Nmmber 61 was replaced.

b. Graphite Stringers - Replacement of RS-2 graphite stringer was at-
tempted. However, it stuck firmly in the channel after six feet of
movement. The work was postponed until stringer RS-7 can be re-
placed.

c. RuL_turedSlugs - A high pigtail radiation level indicated the pos-
sibility of a rupture in tube 1262. The indication was found dur-
ing routine metal processing and the rupture suspect could not be
segregated from the regular discharge.

C. Improvement ExDerlenc?

I. Production and Process Tests

a. PT-IP,-128-CE.Su_Dlement C° "PQison Spline Flexible Control System
Tests at K Piles" - Eighteen splines were used during the extendedi i i i i

operating period prior to the March 24 outage. Repetitive dlffl-
culties were encountered with the K type and the older reactor type
spline choppers during removal work.

b. P_-!P-!83-A-98-FP. "Evaluat.ionof project!on Fuel Elements for Use
In K Process Tubes" - Ten bumper slug columns and ten KIil N Control
Slug columns were charged into the reactor during the scheduled out-
age.

c. PXTA-_-8-1. "Chargln_ EZI'IFuel Elements Into K Reactors" - A total
of 645 Kill N and 70 Klll E metal columns were charged. An increase
of approximately 2000 gpm of total reactor flow was experienced at
start-up.

D. Radiation Exoerlence U___,_r_U

I. _RadiationOccurrences



Three Lapses of Radiation Control occurred. Two involved a contamina-
tion to clothing of personnel, and the other was a failure to follow
specified procedures for timekeeplng in radiation zones.

2. External Exposure Control

The dose rates in the discharge area were back to the level approximately
200 _/hr that existed prior to the November, 1958 Turco internal decon-

, tamination.

3. Conta_i_natlon Control

In two cases, contaminationspread to the floor of the X-2 level occurred,
with a maximmm of 125 mrads/hr at surface. Contamination control and
cleanup was effective in both cases.

oPm  oN

A. O_eratln_ Ex_.rtence.

Peak control efforts were required for approximately 60 hours to control
the electrical peak at 317 megawatts.

B.  ,At entmxper ce

i. Air Cooler Leak - Number 3 Hi-Lift,- I_O-KE

Following reactor start-up on March 3, a water leak was observed on the
flywheel air cooler of the Number 3 hi-lift pump. The cooling coil was
changed out while the reactor was down for the discharge of temporary
poison. The pump was returned to normal service at start-up.

2. C_,,han etoFivePump,Flow,,

The Number 6 pump at 181-KE was removed from service during the outage
of March 25 for a Class "A" overhaul. The change to five pump operation
was made in preparation for CG-775 prototype pump test.

C. Im_rov_me_ntExperience

I. Gravity Acid Feed System - 183-KE

Installation of the gravity acid feed system at the 183-KE building was
completed during the Na_ch 2 outage. The system was placed in service
and performed satisfactorily.

2. CG-66_ - Steam Driven Au_larles - Fire-Eye System

Testing of the Fire-eye system on all boiler units in both powerhouses
was completed. The equipment is in service.

3- CG_775 - K water Plant Expansion
Modification of the Number 1 pump set at 190-KE was made possible with

Cf-7



the change from six pump to five pump usage. A summary of the _ork is
listed:

a. Removal and shipment of the low lift motor to Portland was com-
pleted on March 27.

4

b. Dismantling and removal of the low llft pump was completed on
March 31.

c. Dismantling _ the high llft unit was essentially complete by
mouth end.

. d. Installation of the test piping was approximately 90 per cent
complete.

D. Events Influencln_ Costs

1. Water Treatment

Activity at the Priest Rapids Dam site plus early run-off caused higher
than normal raw water turbldltles thr_ghteut the month. The additional
chemicals required to produce quality water raised unit costs approxi-
mately 18 per cent over last month.

A. Equipment Experience

I. Instruments_

a. Panellit System - Range changes were made on 7,702 gages, including
those made during the change from six pump to five pump operation
at 105-KE. Eleven faulty toggle valves were replaced in 105-KE and
36 panelllt sensing lines were repaired. Seventeen resistance ele-
ments were replaced and nineteen elements were repaired. Power sup-
ply checks of the temperature monitor systems were made in both 105
buildings.

2. Electrical

a. Horizontal Control Rods - New rectifiers and a "plug in" spare were
installed in each 105 building.

b. ..Cross-tle System - A low pre_ure alarm was installed on the V-73
air header tank in 105-KW. The/alarm will indicate when the pres-
sure is below 70 psi.

c. High Lift Pumps - I_O-EW- New double pigtail brushes were installed
on the center and outboard slip rings of Number 5 motor. All other
brushes were inspected. The 40 brushes installed are part of a
test group of I00 brushes supplied by the vendor.

DECLASSIFIED
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3- Mechanical

a. Cr.__ossHeaders - Ali 105-EW front face valves were lubricated. Six-
teen front face and all rear face valves were repacked.

b. Process Tubes - Process tubes 2470 and 3487 were removed and replaced.
Tube 3487 required smoothing of the gunbarrel before replacement
could be made. More than normal pressures were required to insert
the tube past the 103 inch position.

c. Turco Flushin_ System - 10_-KE - Installation of the piping was com-
pieted in preparation for the extended outage.

d. Process Pumps - Number i high llft and low lift pumps in 190-KE were
dismantled for prototype impeller installation relative to the water
plant expansion program. Three-way valves were installed on the
181-KW pump cooling water drain lines to facilitate flow tests while
pumps are in operation.

B. Engineering and Planning and Schedk!ling

1. Instr_nt Engineering

The Lewis Engineering Company subjected 439 detectors returned to them
to vibration tests. All but two passed the tests and were returned to
HAPO. With this shipment, sufficient detectors were made ready to com-
plete the 105-KE replacement.

Design Change 201 - Temperature Monitor Power Supply Revisions - 105 KE-
KW, addendum Number l, was prepared and routed for approvals. The change
was made to reduce interaction between the 24-volt regulated power
supplies.

2. _ElectricalEnglneerin_

A group of 180 grade T-869 brushes were received as routine replace-
ment for T-9_8 _shes when changes are required.

An addendum was completed to Design Change 240, Inner-outer Ball 3X
System, 105-KE-KW, and routed for approval. The addendum permits by-
passing of the outer system manual pushbutton, installation of individ-
hal rectifiers on the Beckman, loss of voltage relays, and added a VSR

. position to the Seismoscope selector switch.
,.......

3. Mechanical Engineering

The Maintenance Job Authorization and Plant Forces Work Review on graph-
ite stack restoration were initiated. Process Design Operation and
P#oject Engineering Operation began arrangements for the drilling opera-
tion to be conducted during the 105-KE extended outage. Plans were made
to monitor progress of stack restoration by rechecks of previously made
traverses.

Design Change 274, equalizer line modification, 105-KE-KW was approved.
The modification will prevent moisture laden gas from entering the
reactor from a regenerating dryer.

Cf-9



HW-59840_ :__"

@ ,4. Planning and Scheduling

Class "A" overhauls were completed on 135 items of equipment and class
'_" overhauls on 184 items. The class '_,,overhauls included two gen-
erators in 165-KE, two high llft pump motors in 190-KE, three genera-
tors in 165-EW and one high lift pump motor in 190-EW.

i

Class nA" overhauls were completed on 58 instruments and class '_" over-
hauls on Ii instruments of the 1706 buildings..

suP  , ,TA , OZmA O

A. Improvement Experience

Supplemental Crews met with Industrial Engineering and Equipment Development
personnel to incorporate Supplemental Crews experience into the equipment
development planning. Activities were as follows:

1. A meeting was held with Industrial Engineering, Project Engineering, and •
ER Processing Operation personnel to discuss feasibility and justifica-
tlon for a rear cross-under line for "full line" discharge set ups. The
change would apply to all older type reactors.

2. A meeting was held on long-range planning for K Plant charge-discharge
equipment and charge seaters on order.

3. Accompanied by the Safety Engineer, an inspection was made of 105-KE
heavy duty metal hoist and conveyor system.

R. S. Bell
Manager
KE-EW REACTOR OPERATION

RSB :GEG:LBB:IJg

DECEAS$]FIEB
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_b _ 'PRODUCTIONOPERATION

MARCH_.1959

I. ORGANIZA_n_0NAND FUNCTIONS
_ , ,

No change.

IX. PERSOHEL

A. I_,rce,Report

February 28 March 31 Net
Ex. N.E. Total Ex. N.E. Total Change

General 2 1 3 2 1 3 0
Prod'n Reports & Sta_i_tlcs 1 2 3 1 2 3 0
Prod'n Forecast'g & Sched'g 5 4 9 5 4 9 0
Prod'n Ccmputlng 3 3 6 3 3 6 0
Essential Materials 1 1 2 1 1 @ 0

Total 12 ii 23 12 Ii 23 0

III. PEBSONIEL ACTIVITIES
,,

T. Prudlch completed a training course in "Understandlng Human Behavior".

IV. SAFETY A_D_
i

There were no InJurles or security violations. Safety and security
meetings were attended as scheduled.

V. NON-RO_I'INEREPORTS

Doc. No. Title Author Date Classification,,,,

HW-59551 Fuel Element Geometry - R. W. Bown 3-5-59 Confidential -
K Reactors Undocumented

The above document is the record of a meeting at which it was decided to
use KIII_, KIII_, KIIN, and CIIE fuel elements at the K Reactors. Also
includes discussion of the tlmlng and procurement of canning components
for the above.

VI. INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES
, •

Ali persons en_ed in work that might reasonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge and
belief no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work

durlng the period covered by this report. Such persons further advised_
that for the period therein covered by this report_ notebook records_ if
any_ kept in the course of their work have been examined for possible In-
ventions or discoveries.
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VII. FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIF_

A. Production Forecasting 3 Scheduling and Analysis

i. Production Scheduling

a. Discharge Concentrations

Although rupture experience in enriched I & E slugs at the
old reactors has been limited, enough failures have occurred

to indicate the necessity of a goal reduction. A R & EO inter-

im reco-,nendation to make a i00 Mk'D/ton reduction was received

(HW-59459) and is being effected. The recommendation is being

implemented by taking a major portion of the i00 MWD/ton cut on
the subsequent outage at each reactor with final adjustments to

be made in April. For ease of application, this goal is being
adminls_ered throu6h an a_ustment to the slope of the former

variable goal llne. The new goal is described by the equation:

G=I-MF

Where I = 1900 (variable goal intercept)

M = 1050 (variable goal slope)

F = tube factor (relative tube power)

No other goal changes were initiated during March. Goal re-

ductions during April are anticipate_ for regular and enriched
slugs at C Reactor where some trading of exposure for tube power

is expected. Also, it is likely that some reduction in the goal
for "0" size I & E regular slugs will be initiated in April as

s result of the recent accumulation of more rupture experience.

Small metal losses were incurred due to discharge of some ma-
terial significantly below goal as shown in the table below.

BELOW GOAL DISCHARGING - MARCH t 1959

Tons

Tons Excess Mat 'I.

Reactor .Disch. Usage Ty_e Reason

B 1.3 0.5 Regular Material discharged from vicinity of tube 3675-B

(poison flushed out after nozzle was broken) as
a precautionary measure following a known local
power excursion.

C i.i 0.3 Regular Solid slugs discharged from flow zone 2 for

rupture considerations. This zone is being con-
vetted to the use of I & E slugs.

D i.7 0.7 Regular Process tube replacement.

BE[: $$JFIED
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BELOW GOAL DISCHARGING - MARCHt 195,9 (Cont 'd. )..

Tons
Tons Excess Mat '1.

Reactor Disch. Usa6e _e Reason

D 0.6 0.1 Enriched Ad4ustment of enriched loading pattern.

KE 3.2 1.0 Regular Rupture prone lots CKOSgD, CK072D, and SKOOTD
plus eleven tubes having mixer slugs in an off-
standard position.

KW 2.8 0.5 Re_tlar Rupture prone lot SK032D.

10.1 3.0 Totals for Regular Uranium

0.6 0_i Totals for Enriched Uranium

or zn  mm
Re@_lar U Enriched U

Month Solid I & E Solid I & E
i i , .,

January 670 713 8AO 713

Februaz7 706 782 1176- 755

March 70_ 7_7 9Z_ 7Z7

* Less than one ton discharged.

b. Process__Tube Replacement

Tube replacement outages were taken at D and F Reactors resulting
in Teplacement of 31 and 47 tubes, respectively. Tube replacement
incidental to other work resulted in replacement of two additional

• _ubes at F Reactor and three tubes at C Reactor.

2. Operations Analysis

Material for the Five-Year Progz_m Document, BW-59633KD, was accumu-
lated, assembled in order and sent out _o selected individuals for re-

view, correction and comnent. Final draft will be completed during
April.

Process tube replacement schedules were completed in rongh draft form.
These were being reviewed at month-end prior to issuance.

B. Production Computin6

Tube-by-tube source data were processed to establish the current production
and corrosion status for each tube in all reactors. Routine and emergency
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reports were issued to implement the scheduling, forecasting, and ac-
countability functions of the Production Operation. Charge-discharge
and tube replacement information for each reactor operation was pro-
vided in accordance with production schedules. Production data were
supplied to each Pile Physicist for reactivity evaluations, and to Pro-
cess Technology for EDPM processing.

Individual tube source data were supplied to the SS Accountability
Operation for calculating weights of SS material in discharges and
month 's end inreactor inventories.

An I_ machine was installed in the Production Computing offices in

order to transmit reactor data by direct wire to the Data Processing

Operation offices in the 700 Area. The addition of this equipment,
called a Transceiver, is intended to b_-Ing closer coordination between
the two computing components.

This month a study of the existing functions of the Production Computing
operation was started for the purpose of determining the extent these
functions can be performed on the 709 EDPM.

Data processing work was completed on a five year tube replacement fore-
cast being directed by the Specialist, Operations Analysis.

C. Production Reports and Statistics
, ,

i. Deify Reporting

Routine processing of the Daily Production Report and Daily Operations
Report in both summary and complete forms was continued.

2. Monthly Reporting

The combined report of Production and Reactor operations for February
was assembled and issued.

The February Production summary was prepared for management.

Special monthly report information was assembled for personnel of the

AEC-H00 (Process Engineering and Manufacturing Division) summarizing
plant operation and related statistics for February.

3. Special Reporting

Data for CY 19_ titled "Operating Experience - Reactors and Critical

Facilities", was given to the AEC-HO0. These data included, by reactor,
the number and causes of reactor scrams, time operated efficiency,

number of start-ups and number of personnel working in reactor buildings.
4. Production Statistics

Significant production statistics work performed during March included "
the following:

II[(  SSJ:iEi



1. ) A chart book showing reactor outage time, ruptures and scrams
_'_- was maintained for department management.

2. ) The Product Cost and Budget Operation was furnished production
data, operating efflclencles, Outage hours and tube replace-
ment information.

3. ) The Radiation Protection and Analytical Laboratories Operations,
ELO, were given weekly reports showing process water flows and
related reactor data.

4.) The Plant and Industrial Engineering, Component Testing and
Supplemental Crews Operations were supplied information each
morning showing which reactors were operating.

5.) The Processing Engineering Operation, Fuels Preparation De-
partment, was given power level, water flow and tube replace-
ment data.

6. ) Project Engineering Operation was given a detailed breakdown
of _ and KW outages for January and February.

7.) Employee Relations Operation was given data showing the worst
periods of reactor operation from January i, 1957 to date.

8. ) Process Technology Operation was given the number of reactor

out,es, excluding scrams from which recovery was successful,
and percent of time required for charge-discharge and rupture
removal by reactor during CY 1958.

9. ) Construction Engineering Operation was given time operated
efficiency by reactor by quarter for 1954 through 1958.

D. Essential Materials
,,

Rall and truck shipments received in March were as follows:

Carload shipments for IPD 174
Carload Shil_aentsfor other Depts. 284
Truck shipments for IPD iii

Total shipments received 569

Helium consumption during the month of March for ali reactors was
as follows:

IOO-B 256,340 cu. ft.
lOO-C 277,050 " "
IO0-D 273,487 " "
IOO-DR 220,348 " "
lO0-F 284,319 " "
lOO-K 1_o,671 " "
IO0-KE 816,065 " "

IO0-KW _270_055 " "
Total 2 _.u.ft.

Cg-5
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In addition to the routine duties involved in the procurement and de-

livery of essential materis_Ls, the following items were included in the
group 's activities during March:

1. Dry aluminum sulphate shipments were stepped up during the month to

cover the increase in consumption resulting from the high turbidity
in the Columbia River water treated. The amount of this material

used in March was nearly double the amount used during the same monthin 1958.

2. Arrangements were made with the Stauffer Chemical Co. to lease five
covered hopper cars under a trip lease agreement. The cars will be

used for transporting aluminum sulphate from Stauffer's Plant to

Hanford for the balance of the spring run-off season. These cars may

be held on the plant for ten days after arrival without incurring
demurrage penalties.

E. Miscellaneous Activities

Central assistance with administration (test design and grading methods )
of the formalized Pile Operator selection procedure continued to be given
the Employee Relations Operation and the Reactor Operations.

Security classification matters continued to be handled for the department.
New guidance from the AEC-HO0 and from HLO was given appropriate distribution

within IPD. Special consideration was accorded: (1) Permissible publication

of productlon-related plant performance information in unclassified employee

newsletters; (2) the classification required for photographs showing only
gas piping, but taken within Bldg. llS-D; and (3) the classification of mainte-
nance manual material relating to special reactor tools.

Meetings were held on March 24 and 25 with AEC-HO0 representatives and the

following four visitors associated with the N. a Savannah Project: W.A.
Hepburn and M. J. Gross of the Maritime Administration (and the Maritime
Reactors Branch, AEC), and 0. W. Durant and G. K. Wicks of Babcock and

Wilcox. The proposed Hanford (IPP) assistance with the training of the

ship's personnel (and certain associated people) was discussed, with agree-
ment that General Electric (HAPO) would study the proposal and return comments

through the AEC-HO0. The program would involve three groups of 8-15 men each,
coming for 8-week periods beginning about May 15.

Assistance was given the B Processing Operation in connection with the formal
reporting of an operational interruption which occurred at B Reactor on
February 26.

Further work was done on the up-dating and supplementing of PD's production-
related OPG's and Advices. Needs for new issues indicated by the Power and
Maintenance Operations were given spcclal consideration.

CA Priode/DLD/bam ProdUction Operation
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FACILITIES ENGIREERING OPERATION

_mcx, 195_

i. _e,_. :_.,AT'J:ON_ RmSOm_L

A. Responsibility

There were no changes of assigned resp_ibilities during themonth.

B. Personnel Statistics

Februar7 28, March 31, Net
z95

Eml_lopeeeon Permanent Payroll 212 216
Technical Graduates (Rotational) 1 0 -i
Technical _rainees 2 2 0

Technical Graduates
FE___O (Rotational)

_ansfexTed into Operation 6 0
Transfarred 0u_ of Operation 1 I
Payroll Removals I 0

C. Personuel Changes

O. W. Higby, Engineer, transferred from Research and Engineering
to EquilmaentDevelopment on March I, 1959.

W. D. Baina_i, Emgineer, transfezT_i from Research and Engineering
to Process Design on Merch I, 1959.

H. J. McAlister, Steno-typist, _as plac_i on the rolls with Plant
and Industrial Engineering on March 30, 1959.

C_rol Lynne SChuster, Steno-typist, terminated on March 13, 1959.

R. W. Hutchinson and M. C. Buckley, Design Draftsmen, were placed
on the rolls with Plant and Industrial Engineering on March 9,1959.

J. H. Welch, Design Draftsman, transferred from the Large Steam
Turbine Department to Plant and Industrial Engineering on
- _ _ _ 1959.a= ,d. ,9

J. C. Major, Engineer, transferred,to Vallecitos effective March 31,1959. -_-- .......-
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D. Personnel Development

Title of Course Personnel Attendin_

Reactor Processing Fundamentals 12
Radiation Protection Program 6

' Principles an_ Methods of Supervision I
Labor Management Relations 1
Secretarial Proficiency 3

• Understanding Human Behavior 4
Process 0_i,_ntation 4

E. Safet_ and Securit_ Experience

No medical treatment injuries were reported.

One security violation was reported.

II. MONTHLY RE_ GF INVENTIC_S CR DIHCOVERIES

All persons e_ged in work that might reasomably be expected to re-
sult in inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their
knowledge and belief, no inventions ar discoveries were made in the

course of their work during the perio_ covered by this report except
as listed below. Such persons further advise that, for the period
therein covered by this report, notebook records, if any, kept in the
course of their work have been ermmined for possible inventions or
discoveries.

Name Title

E. C. Arbuckle A pneumatic tool to assist in the manual lift-
B. C. Benedictson ing, transfer and positioning of uranium fuel

elements

H. A. Kramer Control of vapor "steaming" from the surface of
a body of water at elevated temperatures in a
temperature zone from ambient to near boiling
point

....• ~/'
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A. Process ,.,_s_

1. Research .and Develo_en t

a. Category X - Existing Reactor Support

Preli_ design study hs4 been initiated on the plant
modifications recommended by the task fo_-ce which reviewed
the K Ar_ emergency back-up a_te_. Specific items include
an additio_ hi@h pressure l_cess w_ter cross-tie line,
instal_tion of a steam driven back-up water pump in each area
with a steam cross-tle llne between areas, an_ installation of
a 4160 volt emergency electrical cross-tle. Pump and turbine
re,lots have been contacted to deternLinethe type of equil_nent
most suitable f0_ InstaLl_tion in the space available. A system
h_lraulic ch_ctoristlc c_rTe ha_ been calculated to establish
pump head requirements and an estin_te is being made of uninterup-
table service water flows so that total additional water flow
requirements can be established. These pre-scope design studies
will pex_it form_ design to proceed without delay when project
action has been authorized.

Su_ of th_ llownccmermodel test program was shifted from
plant assis_e to research a_d development funds during the
month u work progx_ssed to more general studies of downcomer
design technology.

b. Categor7 II - New Reactor Studies

Final equlpment installation was made on the high pressure
process tube rupture test facility while procurement of the
machined gr_l_te _s being completed. Loop modifications
were made to permit calculation of critical flow conditions
from a siuml_ted priD_-y cooling system pipe rupture. Pressure
testi_ of the complete loop was performed late in the month.
The design test request has been issued for approval and
fabrication has been initiated on the sinmlated seven-element
cluster fuel element which will be used in the initial tests
since it represents the worst case hydraulically.

Very brief review _ _ade of the Prototype Enriched Gas
Cooled Power Reactor design bei_ prepared by ACF. Although
some comments were offered_ this did not constitute a
complete al_Pralsalof the design nor does failure to comment

indicate Process Design concurrence on an_ particular design
feature.

2. Design Projects

a. CG-70_ - IO0-K 0Utfall Study

FollowIDg review and acceptance within _PD, the final report

oo o
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close out the project.

b. CG-7"T5- IO0-K Area Water Plant Modlfication_

InStallation of piping for the planned test of a prototype
modified K process l_Amp set has been completed. Work on
modification of the high lift pump and installation of the
ne_ low li_t pump in 190-KE _as initiated. The production
test _Ba almProved and issued. A visit _s made to the low
l_l_t pump vendor's plant to _r4tness a performance test.
Results indic&ted that specifications have been met and that
the _ will be satlsfactory for operatlo_l use.

Revisions are being made to the scope of this project to
conform _r4ththe conclusions of the task force which reviewed
the K Area eaergency back-u_ system. As a result, the
estlnmted project cost has increased 25 percent to cover
additional ray _ter supply and electrical power SUlmPly
facilities requ_A_d.

c. CG-791 - Reactor Confinement

Over-al_ design is estimBted to be 6_ percent complete at
month's end, pro_ioned as 92, 64, and 41 percent for
Phases Z, II, and Y_I, respectively. T_enty-eight Phase I
detaAl drawi_s were issued as Design Al_provedduring the
month vith a balance of fourteen dra_r4ngsfor this phase
scheduled for al_provalby the April i_ deadline, set by
the reactor outage schedule. In addition, the Phase I
Construction Specification and Acceptance Test Procedures
were issued for comment during the month.

Uranium oxidation tests being conducted at ORNLand HAPO
in support of this project _ere limited to cold and tr_ce
irradiation sample runs this month.

On the halogen collector test program, four candidate
testing agencies were visited to discuss the proposed
evaluation work and to al_Pralsetheir staff and facillties.

A. D. Little, Zncorpor_ted, of Cambridge, M_ssachusetts, _s
selected as the best qualified to conduct this pro_n and
contract negotiations have been initiated.

On the building sealing evaluation study, flexure test
results on pre-cast concrete roof tile _ere received from
Oregon State College, the testing agency for this work.
Results are being incor_ted in the final study report.



d. C_A-816 - New Produqt!en Reactor

Six reactor plant design criteria _ere issued for comment,
bri_ing the total to fourteen out of forty scheduled for
the complete scope I_ckm_. Two of these criteria were
approved by the Reactor Plant Project Representatives
dua_ the month and three by the RPR Design Council.
Two wnre approved by the Atomic Energy Commission and

Iseue_ in final form. As of month's end, over-all design
completion _ estimated to be 10.4 percent, compared to
7.5 percent scheduled.

On the he_t dissipatlon system design, eight criteria were
issued for moment during the month, bringing the total to
nine out of s_xteen scheduled for the complete scope package.
Scope drawings of the Emergency Power House, previously
approved by the Project Representatives, were approved by
the HPR Des_m Council and the AEC. Scope drawings and
design _Titeria for. the Administ_tion _ttlding were approved
by the RPR Design Council. 0vet-all design progress at the

• end of MLTahww esti_ted to be seven percent, compared to
12 percent or__ scheduled.

• ,

The most s_tfl_ut dee_n decision made during the month
lm4. in re_d to pr_ loop mterial. It _ws concluded
that loop piping should be carbon steel except for the
main heat exchangers, pumps, and associated piping which
can be isolated from the remmin_er of the primary cooling
system.

In addition, final decision was reached with the architect-
engineer in regard to primary pump drive horse-power
requirements which permitted preparation of pump, pump drive,
and heat exchanger speclficatlonsto proceed. A draft of
the heat exchanger specifications _s issued for comment
during the month.

In regard to design progress, origi_l scheduling assumed
considerable overl£p on the tinzLng of scope and detail design
to shorten the over-all schedule and to avoid peaks in
engineering m_n-power requirements. Such integration is
difficult to attain with the architect-engineer since the
contract under which the work is being done calls for Title II
design to be performed in accordance with approved scope.
Quite understan_bly_ then, the architect-engineer is reluctant
to initiate detail design work until scope approval hs_ been
obtained unless specifically directed to do su. Steps were
initiated during the month to provide the necessary authoriza-
tion of the desired Integr_tlon of scope and detail design
schedules.

[ EJFIEO



Althoush.no contractual considerations are involved, a
l_r_llel situation has developed on the reactor plant design
work. SpecificaLly_ there b_s been a reluctance noted in
the initiation of reactor building detailed design until
scope approval h_s been obtained on ali items affecting the
buildin6 design. There are indications at month's end that
an extension in the origin_l schedule for completion of the
:Luitial construction _ which is to include ali work
trp to the O' 0" level will be requested. Discussions have
been held with responsible CEO personnel and further steps
s_e p_nned to correct this condition.

A prelimi_y issue of the 105-N Acceptance Test Procedure
Schedule has been distributed for comment and to assist in
design planning.

Initial experimental data on the stress conditions in
deflected _rocess tubes verifies the results of stress
e_is computations m_de previously.

A program h_s been initiated for prel_r_tion of information
on the confinement system design for ultimate presentation
to the ACRS. A target date of June i, 1959 h_s been
selected for completion of data compil_tion.

3. v_itors

R. E. Lindenmeyer of Great Lakes Carbon, visited Reactor Plant
Design to discuss the Process Tube Rupture Test graphite order.

E. A. Trichett, Chief Mechanical Engineer, and J. F. Neely,
Sulx_visor, Core Design, for ACF, and F. Hunton, Project
Engineer for _iser Engineers on the g_s-cooled reactor project,
discussed their proposed design for the Prototype Enriched C_Ls
Cooled Power Reactor with members of Process Design.

J. L. Barnes of Transdynamic visited Reactor Plant Design to
discuss aFplicability of the Teleflex valve _rive mechanism
to the NPR design.

Dr. R. L. Plunkett and D. J. H. Meier of the General Engineering
Laboratory visited Reactor Modification Design to review the
various process _ter systems and to discuss other reactor
component probleme of interest to GEL.

L. G. Gitzendan_r of @eneral Engineering Laboratory also visited
Reactor Modification D_sign to discuss reactor mechanical systems
and components.

R. B. Richa_ds and V. D. Nixon of Atomic Power Equipment Depart-
• ent visited Process Design to discuss development problems
and aree_ of potential APED assistance.



C. A. Pursel visited AEC offices in Chicago as well as ARP in
Cincinmati to discuss items of mutual interest. He also visited
Futurecraft, Los Angeles, to discuss a gas-operated, rupture
dlsc valve design of potential application to critical flow
testlng.

D. L. Condotta a_l R. A. Rohrbe_her visited Burns and Roe,
New York City; GEL, Schenectady; and Canadian GE in Peterborough,
Ontario, to discuss reactor coolant system control problems
and analytical procedures.

Me H. RUSS visited Combustion Englneerimg, Chata_ooga, Tennessee,
and Burns add Roe, New York City, in connection with NPR design
w_rk.

E. M. Kx_tz and H. R. KosmBta met with Burns and Roe personnel
in New York dur_ the month to reach a_reement on primary loop
pump drive power requirements and to discuss heat exchamger
_nt and eal_clty..

H. S. D_vis visited Vancouver, B.C, to witness trial runs of
the Gunite method of placing magnetite concrete.

N: E. Bennevltz visited the comlmtlmg center at Washington State
College to check the pipin_ stress pro_n and Hanford control
pmmel for application to their IBM-650 computer.

E. L. Etherldge add R. C. Walker visited Mine Safety Almpliance
Research Corpox_tlon, CaLlery, Pa._ Air Products, Incorporated,
Allentown, Pa.; Nucles_ Science and Engineering Corporstlon,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. D. Little, Incorporated, Cambridge, M_ss.;
and _ School of Public Health, Cambridge, MAss., to discuss
our proposed hslogen collector test program.

M. H. Scha_k and D. F. Watson visited Washington State College
to discuss the downcomer model test program.

N. F. Filer visited Washington State College to review progress
o= the 181-K model test program.

H. W. Eeacock visited Byron Jackson C_npanT, Los Angeles, to
witness CG-775 low llft pump performsnce tests and to discuss
other Nanford pump problems.



5. Significant Reports Issued

RW-55529 RD - "Design Test Request Environmental Component
Testing," E. L. Etheridge, March 4, 1959.

HW-57041 P_ - "I00-N Design Bases - Part V - Functional
Requirements of the Plant Auxiliary Control and
Instrumentation Systems," D. L. Condotta,
March 10, 1959.

Ng-_7014 RD4 - "Ball Safety Systeme," J. F. Nesbltt, March 20,
1959.

HM-ST043 - "I00-N Design Bases - Part I - General," E. R.
Astley and G. L. Locke, March 17, 1959.

HM-57045 RD4 - "I00-N Design Bases - Part II - Functional
Requirements of the Confinement System," C. A.
Purse!, March 16, 1959.

HM-57046 RD - "IO0-N Design Bases - Part IV - Functional

Requirements of the Nuclear Control and Safety
Systems," M_rch 26, 1959.

Ng-57960 ltD - '_roJect Representatives Meeting Minutes No. 13,
March 4, 1959.

Ng-57961 RD - "Project Representatives Meeting Minutes No. 14,
MArch 9, 1959.

HW-58899 - "CG-704 - IO0-K Outfall Study - Final Report,"
D. F. Watson, January 31, 1959.

• Ng-59522 - "Performance Test of CG-558 - 190 Building Pump
With Replacement Rotating Assembly," N. F. Filer
and M.'E._SChack, March 4, 1959.

HW-59670 - "Second Performance Test of CG-558 - 190
Building Pump Wlth Replacement Rotating Assembly,"
N. F. Filer and M. H. Schack, March 16, 1959

HW-59672 - "Production Test IP-234-AE, Project CG-775 -
Prototype Testing of the 190-K Process Pumping
Units," M. E. Schack and S. S. Jones, March 17,
1959.

E_-59673 - "Performance Test of CG-558, 190 Building Pump
Wlth Byron Jackson First Stage Impeller,"
N. F. Filer and M. H. Schaek, March 17, 1959.

I!

HM-59689 - Reactor Auxiliary Water Requirements, G. E. Wade,
March 17, 1959.



'

EW-5_90 Pl) - "Design Test Request - ,Process Tube Rupture
Test," D. FArinos, March 22, :].959.

EA-59696 - '_ water Plant Improvements," R. E. Trumble,
et al., MArch 19, 1959.

N_-59710 - "Design Test Request No. DT-ZO_, Evaluation
of Ceramic Sleeves for K HCR's," ER Ru_ock,
_arch2o, 1959.

HW-59715 - "Trip Report -Visit to Candidate Halogen
Collector Test Program Contractors," E. L.
Etheridge and R. C. Walker, March 20, 1"959.

_-59716 - "Design Test No. 1039 - Graphite Stack Pushing
Test," E. R. R_ocM, March 20, 1959.

HW-59757 - "Trip RepoTt - Remo._l of Radio-Iodine at ANP,
Arco," E. L. Etheridge and W. C. Schmidt,
MArch 14, 1959.

HW-_Y_7 -"Final Design of UO2 Tempe_tu_e Experiment,"
F. J. Mmllerus, Jr°.,March 27, 1959.

'_ Water Plant Stud7 by K Water Plant Study Group," March 4,
1959.
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Eq,ent , ve!o ent

Installation of the Prototype Concept Evaluation Loop In 189-D Build-
ing for the New Production Reactor is more than 95% complete and
flushing and pressure testing are under way. Remaining construction
work includms completion of insulation, check out of electrical cir-
cults, and instrument calibration. A modification to the loop has
been scoped, designed, and fabrication started which will permit bend-
ing of Joints while they are being thermal-cycled; similar bending
moments will be encountered in the New Production Reactor; since these
bending-cycling tests may reveal defective Joints such testing will
be performed in a blast box.

Laboratory tests have been performed and data delivered to Process
Design on (a) stresses in rlser-to-nozzle connectors when deflected
in a cold flow condition, (b) stresses in a zirconium process tube
when deflected to simulate graphite contraction of 5 and 15 years
with the process tube both empty and with simulated element loadings,
and (c) critical flows for butterfly valves in riser-to-nozzle con-
nectors with the valves operated from 20% open to wide open. Testing
continued in attempts to overcome Jerking motions in the mechanism of
the prototype horizontal control rod drive when the rod is operated
at very low speed. Slug dropping tests were resumed in the mockups
on the roof on the 190-D Building an_ in the test tank in the 189-D
Building. A first model of a diversion valve for the New Production
Reactor froze after being cycled empty several times in a 600°F fArnace.

En Joint develo_ent for the New Production Reactor: (a) a sample of
a rolled zirconium Joint, received from the Canadian General Electric
Company, Ltd., has been thermal-cycled successfully more than 1800
times from 275 to 525°F at 1325 psi, (b) a sample of a 37° flared zir-
conium Joint, with serrations on the mating flange to concentrate
forces, developed a leak after thermal-cycling more than 2500 times
from 200-325 to _75-580°F at 13_O-1900 psi, (c) a sample of a metallic
bell-ring closure completed more than 1600 hours without leaking in a
steady-state condition of 525°F and 1340 psi and 580_F and 1900 psi,
(d) a sample of a spiral-wound gasket closure leaked after 1500 hours
at steady conditions of 1900 psi and 580°F, and (e) a test section of
two butt-welded and one flash-welded zirconium Joints (annealed)
reached 7500 psi and 350oC before swelling and leaking occurred, in
a rupture test; a blank sample of 40_ cold-worked zirconium tubing
reached 10,800 psi at 343°C before failing at the heat-affected zone
of one end cap-closure.

In Instrument Develo_ent, recent test results on Barton and other
Delta P pressure-to-motion cells show that the hydraulic pulser fac-
ility provides an accelerated test for bellows and other mechanical
components, lt has shown transducers which were prone to zero drift
as well as mechanically weak designs and const_Actlon. The Barton
Delta P transducers have withstood the cycling better than any other
transducer tested and are considered the most acceptable to date.
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Installation drawings for the "stop-gap" power-rate-of-rise instrument-
- atlon for Project CGI-806 were completed, approved, and released for

construction. Ali materials for t_he"stop-gap" instrumentation have
been ordered and 60% has been received. Fabrication of electronic cab-
inets in the Technical Shops is 2% complete. The goal for use of the
first "stop-gap" power-rate-of-rise meter on a reactor is August 1959.

A develolznentcontract between Battelle Memorial Institute and Hanford
was approved whereby Battelle will develop a thermally-compensated,
thermal neutron sensing system for in-core flux monitoring.

Prototypes of a new slip-Joint-type rear-face pigtail have been fab-
ricated and tested. This new design features 0-rings on the U-shaped
aluminum tubing for readM replacement of 0-rim_s and use of a cast
bronze wye-type crossheader-adaptor for cheapness and to cover present
and future needs for a pigtail entry, a thermocouple, and a resistance
temperature detector or water sample line. A development test was
processed to install i000 of these units during tube replacement at
B, Dt DR, and Y Reactors in the next year. A second prototype of a
pigtail adaptor for use at K Area was fabricated and tested which con-
talns two openlmgs for resistance temperature detectors, one for the
normal temperature monitoring system and one for "stop-gap" power-
rate-of-rise instrumentation.

Following the successful discharging and recharging while operating
and without atomscrams of 50 uranium columns at C Reactor, minor re-
visions have been made to the system preparatory to the training of
C Reactor personnel in its use and transfer of the equipment to C
Reactor. Circuit changes were made to automatically close a rear-
face bal/ valve upon campletion of discharging and to automatically
repositlon the auxiliary flow addition valve to the charging machine.
The transmission of the charging machine was repaired and tested and
the piping of the auxiliary water system was changed from temporary
to permanent.

Thirteen tubes of B Reactor were flushed with Turco-_3Og-B on February
27, 1959. Decontamination of six tubes was accomplished in 30 minutes
at 5 ounces of Turco-_306-B per _allon, 3.5 gallons per minute, and
30°C compared to a previous standard of 20 minutes, 5 ounces of Turco-
4306-B per gallon, 5 gallons per minute and 50°C. These tests are
directed at determining the effects of Turco-_BO6-B on corrosion of
weighted fuel elements.

In poison spline development, a sample was received and ten splines
were ordered of a solld-sintered-boron-carblde-alumina. If success-
ful, such a spline would eliminate the present s_lling. problem with
boron-carbide-filled, flattened aluminum tubing. Metallurgical Prod-
ucts Department reports that it has reduced its sample of 430-boron
stainless-steel (an alternate spline candidate) to strips and should
cold-form splines in rolls in April 1959.

ED
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Visitors

Mr. D. L. Snellmsn of Norfin, Inc., Seattle, Wash., visited Mechanical
Development A on March 24, 1959, to discuss the design of a winch that

his Compaz_ is supplying.

Mr. Dunning of Sheldon-Ikuming Co., and Mr. D. Williams of Chem Seal

Co., both frm, Seattle, Wash., visited Materials Development on March 4
end March 6, 1959, respectively, to discuss materials for sealing con-

crete brick walls for the containment study now under way.

The following off-site personnel visited Instrument Development:

Mr. B. H. Smith, Manager, Advanced Systems, and Mr. W. Riendo, Vice-

President and Manager of EPSCO West, visited on February 27 and 28, 1959,

to discuss the hlgh-speed scanner system - CGI-802, NPR data acquisition
systems, and possible closed-loop control computer systems.

Mr. C. E. Hoefener, Western District Sales Manager for Applied Science

Corp. of Princeton, visited on March 4, 1959, to discuss application of

their bargraph cathode-ray system to graphic presentation of rod posi-

tion, and the possibility of obtaining a display unit on a rental basis.

Messrs. Ivan Jacobs, Bruce McCllntic, and Howard Warshaw, General

Electric Company, San Jose, California, visited on March 12 and 13, 1959,
to discuss ro_ instrumentation as pertains to Assistance-to-Hanford

Contract No. A_K-IP-3-59.

Mr. W. A. Kates, President of W. A. Ka.tes Company, visited on March I__,

1959, for consulation on flow regulation problems in the fuel rupture

monitor system.

Mr. D. C. Griffith, Manager, Technical Service, Contract Division of

the Swartwout Ccd, Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. Warren May, their West

Coast representative from San Francisco, California, visited on March 3,
1959, to discuss a posJible development contract for a differential

pressure transducer and to present information on their developments

pertaining to high-pre.saute reactor instrumentation.

Messrs. Joseph M. Devine, Howard Elliot, and Arthur Dickson of Norwood

Controls Unit of American Stand_rd_ Norwood, Mass., visited on March I0,

LI, and 12, 1959, to discuss the flow monitor development program, to

assist in ad4ustment of a prototype limit detector, and to discuss
their new high-impedance transistor am_llfler now under development.

Trips

C. W. Botsford visited Peters Company in Portland, Oregon, on March 2,

1959, for engineering consultation regarding pressure tubing, tube

couplings, and special machine fabrication .
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E. Hollister visited Western Gear Company, Norfin, Inc., and Bayview
Manufacturing Ccmpax_, all in Seattle, Washington, on March 25 and 26,
1959, to consult on tube removal devices.

Harry F. Jensen visited Turco Prodncts Compsak7and G. E. Silicone
Products Del_rtment in Los Angeles, California, on March 18-21, 1959,
to participate-in technical discussions and material evaluation.

sl an aepo s zs ed

Undocumente_ - "C Elevator Interlock - All Reactors," M. Pociluyko,
March 26, 1959.

RW-55068 - Revision - "Budget Study Report - Fiscal 1960 Plant and
Equipment Budget - Reduce_ Personnel Exposure," C. E.
Frantz, February 26, 1959.

HW-58872 - Revision - "Final Report - Design Test No. 1019 -
Comparison of Shield Cooling Methods as Applied to
One-Inch Thick Steel Plates," J. P. Cooke, March 12, 1959.

HN-59_49 - "Scope Report - Discharge Area Remote Manipulator,"
C. E. Frantz, March 4, 1959.

HM-59655 - "Final Report - Design Test No. 1038 - Thermal Shock
Test of Borate_ Mortars," J. P. Cooke, March 17, 1959.

HW-59669 - "Seismoscope Amplifier Utilizing Silicon Controlled
Rectifiers," H. J. Miller, March 20, 1959

Eg-56863B - "Development Test IP-193-E - Supplement 2 - Rear-Face
Pigtail Development Test," J. W. Hedges, March 17, 1959.

RW-5972_ - "Interim Report No. 2 - Design Test No. 1024 - NPR
Fuel Handling," C. W. Higby, March 25, 1959.
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C. Plant and Industrial Engineering

i. .Drafting Operation

Summary of Drafting Operation services provided Is:

Revised or New Drawings, BPFS, Graphs and As-Builts I13

Microfilm drawings added or retired 565
Film prints produced 133 -
Check prints produced . 816
Catalogs added 209

Total cuStomers serviced by Files 292

2. Industrial Engineerin_

Metal Handling, 300-100, All Old Areas

A detailed Industrial Engineering amalysls of 300-100 metal

handling and shipping has been completed. The analysis revealed
t_hat redesign of the 300 Area metal transport pallets is not re-

quired for IPP use"at the present time. Improvement to loading
and unloading facilities of transportation equipment is being

considered. A detailed report is being prepared for FPD Processing

Operation and ZPD Processing Operation. A budget study reason
sheet totaling $265,000 for metal handling systems In six (6) old

reactors was issued and approved.

A request for detailed design of a work area and "C" elevator

fuel element material handlln_ system at 105-F has been issued.

Elimination of Water Vapor from the l07 Basin

One feasible method of reducing or eliminating the emission of

water vapor (steam) from the 107 Basins has been found. Some of
the plausible benefits associated with reduction of steaming are:

reduction of area fog; reduction of electrical maintenance In

basin areas because less ice will be deposited on electrical equip-

ment; reduction of contamination carryover; level and time of
reactor operation will not be observable because the area steam

plume will be eliminated. Responsibility for further activity

was referred to Equipment Development Operation.

Protect.lye Clothing

Two hundred SWP garments with zippered closures have been pro-

cured for service tests. The garments are being used in 105-F.

The F Area personnel are enthusiastic about the use of zippers
In protective clothing, because there is additional protection
from contamination and because it is easier and faster to remove

zippered garments.

@
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3. Reactor, Plant Engineering

Noise Studies

A noise problem arising from the compressed air system in the

1717-H shop ham been investigated. A pulse suppressor for
installation between the compressor and tlm storage tank has
been recommended. Recommendations on acoustical treatment of

the 1717-F lunch room have been furnished to "F" Maintenance
as requested by them.

Tool Steel. Marklng and Identification

A meeting was held with representatives from CPD, HLO, Purchasing,
CEO Standards, IPD Central Maintenance and FEO Standards Engineering
to discuss requirements for a HAPO Standard on "Tool Steel Identl-

fication". General agreement was reached and a rough draft of a

standard will be prepared in conjunction with the CEO Standards

group and circulated for comment to interested components.

Electric Lighting and.Load Study - IO_-C

All the engineering field survey was completed, and a rough draft

of the report has been written. Two prints were "as-built":

P-6080, Single Line D.iagram and P-6176, Lighting Panel Schedule.

lOS-B, D i F Electrical Distribution Systems

Two meetings were held with Project Engineering Operation to plan
the schedule for a project for expanding the 10S-B, D, F Electri-

cal Distribution Systems. A project proposal is being written
to obtain necessary funds.

4. Water Plant & Utilities Engineering

Reductlon of ChemiCa I Cost in lOO Areas

The aluminum oxide-sulfuric acid feeder has been re-designed to

eliminate operating difficulties as well as structural weakness

experienced with the first model. This ne_"design will be fabri-
cated and installed at 183-B inmediately for testing purposes.

A new shipment of aluminum oxide, conforming to the revised

specification, containing considerably less of the very fine
particles (passing No. 325 screen) has been received and pre-
llmlnary use of this material indicates less trouble from alum

caking on the reaction vessel.

Engineering in Sugport of Power Forecastins

Studies were continued for preparation of the FY-1960 and five--
year forecasts. Details of possible future projects and opera-

ting conditions were assembled and analyzed as to their effects
on electric power demand.
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Engineering in Support of Power Forecastin_ (continued)

The power control program to take advantage of the planned ex-
tended outage at KE was developed and steps were taken to piace
the program in effect during April.

Assistance was given to Financial Operation with analysis of
individual area loacls.

IO_-F Downcomer

' A six-inch hole drilled through the concrete wall to the annulus
of the downcomer during the last outage is draining an estimated
five to ten g_m from the annulus during operation. This new
drain, however, has not stopped the water seeping through the
Joints and cracks in the concrete wall at the stairwell near the
top of the downcomer. Further investigations are planned.

Co_lumbia River Studies

A scope study for procurement and installation of a scale model
of the river from IO0-B to IO0-F was issued. Initial use of the
model would be for investigation of the effects on Eanford oper-
ations of upstream river regulation, a proposed dam, and a pro-
posed navigation channel. Palliative measures for these or
other problems could also be investigated. Fabrication off-
plant and installation in 185-189-F is proposed.

_00 HP Motorsa 190 Building-

Three of these units were inspected this month. It was neces-
sary to send one of the stators to the G.E. Service Shop for
modification of the wedges and retaining rings. Mr.R.W. Stevens,
the insulation engineer of Large Motors and Generator Division,
came out from Schenectady to inspect this unit while it was in
Spokane. He recommended am epoxy and mylar modification of the
brace ring to minimize maintenance on these units.

Investigation of Increased River Turbidity

_he Priest Rapids and Crab Creek areas were visited and it was
determined that snme of the continued high turbidity of the
Columbia River was caused by the Grant County Public Utility
District contractor digging a channel and dynamiting in the
river below the dam, plus removal of cofferdams. We requested
that we receive an early alert at the start of other activi-
ties which would affect turbidity.
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5. Standards Engineering

Spare Parts

Stock Adjustment Requests processed 51
Maximum Authorized dollar value of new items

added by SARs $ 3,834
Maximum Authorized dollar value of spare parts

requested by letter to Project Engineering 70
Maximum Authorized dollar value of spare parts

requested for Projects by SARs 710
Number of Engineered spare parts items reviewed 49
Number of Drawings ordered revised 0
Actual dollar value of items deleted from spare

parts stock 12,966
Maximum Authorized dollar value of items deleted

from spare parts stock 14,355

A corrected SAR covering spare parts for Panellit Gauges was pre-
pared, and forwarded to Spare Parts, adding approximately 25 new
llne items.

Craft Training

Nine classes of 2 hours each were conducted on the operation and
maintenance of the Poison Spline System. One hundred-sixteen
operators, millwrights, supervisors and engineers attended one of
the sessions.

A report on the study of the training and servicing problems re-
lative to the Foxboro Power Calculator Systems was completed,
and report copies were issued to the involved people. Two alter-
hate methods for providing the requested maintenance training
on the Power Calculator Systems were made in this report.

6.  Ips

W. W. Windsheimer and P. H. Hutton visited Boeing Airplane Co. in
Seattle, Washington, to discuss vibration measuring techniques and
instrumentation with Boeing engineers.

J. H. Hoage visited Los Angeles, California, to contact several
individuals at Heat Treating and Engineering Companies; he also
attended several sessions at the Western Metals Show.

A. McDonald made a trip to the G. E. Service Shop in Spokane,
Washington, to observe motor inspection and repair.

H. A. Kramer visited Portland, Oregon, on March 9, 1959, to confer
with personnel of Bonneville Power regarding the transmittal of
river data to FEO.
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H. A. Mramer visited Priest Rapids Dam on March 2, 1959, to
review possible changes in river water quality due to the com-

pletio n of certain construction phases in dam construction.

W. W. Wi_isheimer visited Portland, Oregon, on March LI, 1959,
to listen to proceedings at a hearing relative to opening the
Columbia River as far as Wenatchee to navigation.

7. Si_Lr, icant Re_o_s

HW-58936 , SECRET, "Modification to 1706-KER Fuel Element Test

Facilities Sco_e and Justification", LB Brinkman and ML Faught,

212159.

Scope Study - Columbia River Scale Model, JP Corley, 3/20/59.

@



D. Project EnEineerin_

/L_ Projects

Number of

As siEr.nents Des.crip tion Bai ant•
iiii

17 active Construction Projects _2 980 002
3 Active DesiEn Projects 13 635

3 Active Expenser Jobs 342 383

g_ 18 Completed Projects - Accrued 3 627 090
_. 35 Customer Work Orders 50 Z90

Plant Assistance 31 588
i iiii i

Total / _7 054 988

, AEC-160 - Recircula_ as-Co01ed Test Loop

_, I"netrumen_ ca libr_ion work is starting. The three centrifugal com-
'_ressors manufac_red by the General Engineering Laboratory have
been installed _ln the loop. Rotating elements have not been install-

e+. These will be supervised by an engineering representative from
the Labora Cory.

CG-558 y Reactor Plant Modifications for Increased Production
i

Baffles in the first stage of eleven of the DeLaval process water
pumpa in 190 Annex have be+.,n removed under chs supervision of their
_Uudde. Operation of the units after the baffles have been remov-

_+:++has indicated a flow fluctuation of serious enough proportion to
_ause postponement of further removal of baffles until the cause has
been resolved and a remedy proved.

At the reque_:of Mr. Gate-ann, straightening vanes are being in-
stalled in tHesuc_ion piping in one or more test units. No further

new rotating elemen(:s halve been received other than presently in-
stalled in 6-DR and 8_ _-

.... 7-..

Pump Test Stand '"<_+

The information for preparation of the'_ka_g e was delivered tothe AEC on March 20, 1959. _-_-

CG-600- I00-C Al,,teratlons
. .

Byron-Jackson has promised shipment of four replacement impellers by
mid May.

CG-674 - Water Plant Component ,Test Loop., Buildin_ 1706-I_.

The test loop arrived on Plant site slightly damaged. Repairs are
being made on site after examination of the damage by railroad and
transpor_a:;ion officials.
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'CG-775 - Water Plant Capacity Expansion, 100-K Area
II _ ill

Test piping for testing of prototype pumps is complete. Installa-
tion of pumps will be by 100-K _aintenance Operation during the
forthcoming outage in K Area. Factory tests on the low-lift pump
were successfully completed. The pump arrived on site March 23.

CG-780 - Improved Ventilation a Buildings 105 and llS-Bt D, and ¥

Purchase orders for all engineered equipment have now been placed.
This equipment consists principally of fans and associated motors
and control equipment. The installation of duct work and equipment
supports previously fabricated in Construction Operationts shop has
started at 105-B. Although the first fan equipment has been received
at B, there has been a delay in certain of the pieces of control
equipment which may result in a delay to the completion at 105-B.

CG-781 - Service Building Addlti0ns.t 1706-KE E Buildin a

The contractor started excavation for the hot loop room and office
foundation on February 25, 1959. As of March 20, concrete had been

poured and the foundation work was about 75T. complete. Interior
electrical and piping revisions have been started.

CG-791 - Reactor LConfinement

The Conat_uction Release was given to Construction Operation on
March 23 for the Rear Face Fog Spray piping installation at 105-KE
which will be installed during the forthcoming outage in April.

M/A-8 -.Ball 3X Hodlflcations! 105-B, D, DR, F, and H

Complete design has been received for 105-B and D Buildings. Design

for 105-F and DE is each 75% complete. Design for 105-H is approxl-

mately 35% complete. The preparation of requisitions for engineered

equipment is approximately 50% complete. Central Maintenance has

made inspections of the tops of reactor units at 105-B, DR, and F.

These inspections are planned so that adverse conditions existing on

the top of the units in the vicinity of the Ball 3X equipment can be
cleaned up.

2. Project Proposals

Project Proposals Approved

AEC-160, Eev. 6 Recirculating Gas-Cooled Test Loop
CG-708, Rev. 2 Installation of Additional VSR_s, KE and KW

C&I-831 Fence and Badge House Relocation, 100-F Area
($94,000 total funds for design and construction)

,.
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Projects Awaiting AEC Approve,!,'

CGI-824 Remotely Operated Cap Removers, KE and l_ Reactor
Discharge Areas

CAI-835 Additional Office Space, 100-D Area
CGZ-839 Modification of Fuel Element Test Facilities, 1706-

KER

Project Pr,oposals Sulmicced
-.

CAI-835 Additional Office Space, 100-D Area (3-3-59)

CG1-839 Modification o£ Fuel Element Test Facilities, 1706-
KER (3-16-59) .

Requests Received for Project Preparation, Revisions, and Changes

CGI-802, Eev. i Process Safety Monitoring System, High-Speed Scan-
ntug Type for Temperature Monitoring

R-20918 Reduction of Water Trea_nent Costs, B, C, D, DR,

F, and H
R-20919 100-K Area Coolant Backup
R-20920 NPR Supporting Facilities - 230 E'V Electrical

Fsc IilCiea

NPR Supporting Facilities - Telephone Facilities

NPR Supporting Facilities - Railroad Facilities
NPR Supporting Facilities - Road Facilities

3. Trips

Approximately 12 days, beginning Hatch 27, will be spent on a busi-
ness trip by H. H. Hubble to the Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York
Navy Yard, DeLaval Steam Turbine Company, A° O. Smith Company, and
the General .Electric Company for consultation on process water pump
cavitation problems°

J° W. Scoggin traveled to Los Angeles to witness the performance
test of the primary pump developed by Byron-Jackson Pump, lhC. for
Project CG-775. While in Los Angeles,. Mr. Scoggin attended the
Western Metal Congress sponsored by the American Society of Metals;
the Society for Non-Destructive Testing; American Institute of Mining,
Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers_ and the American Welding
Society. The trip lasted from March ll through March 21.
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1. Aativities

Construction Planning

_e ._Jori_y of effort for the reporting period was spent on routine
commenting on scope documents. A considerable portion of time w_s
also spen_ in planning for the or6anlzation chenges. Activities of
notewere:

A. Study _.u star_ed on the most desirable method of obtaining
w_1_r at the 100-N si_e dm__ug the construction period. Cost
estates were obtained for bringing water from the area export
system(about$37,000for 8" llneand$47,000for12" line)or
for using wells, local Immpe and stors_e tanks (about $32,000).

B. Assis_tnce was Eiven to Plan_ and Industrial Engineering in the
forecastlng of power requirements during the construction period
and after s_srl:-up of the plant.

Gral_hitePlannin6

Au estlmB_e for the modification of 2101 Building to arrange for
offices and shopI for Elec_rical Distribution w_s prepared and
submitted to Financial for action. _e estlm_te is $_7,000 to
include ell project costs.

Research and En_ineerin_ continued the study of graphite require-
merits to de_ermine if the plammd procurement action of ordering
graphite ime_iin_ely after the tube rupture _est is feasible.

Zircgnium Plannin_

....Be processing proposals submitted by five Vendors for fabrication
of the pilo_ lot of zirconium tubes is being reviewed. Consider-

able _echnical discussion is required with each vendor before a
s&tisf_ctory review can be made. _e Commission originslly re-
frained from entering into discussions with vendors because of not

having procurement funds; however, since a meeting MArch 23, 1959,
they have decided to enter into complete negotiation with each,
including requests for prices. We agreed that technically all
proposals are satisfactory. Final review and evaluation must wait
until discussions are held with each.

Discussions were conducted with Chase Brass and COpl_r Coml_ny,
Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corporation; and Harvey Aluminum Company.
Chase Brass presented s large cost figure, $650,000; for
facilities to make the tubes_ and to d_te discussions hsve been

on these cosT_. Discussions with Allegheny-Ludlum and Harvey
Aluminum have largely,been in re_rd to contract terms and condi-
:tionssince each object to certain general conditions in AEC and
GE .contracts. Thorough technical discussions were held with
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\ Alleghe_7-Ludlum an_ their subcontractors at Richlami MArch 26, 1959.

A rather tight schedule was arrange_ for the next two weeks to complete
neptiatlons with all vendors. Bri_eport Brass Company aralHarvey
Aluminum Com_ have each offere_ to col_-draw samples of tubes and
have re_ueste_ t_t these be revlewe_ for technical evaluation.

A letter has been receive_ from GE Union Rel_tiona stating that from
the Davls-Bacou Act standpoint plsnt forces m_y perform the ou-slte
pre_tlon work on the zirconium tubes.

Administrative
iii

Eight Burns & Roe Criteria have been received this mouth to date° The
first purchase specification from Burns & Roe was received on March
Z3,1959.

The following mJterial was processe_lby Drawing an_ Specification
Control this month:

Dr_wlngs 19
Criteria 18
Speciflc&tlons 1

Ot_=s

57

Summary information on the over-all impact of NPR on HAP0 manpower
re_ulrements was compile_ an_ trsmsmitted to all HAPO Level II
co._onents by letter of the General YAnsger, IPD, dated Me._ch4, 1959.
A new HAPO-wide new-hire forecast was prepared and forwarded to the
General MA_er, IPD, March 20, 1959.

0r@snization planning for structure an_ functions required for
assumption of the General Electric field engineering responsibilities
was comple_e_. Key position guides were prepared a_ key positions
were evalu_tel.

Desl_n Review an_ Consultation

Reviews were complete_ an_ comments were offered on the following
scope design items:

a) E_-57029 Pile Motion, Seismoscope an_ Optical Systems

_) _g-57020 Power Calculator, Boiling Point and Bulk Coolant
Flow an_ Temperature Measurement Systems

c) Eg-57041 Functional Requirements of the Plant Auxiliary
Control an_ Instrumentation Systems

DECLASSIFIED
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d) Ng-5703P Elevator Facilities

e) m_-p?o13 Hcasystem

z) m_-p949o s__ P_.,rHouse i

g) _g-P947_ Electrical Distribution System

h) I_g-59473 River Water Punp House

I) _g-59478 Circul_ting Water Systems

J) _-59_80 Pr_ Coolant and Afterheat Removal Systems

k) m_-p_"D, site,=aArea

i) _g-59_81 River Water Treatment Facilities

The NPR Design Council approved the following scope mBterial:

SK-I-_)O06 General A_ement Scope Drawings of Standby Power
SK-I-29007 House

SK-I-31300 Administration Building - Floor Plan, Elevations
SK-I-31302 and Sections

BM-57039-RD-3 105-N Design CriteriA, Item No. 2.8 - Electrical
s__ (F_.=,_.A__)

Eg-57902-RD-3 I05-N Design Criteria, Item No. 1.5 - Pile Gas
System

_-59476 100-N Design Criteria, Item 3.7 - 1704-N
Admlnistr_tion Building

HM-570I_-RD-_ 105-N Design Criteria 1.7 - Ball Safety System
(r_ A__)

HW-570_5-RD-4 105-N Design Bases Part IIl - Functional Require-
meritsof the Confinement System

The Council also approve_ of the use of carbon steel as the m_ter_l
for construction of the primary coolant loop between the reactor and
the heat exchequer loop cut-off-valves. The use of stainless steel
m_terial of construction in contact with the primary coolant within
the he_t exchanger loops was also approved.



2. Visitors
, IilHii

Mr. G. Maudry, Technical Director_ and Mr. C. Crawford_ Assistant to
the President, of Harvey Aluminum Company visited the plant March 2_
and 25, 1959, to discuss technical details and negotiate procurement
coutracts for _he NPR zircoulum process tubes.

Mr. R. E. Linde_neyer, Special Sales representative_ Great Lakes
Carbon Corpomtiou_ visited the plant March 24, 1959, to discuss
the NPR 8ral_Liteprogram and view the 2101 graphite fabrication
facilities.

Alle@heny-Ludlum Steel Company personnel, including Messrs. R. Swan,
Assistant ComptrollerI E. Eiswerth, Sales Managerj J. Preston,
Technical Representative, and A. Smith and H. Lucas, Nnrthwest
Representatives_ visited the plant MArch 26 to discuss the NPR zir-

conium tube procurement contrs_t. With them were Mr. K. Donlet
Tube Reducin8 Corporation_ and W. Dick_, Budd Company_ engineers
from the sub-contractin8 firms.

Mr. O'Connor of Johnson Drake and Piper visited the plant Y_rch 30_
1959, to discuss construction planning.

3. _rips

A trip _as taken by C. E. Love March ii an_ 12, 1959, to Chase Brass
and Copper Co__ and Alle_eny-Ludlum Steel Company with J. W.
Riches, ELO, and L. L. Sadler, AEC I to discuss the zirconium process
tube procurement.

E. W. Wilson and D. C. Kecks of the Expansion Operations W. D.
of the System Design Operations and W. F. Dietrich of Burns

and Roe.I Inc. visited the Longvlew Fiber Company and Weyerhouser
Lumber Company at Longvlew, Washington on March 5, and the Shell Oil
Com_ at An_cortes, Washing_on_ on _Arch 6. The purpose of the
trip was to observe demineralization and water treatment facilities
a_ _perations.

4. Significant Re_orts Issued

HW-59347 "Inspection M_nual, Production Machining of Graphite
Moderator", was Jointly prepared by _. E. Love_ D. M.
Diedlker, and R. C. Walker and issued March 16t 1959.

Uudocmaented Trip Report, Visit to Demineralization and Water Treat-

men, Facilities at Lonsview, Washington and An_cortes,
Washln@_on, d_ted H_rch 18, 1959. Coauthors, D. C. Keck,
E. W. Wilson,-and.W. D. 3ainard.

Undocumented NPR Report No. 5 for General Electric Management, dated
March 2, 1959, by W. D. Richmond.
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F. Principal Engineers D _'_[_b__l''_ _I._" ,.
Pr.lncIpal Engineer

Z.

' Meetings were attended in Washington, D. C. on March 17 and 18 with
E. J. Bloch, W. E. Johnson and some members of the Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy and staff to discuss the new production reactor pro-
gram.

2. Slgulflcant Reports Issued

HW-54907 - "Commeuts on Stone and Webster Report - HAN-71010"

HW-59775 - "Comparison of Unit Energy Costs from Federal Plants of

Nuclea_ Hydroelectrlc, and Conventional Thermal Types"

FACILITIES ENGINEERING
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1959

PERSONNEL E_LOPMENT & PLACEMENT
, ,

The manpower requirement study initiated last month will be discontinued with
the issuance of the Part I report. The report presented a tabulation of

additions required in selected nonexempt personnel classifications.

The first round of the 1959 "Understanding Human Behavior" Course was completed

in March. Pre-employment selection criteria for coal handlers, miscellaneous

operations, etc., in Power was worked up for consideration and possible adapt-
ation in other HAPO departments.

Experienced BS/MS and PhD recruitment continued at a very high level. Transfer
activity decreased while monunit placement activity was the heaviest thus far

for the year. Eleven experienced KS/MS candidates were interviewed during the
month with five offers being extended. We have received three offer rejections

and have four open offers at month end. There were eight PhD candidates inter-

viewed during the month, with three offers being extended, two rejections of
prior offers, an_ two open offers at month end.

There was one exempt _ransfer into the department from Relations and Utilities

Operation, and one transfer out of the department to the 7allecitos Atomic
Laboratory. There were two other exempt losses, both to accept outside employ-
merit.

There were eight nonunit _ditlons to the rolls, four removals and four trans-

fers within the department. Twelve requisitions were filled, with sixteen re-

maining ope_ at month encl..

MAIL AND DUPLICATING
_ J-,

A new procedure for addressographing Radiation Exposure Cards was implemented

this month which will provide more pre-prlnted information on each card, and

thus reduce the amount of information which must be filled in by hand. Cards
will also be made more legible.

Accessory duplicating equipment was obtained this month and installed in the

1761-H duplicating office. The equipment makes possible a more precise chemical

control in the multilith lithographic process. Better quality finished work
and reduced "down time" should result.

In order to assist in uniform compliance with Security regulations, an item

was included in the April 2 News Bulletin reiterating instructions for handling
"extra" duplicated copies of classified documents. The action was taken as a

result of a request made by Security Procedures sad Practices.

C_CATION
m •

Mass communication activities included the publication of eight Management

NEWS Bulletins_ one Memo from the General Manager, one Round Table Guide,

two IFD Employee Headliners, and one letter to supervisors and managers from
the General Manager. GE NEWS coverage included ll items about IPD activities
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totaling 165 column inches, or 24_ of all available spaces. Three Priority Messages
were disseminated; both Management Information Meetings scheduled for the month werecancelled.

UNION RELATIONS

The wording of a request to the NIaB for a determination on whether the work being
performed by exempt Instrument Development Specialists is Production and Maintenance

or Research and Development work has been agreed upon by the HAMTC and the Company.
This request has been presented to the Board as a Joint petition.

Notice was received of the HAMTC's desire to arbitrate a grievance from Instrument

Technicians regarding overtime distribution. The Company does not consider this an
arbitrable grievance and has so informed the Council.

Two more IPD Firemen have Joined in the lawsuit against the Company for overtime

pay for the twenty-minute period from the time the bus arrives until they actually
start work. Mr. DeGarmo, Seattle attorney who is representing the Company in the
suit, was in town this month for preliminary meetings.

The Van Reenen Arbitration Case (overtime pay calculation) was scheduled to be

heard in Seattle on Tuesday, March 24, 1959. At a meeting on March 20 the HAMTC
withdrew the charge cancelling the arbitration.

Five issues of the "Union Relations Information" bulletin were prepared and dis-
tributed during the report period.

The HO0-AEC Labor Standards Board approved five Jobs for assignment to plant

forces which are estimated to cost $264,325. Since the procedure for obtaining
LSB approval was initiated in IPD, 132 Jobs have been approved, representing a
total cost of $4,215,050.66.

EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

An analysis of salary statistics and their comparison to similar statistics for
the Company was made. Data were prepared as a basis for salary review action

and the schedule and control criteria for an over-all exempt salary review wereestabli shed.

New appraisals for all exempt employees who had not been appraised since October l,
1958 have been prepared. Appraisal ratings and their distribution with relation
to salary zones has been analyzed.

Satisfactory progress has been made on the <_er-all salary review which will be
completed about the middle of April.

HEALTH& SAFETY

Disabling Injury IPD No. 59-6, 3-16-59, involving an electrician Journeyman who
fell a distance of 3 ft. involved a more severe injury than anticipated. Two
vertebrae and kidney involvement are now reported.
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Serious Accident IPD No. 59-4, D Area, involving a helium meter explosion

occurred on 3-16-59. Property Damage loss of $1500 is involved. The investigation
revealed various design deficiencies. Exsmples: the PRV for the system were in-
adequate in size, piping sizes were not sufficieht to meet the demand and the PRV

for the protection of the gas meters were dot designed into the system. Specific
recommendations will correct all such deficiencies; however, this accident has

resulted in a "new look" into current designs on the proposed NPR project piping
systems. Current reviews reflect the need of an IPD Safety Standard on valving.
Work is in progress on this Standard.

A comprehensive inspection of B Area was conducted during March. F Area will be
reviewed in April.

Approval of the test fabrication in 212-P (North Area) was granted on 3-29-59_
Building pressure tests are to be conducted for criteria determination.

Approval to use compressed gas adaptors on a helium-water-pumped nitrogen system
was granted for exclusive use in the reclrculatlng gas cooled test loop - 105DR.

Considerable Safety considerations are being given to the NPR Prototype Concept
Evaluation Loop in 189-D. Regular safety meetings as work progresses are held with
all interested parties in attendance.

FIRE PRO_TION

IPD Fire Protection responded to two alarms during the month of March: March 17>
1959, 3:50 P.M. - Hanford Area between A St. and the River -- High winds extended

controlled burning to grass and dead trees making extinguishment necessary. Approxi-
mately one acre burned. Loss: SID. March 18, 1959, l0:50 A.M. - 100-B Area,
Outside 105-B Bldg., improper disposal of smoking material ignited trash in a
Load Lugger. Loss: $160.

Fire Protection Operation will transfer to C.E. & U.0. Plant Auxiliaries
effective April l, 1959.
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FINARCIAL OPERATION
MORTHLY RECORD REPCRT

Acc mt

The Plant Acquisition and Construction Budget for FY 1961 and Revision of FY 1960
and the Equil_mmntBudget for _/1961 and Revision of J"/ 1960 were transmitted to
Contract Accounting.

The forecast of year-end balances for FY 1960 and FT 1961 for Spare Parts was
, transmitted to Contract Accounting.

Physical inventory of fixed plant and equipment commenced in 100-B and 100-D on
March 23. The primary purpose of this inventory is to obtain complete description
of property units in order to facilitate mechanization of fixed property.

The semi-annual physical inventory of Precious Metals and Special Materials, taken
on March 31, 1959, resulted in a $.69 charge to cost for platinum consumed.

Product Cost and Budgets

The Operating Expenses Budget for I_ 1961 and Revision of FY 1960 was completed
and rea_ for submission to Contract Accounting.

Investigation of a purchase order with Toledo Scale Company of Yakima for the
quarterly inspection of SS Material scales ($2,600/year) disclosed that while a
third party inspection is considered necessary, the frequency may be reduced.
This recommendation was made to those responsible for placing future orders.

Personnel Accounting

Tuition refund checks were prepared and mailed to employees completing fall
semester courses at the University of Washington Center for Graduate Study.
Thirty-six IPD employees received tuition refunds in the gross amount of $810.

Auditing

Cancellations of periodical subscriptions have resulted from the list circulated
to Level 3 managers in February.

Changes in procedures for the control of Material Passes, which were agreed to
by HAPO auditors and Security and Patrol representatives, have been postponed
pending settlement of organizational changes.

Several AEC Manual chapters were reviewed for possible problems arising from the
AEC request for conformance.

An auditor observed the semiannual inventory of precious metals taken March 31,
1959.



Procedures
| iii i

Negotiations were completed with Production Operation for the transfer of the
I_ Transceiver equipment to that component from Personnel. Accounting.

A procedural review was made in conjunction with Chemical Processing Department
and Relations and Utilities Operation personnel evaluating possible revisions
in the system used far in_etlng incoming s_ parts and materials.

A personnel analysis was made in connection with reorganlzati_n of plant-wide
financial functions. A comparison was made of the number of exempt and nonexempt
people in each financial function in each de--ht over the period from June 30,
1956 to the present.

General

No inventions or discoveries were made during the month by Financial personnel.
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